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STRIKE ACTION VOTE PROCEEDS
King, Ramsay, Conner Frame-up In Court

P."

Railroading
Of Mooney
Recalled Second Modesto Trial
Lack Of Radio Has Peace Been
Patched Up In
Oakland Meeting
r
11
Novembe
For
Set
A
Held
A.F.of L. Split?
Will Expose
Plot
Cause

TWENTY DROWN ON LAKE ERIE

NO.'

This Ball and Chain
Called Copeland Act
,10•••

As the weight and prestige of the Maritime Commission is injected with ever greater determination by the
Government during these critical days, it becomes ever
more evident to the maritime worker that the Commission
IS pursuing a deliberate policy of extending its control
over maritime labor far beyond its actual authority.
In a very briefly worded section of the Subsidy Act,
Congress gave to the Commission extremely extensive powers—to set "minimum-manning scales and minimum-wage
scales and reasonable working conditions for all officers
and crews" ,on subsidized vessels—but nowhere near as
extensive as 'those it is seemingly allegating to itself. Assuming a dictatorial manner, the Maritime Commission has
blustered into the negotiations with employers of all the
waterfront unions, longshore as well as seafaring, and,
hand in glove with the employers, has tried to bulldoze
the unions into indiscriminate arbitration of all issues, including those vital to their very existence.
Death To Any
Labor Union

The following account in the "Journal of Commerce"
of an interview with Joseph B. Weaver, director of the
Bureau of Marine Inspection and Navigation and chief
protagonist for the new anti-union legislation, is highly
significant:
"Although the Merchant Marine Act provisions appear to limit jurisdiction to employment aboard subsidized
Vessels, it was Weaver's belief that the commission could
ask for a "truce" of three or four months until it has an
opportunity to study any labor controversy that might
arise. He said he thought anybody who would not go
along with the commission on such a proposal would be 'a
fool' and it would mean 'death to any labor union' that did
not agree to such plan."
This statement from a responsible Government official
constitutes no less than a threat to destroyt those unions
Which might resist this admittedly illegal extension of the
Commission's authority. This threat was recently reiterated by the Commission itself in its last week's wire to the
Joint Negotiating Committee demanding unlimited time
"to investigate."

No. 20

STATES HISTORY
Attempt To Discredit
Maritime Unions
Is Purpose
By KING, RAMSAY AND CONNER
DEFENSE COMMITTEE
LATEST NEWS: The defense
attorneys, George Anderson and
Henry C. Levinsky, filed a petition
Tuesday for postponement of the
start of the trial until November
30, so as allow time to bring important witnesses to Oakland.
Hearing on the petition was set
for Thursday.
Tom. Mooney is spending his
21st year in prison for a crime
he did not commit.
And next Monday, October 26,
District Attorney Earl Warren of
Alameda county goes into the
second stage of his effort to railroad three members of the Maritime Firemen to San Quentin—
or the hangman's noose—as Mooney was railroaded.
The three men—Earl King, , Ernest G. Ramsay and Frank J.
Conner—go on trial before Superior Judge Edward J. Tyrrell,
charged with the knife murder
of George Wallace, chief engineer of the Swayne and Hoyt
freighter Point Lobos.
Meanwhile, plans are complete
for the public meeting in Oakland Friday night to hear about
the frame-up.
Chief speaker will be Harry
Bridges, who will outline the maritime situation, showing how the
shipowners and Warren planned
the frame-up to discredit the
unions.
Pat Lydon of the Oil Workers'
Union, vice president of the Martinez Central Labor Council, will
discuss the necessity of forming
a permanent labor defense for
such attempted frame-ups as the
King-Ramsay-Conner case.
Gaspar Bauer, organizer for 'the
Butchers' Union, will show why
organized labor must work to de-

Twelve Pages!

We are proud
this first 12-page
VOICE as being
appear regularly

to announce
edition of the
the first to
every month.

We hope this will please the
readers as it has satisfied the
staff in preparing it.
On page 12 we publish the
resolution passed by the San
Francisco Labor Council conthreats
made
demning the
against the VOICE and a member of the staff. The resolution
also expresses .the need of solidarity against vigilante terror
and the right of a free labor
press. The action of the council also recommended that the
resolution be sent to all other
councils in the state for them
to take similar action.

White Collar
Mobsters
Tried
SANTA ROSA — Twelve prominent Sonoma County business and
professional men are on trial this
week for participation in the vigilante attacks against workers' meetings here last year, and in the tarand-feathering of two workers.
Although the vigilante mob comprised many more white collared

Cases Will Be Brought
Before A. F. of L.
Convention

By MODESTO DEFENSE
COMMITTEE
The date for the second trial
of John Rodgers and Alphonse

Owner Negligence Cited In
Terrific Death
Toll

presented,
The committee finds it still
necessary to call upon all unions
that have not as yet forwarded
the money for their respective
quotas of the new Modesto stamps
TO DO SO NOW. Affiliates in
Southern California, the Columbia
River and Puget Sound districts
are not carrying out the pledge
their delegates gave at the Pedro
convention of the Maritime Federation last June. The committee
is running practically on a shoestring.
Are the Maritime Unions going
to fail these boys at this critical
period? Mail checks and donations to F. M. Kelley, secretary,
Maritime Federation, 24 California
St., San Francisco, Calif.

Unions Outline Basic Issues
Which They Cannot
Arbitrate

The referendum vote on strike
action to be taken October 28, It
JOHN L. LEWIS

the shipowners refuse to agree to
the two basic demands of each
union, is well under way this week
among the memberships of all the
maritime unions. The referendum
was proposed by the joint meeting
of the negotiating committees of

the several unions. An affirmative
vote will confer power on the ne-

more men
"There are plenty
on the beach," a shipowner is reported to have said when he was
reminded that radio equipment
would protect crews from just
such disasters. The Great Lakes
have taken a terrific toll of lives
In the past years—and it is here
that the maritime workers halte
emby
most exploited
been
ployers' greed and indifference.

Only a miserable 25 per cent of
lake vessels are equipped witts
radio.
The S. S. Sand Merchant was

TO 'INVESTIGATE'

FLASH!

be chalked a new ghastly toll of
20 more lives of seafaring workers, lost when the Canadian sandsucker S. S. Sand Merchant capsized 14 miles off this port in
Lake Erie last week.

A radio on the ship would have
saved the crew of the ill-fated
vessel. As radio-equipped boats
passed within only a mile or two
of the wreck, the men, clinging
to bits of wreckage, dropped one
by one into the icy water from
exhaustion. Seven survivors were
Picked up only by chance after
having been cast about for 10
hours in a 50-mile Lake Erie gale.

N e w Maritime Body
Sends Out
Admiral

As we go to press we learn that
a joint meeting of the negotiation
commitiee of the Maritime Federation of the Pacific will be held
this morning to consider all proposals submitted by Admiral Hamlet and the shipowners through
him to arrive at an understanding.
The unions are determined to
reach an agreement, providing that
It does not In any manner violate
the principles upon which the
Maritime Federation is based.
* * * * *

CLEVELAND, Ohio.—To the
criminal
neglect of shipowners in
San Rafael, Mann
Buyle in
observing even the most elemenCounty has been set for Novemtary safety-at-sea precautions can
ber 16. As reported in the pre-

vious issue the first trial resulted
in a deadlock, the jury standing
eight to four for acquittal. The
trial of Buyle in Modesto has been
set for December 2.
The committee hears regularly
from all the brothers in San Quentin, and Patsy Ciambrelli in Folsom. They are as determined as
ever to obtain complete vindication, and in these efforts they
look to the organized labor movement in general and the maritime
unions in particular to help them.
The Modesto cases will be brought.
before the Tampa; convention of
the A. F. of L. on November 16.
All unions are strongly urged to
instruct delegates to this convention to give their whole hearted
support when these cases are

Meeting Of
Committees
Asks Power

gotiation committees jointly to,
call a strike upon the termination
of the recent truce should the enaplayers have continued their stalling tactics in refusing to negotiate

in good faith.
The Maritime Commission, meanwhile, has sent Admiral H. G.
Hamlet to San Francisco to confer
with unions and shipowners and

to carry on an "impartial" investiMAX ZARITSKY
gation. The employers and the
S. F. Chamber of Commerce have
openly welcomed the intervention
sandself - unloading
small
a
of the Commission into the situasucker with a heavy superstruction.
thugs some of whom held very'promture and unloading boom, and no
A wire clarifying Hamlet's poinent positions in the community,
covers—a floating Coffin at
hatch
sition and authority was received
only twelve were indicted by the
best.
by the Sailors' Union, in answer
grand jury in its hearings some
A first hand account of the disweeks ago. Despite the fact that
to the specific questions they had
aster is given by a Cleveland corthere were two vigilante raids last
asked. X explained: "Admiral
(Continued on Page 12)
have
year, the prosecution is said to
Rank and File Pressure Hamlet now carries and will conrefused to consider the first one, in
Induces Change of
tinue to carry all authority of
which it is reported the most "reAttitude
commission, including all its power
spectable citizens" participated.
to issue subpoenas, summon witAs the November convention of nesses and put them under oath'.
The names of the accused Santa
Rosa hooligans are: Frank Silano
the American Federation of La- He will expedite investigation in
and Emmett Demostene, Healdsburg
bor approaches, the determination every way possible, keeping conk
bankers; Arthur Meese, druggist
of rank and file union men mission constantly advised and on
and president of the Healdsburg
revived, throughout the country that the completion, without delay, commisfeat frame-ups.
Revival of Los Angeles their conditions, has been
Chamber of Commerce; William
halters drive to organize the basic mass sion will make findings."
labor
notorious
five
and
pro
Group
secretary
-baiting
Labor
J. E. Ferguson,
Casselberry, Healdsburg newspaper
have been chosen to lead an production industries shall go on
Despite the unions' contention
Newspapers Lay ,
Uncovered
tern of the Firemen, will tell the
man; William and George Maher,
out
bewipe
to
is
campaign
compromise
aggressive
by
unimpeded
the shipowners have shown
that
Smoke Screen
history of King, Ramsay and
butchers; Sidney Elphic, rancher; The labor-hating Industrial As- the unions. Among these five are ing felt more and more strongly.
absolute bad faith in the long
worked
the
scheme
and
Conner
On the surface and by itself such a request for a
Frederick Coins, secretary of the
A month ago William Green was weeks of pending negotiations, the
sociation of San Francisco was L. P. St. Clair, president of the
out by Warren and the shipown- Healdsburg
Chamber of Commerce;
"truce" and "more time" might seem fair and reasonable. ers to get rid of them.
exposed during the recent hear- Union Oil Company, and Ralph J. openly defiant, of rank and file Federal investigator is now proAnd to this effect the newspapers have raised a smoke- That the case is a frame-up is Edward W. Jenkins, John Barnes, ings before the La Follette Com- Chandler, president of the L. A. opinion of the suspension of ten posing a one year's truce during
D. H. Madison and Thomas J. Cam(Continued on Page 12)
mittee as being one of the organ- Steamship Company.
which all agreements which expirscreen ballyhoo campaign attempting to becloud the real
(Continued on Page 12)
pion, cigar store clerk.
izations served by strike-breaking
September 30 will continue in
ed
issues. The fact is that the Commission's demand comagencies. The Association is the
force. During this time the Completely ignores the many weeks of stalling on the part of
spearhead of the drive now under
mission wouki allegedly carry on
the shipowners and their utter refusal to enter into negoin
labor
organized
smash
its investigation of the entire sitway to
tiations with the unions.
California, and testimony reuation.
vealed that large sums have been
Since its inception the Maritim•
From even this short perspective we can now see how
"hookers"
Pinkerton
to
has been obviously
it
by
paid
Commission
the stalling tactics of the shipowners were well calculated
Guild. maneuvering to delay a settlement
the
of
vermin.
Getting
recognition
In
No
Succeeds
similar
2.
and
Hearst
to hold up negotiations until the Maritime Commission Order Filipino Unions Off part of some of the officials of the
Executive Council
3. No limitation of hours of work. of the maritime crisis, a move in
Investigations of the committee,
Grounds of Labor
V.P.A. must be condemned by the
could step into the picture. Even the threatened lock-out
Him
Help
No agreed wage scale beyond a which the employers have been
4.
To
the
for
Senate
the
in
Temple
labor movement in no uncertain appointed
for inexperienced workers. giving complete support. Union
Played its role—when the Commission was appointed it
minimum
specific pus-pose of disclosing how
that these "conces- circles wonder if the shipowners
terms. Such anti-labor acts of puny
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif.—What
Provision
5.
could rush to the Pacific Coast under the guise of checking
agencies
(Special to the Voice)
strikebreaking
various
of
out
sell
deliberate
by the manthe
a
be
to
to
cancelled
officials
appears
be
cause
harm
may
sions"
untold
the employers in their drastic plans.
The most serious setback to the
are confident that they can inoperate in American Industry, has
against the Seattle agement whenever economic condiStrike
Guild
the
movement, especially in view of
fluence the Commission in their
shown the utterly disreputable
organization of agricultural labor the same tactics
Post-Intellig-encer seemed confirmed tions warrant.
which were used
Hoped To Gain
far
Thus
business.
favor, and if so what kind of an
this
of
was instituted by some officials of against the Filipinos in the 1934 nature
by the announcement that the A. F.
A.F.L. officials who obtained the "impartial" decision the CommisPrestige
merely the surface has been
of L. Executive Council had approv- hearing and pressed the Hearst offer
the Fruit and Vegetable Workers' strike at Salinas.
further hearings
intends to arrive at. It is
ed terms of settlement at a hearing of settlement included: Major Berry sion
By this move the Maritime Commission hoped to pro- Union of Salinas last Saturday It remains to be seen in the next 'scratched, and
that the Commission has
known
have been postponed until No- in Washington,D. C. The terms were
oure a "stand in" with the unions under the pretense of morning when they brazenly or- few days what these stupid acts
Union; Daniel
Pressmen's
the
of
powers to deterracketeers
vember, when big city
Erickson of the Tobin, Teamsters' chief; Charles extremely broad
Putting "pressure on the employers." Certain sections of dered the Filipinos out of the La- will cost the unions involved. If and gangsters, who furnish the described by Cliffe
working condiand
wages
mine
Seattle Guild as "worse than the Howard, Typographical Union; and
ships, and
the maritime labor movement were even favorably im- bor Temple and off the Labor this action is not repudiated by great majority of strike-breakers conditions
subsidized
which prevailed before John P. Frey, head of the A.F.L. tions aboard
Temple grounds, notwithstanding a the rank and file of the Fruit and
well—power
will
be
exas
disputes,
ships
other
pressed by these initial efforts. For example, one paper written agreement existing be- Vegetable Workers at Salinas, used in labor
the strike began two months ago." metal trades. The Seattle locals of most
coninfamy.
which can be misused, and
Present at the hearing before the most of these unions are vital parts stitute an impending danger to
commented as follows: "That this commission should tween the Filipino union and the there is grave danger that the Fili- posed in all their
The hearings in Washington de- council were representatives of of the Guild's strike support.. The organized labor.
pinos will seek retaliation against
have considerable influence in preventing consummation Joint Council.
Valthe fact that in Wiscon- Hearst.
veloped
Maria
P.-I. has not been able to publish
the
V.P.A.
in
Santa
the
The demands the unions feel ate
of any plans which
be
may or may not have been determined If this action is not repudiated ley, since in this district the situa- sin a state law requiring underout.
walked
Guildmen
the
basic and on which there can
Advance reports of the proposal since
Upon (by the employers) to crush labor organizations out by the labor movement, it will tion is reversed, the Filipino union cover agencies to register has
compromise or arbitration are:
crafts
no
printing
other
of
Members
supposed
is
it
and
by
Hearst
offered
mean that the difficult task of
Union control of hiring hall and
of existence through a forced lock-out is self evident."
powerful n the driven the Pinkertons and their substantially accepted by the A.F.L. would not pass through picket lines.
achieving unity between the Mexi- being the most
r day for longshoremen;
six-hou
The error of such an assumption is now only too clear can, Filipino and American work- Valley and the V.P.A. being prao- Ilk out of that state. As Mr. Executive Council include these Teamsters and maritime union men hiring hall and cash overtime for
have lent great strength to the sailors and firemen; eight-hour
Pinkerton ruefully admitted pub- terms!:
to everybody. As soon as the Commission had succeeded ers will be set back for a long pe- tidy at their mercy.
other day and improved living quarters
his
of
knoil
death
is
the
licity
1. No re-enstatement of P. EL strikers by picketing and by
Despite last week's flare-up of emin getting itself recognized as a factor in the situation it riod.
assistance.
for cooks and stewards; preferen
of
kind
business.
emSalinas,
critic
in
drama
P.4.
hysteria
Armstrong,
ployer-inspired
at .once switched its ground and attempted to force the The following morning, SecretAal employment and cash overthe
the
at
Angeles,
representatives
Los
Hearst
Recently in
ployed for seventeen years and distary Doss of the V. P. A. baldly which included the use of tear and
for masters, mates and pilots;
time
unions into arbitration, right in line with the shipowners' stated at the meeting of the Joint nauseating gas and the unwarranted old Merchants and Manufacturers' charged for union activity. No re-en- hearing were Harvey .1, Kelly, the preferential
employment and uninotorious for its statement of Frank Lynch,fourteen yellow chai n's "labor relations" form manning scale for engineers
wishes.
Council that so far as the Vege- arrest of forty-three strikers on Association, long
hiring hall. and eight-hour day
The shipowners immediately dropped their initial table Workers' Union was concern- trumped up charges of rioting, re- meroileas oaaripaign against all years on the paper, discharged for head, and Edward G. Woods,general and ma,
Voratalta,
Hear*
for
counsel
it *Aber uniost aotivii%
gm Par idat
ed.. This dictatorial notion on the,
(-Continued oo page 12)

Pres. Green
Starts Talk
About Peace

S. F. Industrial Assoc.
Exposed By La Follette

A. F. L. Officials Sell Out
Post-Intelligencer Strike

Officials Arbitrary Action
Hurt Salinas Strike Unit

10 vow*
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M. M. P. Clears
A. N. Norman

VOICE of the FEDERATION

FINK BO

Vicious Calumnies Endanger Good Union Record
Of Member

OTICES ALREADY P STE

No Racial Lines In Labor Struggle

Crew Tastes
Act In
N.Y.

At the last regular meeting of
organization, consideration
our
was given to reports that were
being circulated regarding one of
our members. The matter was referred to a committee who gave
a thorough inVestigation to all related matters and brought in a
report which refuted completely
the statements, and the conclusions were that they were absoNEW YORK.—Despite the unlutely untrue, and unless publicity
protest
against
the
was given to this report, they animous
Copeland
fink
hook
and
certifimight work an injury to our
WNIC ii Javiits Empicr
cate of service from maritime
brother.
ORE fOKE 10OA
Brother A. N. Norman, a mem- workers on all coasts, shipownber in good standing, is the one ers and government officials are
OP
preparations to force
who was assailed, and there is making
seafaring workers.
upon
them
questionable
absolutely nothing
amiss
since his association with the or- Notices announcing the effective
Zxcri
ganization, or prior to it or to date of the act have already been
which any exception could be tak- posted upon East Coast ships.
Advance indication of the aren. There have been statements
secured from those who would bitrary authority which uhipownknow in this connection who are ers feel the fink book act has
all agreed that Brother Norman given them was obtained by the
le a 100% union man and should crew of the S. S. Exeter dockbe given all the courtesies and ing here. When the crew was
consideration a man of that char- paid off they were told that no
acter is entitled to.
discharges were available.
These remarks were initiated
The notices posted on the ships
by a member of 90 who was dis- were as follows:
charged from the ship, and BrothNOTICE — Effective December
er Norman was hired through the
26, 1936.
ball for the position and had no
A. B. and Lifeboat
present
All
knowledge or connection with the
be S urrendered
must
certificates
conditions surrounding the diswithin six
inspectors
local
to
It
employe.
charge of the former
certificates
of servand
months
would appear that this particular
place
their
issued
in
be
will
ice
individtial circulated through the
ship and wherever he could, mak- by local inspector.
Application for certificate of
ing unfounded malicious statements seeking to injure Brother service as able seamen may be
made to any board of local inNorman.
and upon proof by afspectors,
There has been too much calumny and slander advanced to fidavit or examination that apJASPER, Alabama — 1,700 stuinjure members of our organiza- plicant is skilled in the work
dents
are still on strike here protion to permit this attack to go usually performed by seamen, the
testing with their parents the unwhich
certificate
unnoticed. We have taken this board will issue
reasonable and arbitrary action of
means of telling everybody that may be accepted as evidence of
the Walker County Board of EduBrother Norman is a 100% union his rating.
cation in firing three teachers for
man with no blemish on his union All members of the engine de- affiliating
with the American
record, and feel that such at- partment except licensed officers,
Federation of Teachers.
hold
must
wipers
and
tacks must be prevented at all coal passers
Dr, Jerome Davis, president of
certificates of service as qualified
emits.
t
h
a
American Federation
of
members of the engine departE. B. O'GRADY,
Teachers, and a member of the
ment.
Secretary and Bus. mgr.
Yale Divinity School faculty, proNo person below the rating of
GEORGE CIIARLOT,
tested the discrimination against
aboard
may
serve
licensed officer
President.
the three teachers with the folany merchant vessel unless he oblowing telegram to Alabama's senservice
erre%)
NEW YORK, N. Y. (FP).—Tug- tains a certificate of
ator, Black:
boat workers in New York harbor tive December 26, 1936-75 per
won a $10 blanket wage increase cent of the crew exclusive of
after more than a month of ne- licensed officers must be American citizens.
gotiation with employers.

Discharge Refused
To Men At
Pay-Off
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NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Carefully guarding seniority rights in
an agreement which has just been
signed by the Sinclair Refining
Company and members of the International Association of Oil
reId, Gas Well, and Refinery
Srorkers, has solved for the time
being at least all disagreements
between the management and its
workers.
The agreement which begins
October 1, 1936 and ends March
31, 1938, is regarded by trade
union leaders as one of the best
the whole industrial field.
The work week is 36 hours,
with the privilege to the employer
of varying it not to exceed 72
hours in two weeks if occasion
arises. Time and a half pay is
provided for over time. If a man
he summoned to work but not
put to work he shall be paid. for
four hours, or if he is summoned
to work and employed for three
hours he shall receive a full day's

"Strongly protest outrageous situation Jasper Walker County,
Alabama, where teachers are penalized for belonging to American
Federation of Teachers. Parents
of 1,700 children have, I understand, refused to send their children to school as a result. Can't
you bring your influence to permit constitutional rights of teachers?
of
American
Federation
Teachers is a strong, progressive
organization with thousands of
members, including professors in
Harvard, Columbia, Chicago, and
other colleges."

No Formal Agreement Yet
Joseph P. Ryan Announces
NEW

reports

Police Drove Scabs Through
Picket Liner Is Charge

— City police detectives acted as strike
Council Committeemen are inves. breakers by driving scabs through
tigating charges here that two picket lines upon a struck plant
after the taxicab company had
refused the business.
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif.—Heavy
winds which blew flurries of dust
Police Detectives Hal Campbell
over considerable portions of
Rin escorted the scabs
and
Northern California, temporarily
UNION-MADE
through the lines thrown about
halted salvage operations aboard
the plant of the Standard Pattern
the wrecked freighter, Ohioan,
Works. Strikers demand union
aground near Point Lobos.
and
recognition, minimum hours, and
So savage was the wind with
wages among other
minimum
high seas breaking over the decks
pay.
points which they have presented
if there is any deviation from that longshoremen could not even
to employers.
the principle of seniority which open the hatches.
FURNISHINGS
To protests from recognized labor bodies, the chief of police,
A. E. Bargren responded that the
action had been carried out without his consent and that he bad
never taken any action to break
in offering
a strike.
UNION MADE
It is expected that the city council will take formal action against
the two police detectives.
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ELEGANT CLOTHIERS
130 Third Street

Millions Pooled In Publicity
Barrage Against
Unions

Headquarters Moved From New York To
Washington In Drive

STEEL LEADS
The convention's keynote was
sounded by the steel industry.
Bennet Chapple of the American
Rolling Mill, told the delegates:
"The battle against those who
would wreck American business
is on . . . Rallying forces are
gathering on every side as different organizations, one after another, take their places in a farflung battle line."
Chapple proposed that all advertisers buy an inch more than
ads for publishers, and they are
to print in it "a barrage of economic truths, set in uniform type
style and blazing away under our
advertisements each month."
The new type of ad is to be
linked up with the company union
and also to be run in trade papers. Here the companies can be
sure of reaching "plant superintendents, foremen and others who
are in daily contact with men at
work." Company stooges, mostly
thugs, are now to be "educated"
so that they can talk like college
professors. Chapple attempted to
warn industry by pointing out
that if it does not invest cooperatively in the projected propaganda• campaign, there will be no
more sales.

YORK, N. Y. — Despite Coast members of the association
to the contrary, had succeeded in securing a suitJoseph P. Ryan, president of the able agreement from the shipowners of the West.
International Longshoremen's AsAt the same time, controversial
sociation, announced that no for- details have been cleared up,
and
mal agreement had as yet been the deep sea operators have
SIOUX FALLS, S. D. (FP). —
signed with the Atlantic Coast agreed to the union demands of
Strong organization in the Workoperators. Ryan stated that the 90 cents an hour for the 44-hour
ers' Alliance, plus trade union and
association had refused to sign a week and $1.40 an hour for overfarm organization support, won
formal agreement until the Pacific time.
South Dakota W.P.A. workers a
10 per cent wage increase.
press

ROCKFORD,

We Take
Pleasure

Textile Workers
Organize South

Early in October, leading industrialists, publishers and advertising men met in Philadelphia for
the annual convention of the National Industrial Advertisers Association. The convention's purpose was to persuade manufacturers to invest millions of dollars
in a cooperative publicity campaign. The purpose of this campaign costing millions of dollars,
is to tell labor that industry cannot afford to raise wages.

1,700 Students In South
Strike Over Unfair Firing

is regarded in much the same
manner as seniority on the railroads, the management is to consult with the union. All transportation is to be paid by the
em ployers.
One week's vacation with full
pay, based on full time weekly
pay in the three months prior to
vacation time is granted each
em ployee.
After completing two years
service, employes shall be entitled to two week's vacation full
pay.

Business
Starts
Fight
WASHINGTON, D. C. — In a
concerted barrage against labor,
U. S. Big Business is pooling resources and publicity expenditures
in the development of a new advertising technique. Last summer,
U. S. steel masters organized a
cooperative
publicity
campaign
against the Committee For Industrial Organization. Last month, 40
leading banks decided to tell their
depositors that government regulation interferes with their "economic function." Conventional advertising aimed to beat down
"sales resistance" is not enough.
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Refinery Workers Win
Agreement From Oil Co.

Workers
Strike
Jobs

DOG HOUSE
ENTERTAINMENT
Nightly 9 F. M. to 1 A. M.
Sunday Afternoons, 2 to 6

1692 Fillmore Street
•wompowsTretw...pmrm. -

•

JOHNSON'S
2490 Mission St.
Near 21st St.

J. Gorman, vice-president of the
United Textile Wprkers of Amertea, before the convention of the
Federation of Textile Workers of
North Carolina. He outlined the
program and policy of the United
Textile Workers on the southern
campaign.
Gorman emphatically denounced
lengthening of hours by southern
textile mills. He declared that
many mills are going on a 54-hour
week basis and said he would return to Washington to protest the
increase in hours in many unorganized mills. He added that he
would ask the government to withdraw contracts from mills operating in violation of provisions of
the Walsh-Healey Act and that
he had confidence the Labor Department would co-operate in this
regard.
The speaker said that the pri-

LONDON, England. — Because British ships was given expression
they grumbled about work so back- for only a few minutes, the men
breaking as to be worse than hard were charged with one of the worst
crimes in the British penal laws
labor in a prison camp, and because
—mutiny.
they grumbled about the food beLeaders of sea unions in the
ing too wormy to eat, seamen United States point out that the
aboard the British vessel, H. M. S. Copeland act which is being foistGuardian, were arrested for mutiny ed on American seamen would
and placed under guard.
bring conditions to the American
Although their hatred of the un- merchant marine similar to those
bearable conditions prevalent upon prevailing on the British.

Shipping Records Belie
Captain Tomb's Charges
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—As
part of his propaganda designed to
create public sympathy for the establishment of government training ships which could train green
men to become efficient sailors
and could turn out thousands of
them in a short period of time.
Captain James H. Tomb charged
that safety requirements at sea
such as boat drills were neglected
on American ships.

All Union Clothing,
Furnishings and Hats

W. MtiLLAN

Twin Peaks
Tavern
401 Castro, Cor. 17th

COLD CORNER'
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B. P. LAGRAVE

Agents for

CIGARS
501 Noe St., S. F. Mission 2363

Overalls, Jeans,
Workshirts
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DANCING NIGHTS

Sat., Sun., Holidays
VETERANS'INN

Make

8025 Mission Street

Clothes To Order
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As Well As
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26 oz GLASS OF BEER
10o till 6 P.M. 16a after 6
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J. J. O'CONNOR
FLORIST
2901 Mission St., Cor. 25thE.
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CAN'T BUST 'EM
UNION-MADE WORK CLOTHES
Manufactured in San Francisco

1POLLARD"S•2786 Mission (2411)

JIM and TOM'S
DINER

ROCHESTER
CLOTHING COI

3rd and Berry Street

Clothing - Hats Furnishings
CORNER

?.

Dinners - Short Orders

Regular

MISSION AT THIRD

CHICAGO CAFE

0
tI

and BAR

OLE'S
RESTAURANT
202 - 3rd Street
SPECIAL FISH ORDERS
LB

Pederson's Tavern

OPEN ALL NIGHT
Established 1900

184 Third St., S. F.
100% Union.

Dinners, 20; 25c, 30c

3rd and Bryant

1

KEarney 5233.
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KELLY'S
600 THIRD

at BRANNAN
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WE KEEP UP THE OLD-FASHIONED IDEALS OF
FRIENDSHIP AND INTEGRITY

THE KENTUCKY
DRINKS

T

Budweiser On Draught

Breakfast—Lunoh—Dinners
Beer, Wines & Liquors
ROOMS and BOARD

For a Quarter of a Century
We Have Featured

BOSS 0' THE ROAD

1311
;

UNION GOODS

Clark's Dog House!
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238 Third Street

Between Howard and Folsom
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100% UNION RECORD

12802808rA
:JACK CLARK

SCANDINAVIAN SPECIALTIES

THE STORE WITH A

I

1

DELICATESSEN

4004 Third Street
San Francisco

DALY CITY

Ready Made

REX

TAVERN

100 Per Cent Union Milde

HEADLIGHT

I

1:1

"SOUTH 0' MARKET"
or "C.AY NINETIES"

Otto's
Florist
2061 Mission St.
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DEMAND

Mission 5988
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Copeland Act Betrays All Unions.

Patronize Our Advertisers.

Fred Olsen's Place

Corner 14th Street
Gas Franolsoo

0114

CAMDEN, N. J. (FP).—Fiftyfour unionists active in the recent
strike at the RCA Mfg. Co. of
Camden face penitentiary sentences up to nine years each on
trumped-up charges of "engaging
in a riot" and the like, under the
archaic laws of New Jersey. A
Joint Defense Committee has been
set up for them at 300 BrcradwaYS

286 THIRD STREET

3522 20th St. VAI.9662

DUTCH LIMA, Mallow

workers.
The Workers' Alliance is asking for an increase of 20% in all
wages now over $40 a month and
that those under $40 be raised to
that figure. They ask that trade
union hourly rates for each locality shall be the prevailing wage
and that monthly, wages be paid
and guaranteed each month without interruption.
The San Francisco locals of the
Workers' Alliance will have voted
by
local demonstration
for
Wednesday night. The proposal
submitted would hold the demonstration Saturday at First and
Mission streets.

Life boat drills are held at regular times upon all ships of the
merchant marine, and according co Camden, N. J.
Captain Blau, the men are at least
as efficient as those of other lines.
Protest The Copeland Act.

MISSION, S. F.

100% UNION HOUSE

The climax of the demonstration, a visit to the White I-louse,
David A. Lasser, president of the
Workers Alliance, pointed out
would be as employees visit the
employer. He said, "We are only
asking the President to do what
the government, in the Wagner
Labor Disputes Act, asks private
employers to do, that is, to meet
with representatives of his employees."
Lasser reiterated the fundamental position of the Alliance
that the membership is ready and
willing to take jobs in private industry that offer a living wage,
and that unless industry is ready
and willing to provide such jobs,
the Alliance is determined to seek
economic security for millions of
unemployed and W. P. A. workers
in the form of a decent standard
of living, and assure them the
same social and economic rights
given under the law to other

MARINE CAFE

The 1, L. A. Florist
100% Union
World War Veteran

3242 MISSION

Blau said. "This record belies the
statement that our men are not
well trained."

A drive to secure better wages
and working conditions for those
on relief will be marked by demonstrations, folded arms strikes,
mass meetings, parades and picketing participated in by the 800,000 members of the Workers Alliance of America, in 1600 communities all over the United
States, the week of October 1825.

He regretted that men were
classified as A. B.'s with only three
100% Union—Meet your friends at the Marine Cafe
years' experience at sea, and held
that no sailors should be given
A. B's until they had trained under
the Coast Guard, the navy, or the
academy he suggested.
Make
l the MARINE HOTEL your home
His propaganda was denied by 4044••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*****41•••••••••
Thomas Blau, port captain of the 0:0411M*01111-04•1.01....m.C.iwoomo.m.Ge.i 0
Grace Lines, as untrue and injurious to American Shipping. "The
Lunch and Bar
official records of the American
Terminal Restaurant
(100% Union)
merchant marine over a long peHOME COOKING BY
and Tavern
riod of years will show that it is
AMERICAN WOMEN
3rd St. and Islais Creek
second to none for safety," Captain
759-3rd St. (Opp. S. PO

The 100% Union
Store
0

We

mary reason in moving the union
headquarters from New York to
Washington was for the purpose
of concentration in the southern
area and that the campaign would
be based on the issues of wage
increases, shorter hours, regulation of the stretchout and a guarantee of the right to collective
bargaining,
He outlined various strike situations throughout the country and
reported a substantial increase in
membership since the close of the
convention in September. He urged the delegates to act as volunteer organizers in the campaign
to mobilize the textile workers of
North Carolina.
In explanation of the political
policy of the union, Gorman announced that the convention unanimously endorsed President Roosevelt and reiterated its former
position for the formation of an
Independent labor party. He appealed for a united front against
Landon and the reactionary elements he represents.

Charged With "Mutiny"
Because They Grumbled

BLUE MOON
TAVERN
301 Valencia

01.,.................................„,..
KELLY'S

1

MISSION, S. F.

FAYETTEVILLE, N. C. (ILNS).
—A stirring appeal for an aggressive organization campaign featured an address here by Francis

Unemployed Demand Decent
Wages On Jobs From
White House

:

62 Third Street

LUNCH

:

RUMMY
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WAR INDUSTRY
Q. How does production in the
war materials industry compare
to that in other industries?—H. R.
A. No recent statistics are on
hand for the world as a whole,
but last year a League of Nations
report announced that although
world trade as a whole hail in 1935
Increased but 2 per cent over the
1934 figure, trade in war materials in the same period had
risen
from 40 to 50 per cent.
* * * * *
FOOD PRICES
•
Q. How much have food prices
risen in the past years?—S,T.
A. The food price index compiled by the National industrial
Conference Board indicates that
In August, 1936, food
prices as a
whole were over 40 per cent higher than in March, 1933.
* * * * *
GULF MARITIME WORKERS
Q. How many maritime
workers
are there
throughout the Gulf?—
C. T.
A. A compilation of
U. S. Census
figures, 1930, shows that along the
various Gulf ports, in the •states
of Florida,
Alabama, Mississippi,
Louisiana, and Texas, there are

the following number of maritime
workers: 3,026 captains, masters,
mates and pilots, 12,293 longshoremen and stevedores, and 8,204
sailors.
*

*

*

*

*

SEATTLE GENERAL STRIKE
Q. How many workers were involved in the Seattle General
Strike of 1919, and how long did
It last?—H. U.
A. The Seattle General Strike
was called on February 6, 1919,
in support of the struggle of the
shipyard workers on strike sivce
January 21. It was called off on
February 11, after five days of a
general strike involving more than
60,000 workers in the region from
110 A. F. of L. unions.
* * * * *
MILLINERY WORKERS
Q. When did the cap and millinery workers first organize?—ir.w.
A. Although first attempts to
organize the millinery workers
were made in 1886, a permanent
union was not established until
1901. In 1933, a merger with the
men's hatters resulted in the formation of a department of the
United Hatters, Cap and Millinery
Workers' International Union.

Organizing Drive Breaks
Company Unions In East
1000.•

•
The disintegrating of the steel
industry's company unions, which
began shortly after
the Steel
Workers' Organizing Committee
launched

of
Manufacturers'
Association
South Chicago have been distributing propaganda in leaflets
and full-page advertisements designed to prove that the S.W.O.C.
Is attempting to disrupt the steel
Industry. That this move has not
been successful is indicated in
the steadily increasing number of
steel workers in the Addle West
who are joining the Amalgamated.
Meantime the bosses have not
neglected their tried and true
weapons of terrorism and violence.
Steel guards have been increased
at the. mills and have constantly
Intimidated the workers against
listening to the S.W.O.C.'s organizers or reading their leaflets.
Many of the organizers have been
beaten, arrested, and forced out of
the steel towns. Iiitt their ranks
are being swelled with the additions of the workers themselves
who am spreading the word and
organizing on the job.
Strikes at the American Steel
Band Co. in Pittsburgh' and the
Standard Spring Co. in Coraopolis,
near Pittsburgh, were settled with
a wage increase in the former
case and an agreement to deal
with a committee. All 130 employes are members of the Amalgamated. At the Standard Steel
Co. an election is to be held t6
determine the bargaining agency.
has
Amalgamated
the
There
signed up nearly 500 of the 680

its campaign, is now
proceeding so rapidly that the industry has been forced to make
desperate efforts to prop them up.
RecentlY
the
Carnegie-Illinois
Steel Corporation created what it
calls the
"Pittsburgh
District
General Council," "recognized" it,
and announced
that its request
for a Wage
increase will get attention. But steel workers In
▪ general are
not much impressed
With this, and know
that when
the long
overdue wage increase
arrives, it will be a result of the
activity of the S.W.O.C., which
has made the workers aware of
the need for
bonafide unionim.
The greater part of the company
Unions have indicated their interest in the Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel and Tin
Workers, and many of them have
already joined.. Even those workers who have
frankly supported
the company union
idea are beginning to see that such unions
are
not
bargaining
collective
agencies but out and out playthings of the management.
Failing to stop the S.W.O.C.'s
drive with' company unions, the
steel bosses have enlisted the
aid,
of other
agencies to stir up strife
and discord.
For weeks the employes.

Hosiery Union Fights Wage Cut
Reading Labor On
Strike At Big
Plant
Governor o f Pennsylvania
Supports Workers'
Position
READING, Pa. — Holding the
sympathy of the public and the
governor of the state in their
fight against wage reduction and
the company's apprentice system,
5,000 hosiery workers are continuing their strike against the
Berkshire Knitting Mills here. The
officials of this world's largest
full fashioned hosiery plant have
refused point blank to meet representatives of the strikers in the
office of the governor.
"They put themselves entirely
In the wrong," said Governor
Earle to newspaper inquirers, "by
refusing to sit down with strike
representatives in the governor's
office.
Scores "Arbitrary Action"
"If their consciences were clear,
they could afford to sit down with
the governor of thti state and discuss the matter. This was a very
unenlightened way to meet the
situation. They certainly haven't
gained my sympathy by such ar-

bitrary action."
But Henry Janssen, a large
HemHugo
and
stockholder,
merich general manager, said •
"We have nothing to discuss."
The strike has come over two
grievances, which at bottom come
to the same thing. The company
has reduced wages, and it persists in taking on large numbers
of apprentices at low rates. Federal Conciliator Michael G. Williams, who has examined the situation, reports that he found "an
apparent advantage in labor costs"
under the Berkshire apprentice
plan. As a matter Of fact, the
plant is highly mechanized, and
while skill is required in some
jobs, much of the routine work
can be learned in a week.
Oxygen for the gas mask is supIn other words the apprentice
plied from the same tubing that plan has merely served as an
supplies compressed air to the excuse to keep wages at a misersand blasting drill, a special device able sub-standard level.
reducing the pressure in the mask.
The managers make the usual
When the air for the drill is shut claim that the strike is the work
off, the wearer can. turn a cap of "outsiders." Of the 5,000 emand obtain filtered air from the ployes in the plan, they say, all
chamber in which he is working. but 500 are members of the com"We've studied the exhaust of pany union.
these helmets and haven't been
The union leaders take the
able to find a trace of silica dust ground that a successful wage
large enough to be detected with cut at the Berkshire would spread
microscopes," Biggs said. "As long through the entire industry. The
as the worker wears this helmet mills now running in the United
he is safe from silicosis."
States have a capacity of 50,000,Biggs is a member of a com- 000 pairs of hosiery a year. The
mittee which was appointed after present demand is for 36,000,000.
Representative Marcantonio raised The union, as well as employers,
a storm of protest over the condi- sees a price cutting war ahead if
tions suffered by miners in Gauley the Berkshire officials have their
Bridge, West VS„ where, it is al- way.
leked, 476 men have already died
because the contractors failed to

New Mask Saves Miners
From Death By Silicosis
WASHINGTON, D. C. (FP).—
Slow but certain
death from silicosis, which has already doomed
thousands of miners to a premature grave,
received a set-back
from William P. Biggs, safety engineer of the Navy department
here.

Biggs has applied for a patent
on a helmet, a hooded gas mask
that safeguards
the worker against
the dread silica
dust, which he
has invented and
commercial Production of the device has already
begun.
The Navy
department has placed an order
for 50 of the safety
devices; and , the Mine Safety
Appliance Co. of Pittsburgh is prepared to supply the helmets to
private concerns at from $35 to
$40 each.
The helmet
consists of a modified gas mask with a rubberized
silk hood that is
slipped over the provide safety devices.
mask and covers the head and
Now that silicosis is definitely
Shoulders. It weighs 43 ounces, preventable, organized labor is
roughly one-half of the weight of called upon to compel the mine
the lightest
The following communication
sand blasting helmets owners to install this safeguard
nOW in use.
sent by the Marine Firemen,
was
against the dreaded disease.
Oilers, Watertenders and Wipers'
Association:
Octover 13, 1936.

Modesto Defense Funds
FUNDS RECEIVED FOR

MARITIME MODESTO DEFENSE FUND

SAN FRANCISCO—Condemning
the Use of the
State Highway Patrol as a strike
-breaking agency
under domination and
orders of
the Grower
-Shipper Vegetable Association, and
urging the withdrawal of the Patrol from the
Salinas-Watsonville
strike area, a
resolution sent to Governor Merriam, State
Senators, and Representatives by the Inter-Professional Association
demanded that E.
Raymond Cato be reprimanded for
kila actions
ti e lettaco strike.

The resolution protested against
that
Governor Merriam's; as
the Salinas strike was Communist-

Editor:
At our regular business meeting
held on October 8, a motion was
made condemning the paper that
appeared on the waterfront recently entitled the Maritime Mirror.
The present ruling is that if any
of our members are found reading
this scandal sheet in or around or
near our hall, that they will be

inspired.
The organization which is composed of teachers, doctors, nurses,
lawyers, social workers, journal- fined the sum of $5.00.
Fraternally,
ists, artists and members of many
other professions and white collar
J. E. FERGUSON, •
occupations, further dispatched a
Acting Secretary.
night letter to Harry L. Hopkins
requesting that unconditional re- Copeland Act Betrays All Unions.
lief be granted to all strikers and
their families in the Salinas strike
Don't Patronize Standard OK
area.

highest wages and best working
conditions in the flouring industry
in the Northwest. In addition, as
the result of the excellent knowledge
of labor history and conditions of
Brother Gross, our attorney, we
incorporated important provisions
protecting labor solidarity.
As a consequence of the Crown
strike and settlement we began to
get calls from all kinds of warehouses and processing pants for organizers. We have organized in
hardware warehouses, cement warehouses, bag factories, fruit and nut
packing plants, feed mills and general warehouses. We have been
pressed, because of the tremendous
influx of members, for time and facilities to handle the simple union
business. We are in or on the verge
of negotiations with a half a dozen
establishments. At present we have
nearly 450 paid up members and we
are growing at the rate of 75 members a week.
Astoria went through a baptism
of fire with the Pillsbury Flour Mills.
After a 5-week strike an agreement
was reached which materially bettered previous conditions. While it
is not as good as the Crown agreement, the Pillsbury agreement provides substantial wage' increases,
vacation, seniority and union recognition provisions. Considering the

New York Factory Work
At Highest In Six Years

October 15 to October 21, 1936, Inclusive
Tickets To
New
Black Knight
Modesto
Gang
Donations
Stamps
$20.00
I. L. A. No. 38-79
ALBANY, N. Y. (ILNS).—Em.
$225.00
Alaska Fish. Union
ployment and- payrolls in New
$10.50
S.S. President Taft
York State factories continued upDeep Sea & Purse Seine
ward from the middle of August
23.00
Fishermen's Union —
to the middle of September, Indus$20.00
$10.50
$248.00
Total —
trial Commissioner Elmer F. An-Treasurer.
Sec.
▪(Signed) F. M. KELLEY,
drews reports. Employment advanced 3.7 per cent and total payrolls rose 0.9 per cent. These increases followed an advance of 5
per cent in employment and 5 per
cent in payrolls during August.
The advance in working forces
tl41s September was greater than
NEW YORK, N. Y. (FP).—New bargaining agent for the I. R. T.
is willing to submit the usual increase of about 2.6 per
York's Interborough Rapid Transit, workers and
year. The
to a referendum vote. But Receiv- cent at this time of
largest a the underground systems
while less
payrolls,
total
in
gain
er Thomas J. Murray, Jr., proposes
which carry the city's millions to instead to clamp on the men the than the average increase of
and from work, may shortly be discredited I.R.T. Brotherhood, a around 4 per cent, followed a
during
tied up by a strike of its operat- company union which they thought larger than usual advance
August.
they had thrown off.
ing force.
The gain in employment during
The union's program calls for
Transport Wcrkers' Lodge Lowage
cent
raised the State Labor
per
September
10
a
of
Asrestoration
International
the
of
1547
cal
sociation of Machinists, which in- cut in effect since 1933, a $25 Department's index of factory em40-hour ployment to 82.7, higher than that
eludes half of the subway's em- weekly minimum and
ployes and has a strong following week. It is also demanding that for any month since October, 1930.
among the rest, is on the point of any unification plan for the city's The index of factory payrolls rose
subways explicitly provide for col- to 71.7, above that for any month
holding a strike vote.
since April, 1931. Compared with
The lodge seeks designation as lective bargaining.

N. Y. Transport Workers
To Decide Strike Action

September of last year, the index
of employment was 7.6 per cent
higher this year, and the index of
payrolls was 8.8 per cent greater.
Both indexes are computed with
averages for the three years 19251927 as 100.
Copeland Act Betrays All Unions.

Signed Contract Finishes
Strike Of Fish Butchers

SAN FRANCISCO

Hawaiian Taxi
Drivers On
Strike
HONOLULU, Hawaii—Although
there is a city and country ordinance which prevents any company from exploiting a driver for
more than ten hours a day, the
recent strike of 32 cab and bus
drivers against the Honolulu Motor Coach Co., Ltd., revealed that
men were forced to drive 24 to 36
hours in a single stretch without
sleep. No time off was permitted
on Sundays, or holidays, the men
working endlessly without a da4
of rest.
Demands of the strikers are exceedingly moderate. For drivers
of large buses, $125 a month is
asked, for small buses, $90
month is asked. Enforcement of
the 10-hour ordinance is demanded and a commission of 10% is
asked for overtime jobs. Four days
a month are asked for time off.
Men on commission ask 33 and
one-third per cent commission.
The strikers do not demand closed
shop conditions but request that
no man participating in the walkout he discriminated against.
The company is
meanwhile
utilizing every force to break the
strike. It has hired a gang of
scabs who are completely Inez,
perienced as drivers and is
them at a much higher rate
than it formerly paid its employees.

a
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newness of the union and .its inexperience and the length of the struggle Astoria local 38-85A made an
auspicious start. The membership
and officers came out of an ordeal
seasoned union men and women.
Bert Shelton
I.L.A. 38-123, Portland

ing

Protest The Copeland Act.

a

I100% UNION

PATRONIZE
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NICK'S WINES &
LIQUORS
44 CLAY STREET

•
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High Class Wines and
Liquors

markets of San Francisco.
: You Name It—We Mix It(
French and Italian Dinners
E
The strike which lasted 23 days
leitli
iti
0
secured for the union a preferen- El
tial hiring agreement and a wage 0
WHERE TO EAT?,
scale of $190. a month for boss
(The Best of Everything)
fishermen, $150 for boat captains,
Day and Night
$140 for engineers, $120 for secEl
ond boss fishermen attached to
Good Food—Wines and Liquors
!SAILORS'
each pair of trawlers, and $112.50
for deck hands who handle nets El
'El
Non-union men employed by the
fishing operators must become union members within a specified
SEATTLE, Wash.—Behind lock- length of time. Bonus schedules
ed and guarded doors at Seattle will be set up within a month'.
rests the army's latest secretly
"
designed plane, a craft weighing
0.M.4.0■W*MPO40144
around 16 tons, and powered by
MARKET
El
motors.
horsepower
four 1,000
25 Years of Famous Service
This plane which is part of the
•
H. G. CHURCHILL
carefully
government's
present
04
laid preparations for war can carRESTAURANT - TAVERN
ry a ton of deadly explosives and
Featuring Vancouver Beer
UNION HOUSE
fly 1,500 miles and return to ,the
EMBARCADERO
I.L.A. Supporter
base without landing.
presentwill
Although the craft
/00% Union
OM*.
0,74mmmoimwoon0
Reel Food—Refreshments
ly be flown in a test trip, its speFor 20 Years
Charlie Kay
Tom Duffy
cifications and capacity are carefully guarded.
SAN FRANCISCO—Successfully
completing their strike action,
members of the butcher,s and
teamsters unions signed contracts
with the Wholesale Fish Dealers'
Association which started fresh
fish again on the road to the meat

BABE

BAY
RESTAURANT
101 Bay, opp• Pier
35

BILL'S

TAVERN

142 Embarcadero, S. F.

Secret Fighting
Craft Guarded

SAN FRANCISCO

JOE WEISS
100% Union Shop
I 34 Market St.

GRAND

1CAFE
53 Clay
San Francisco

ASK FOR
SILVER MOON
BEER

DAIRY - LUNCH

•

HARRY'S PLACE

269

3

Embarcadero

0. B. OLSEN'S
98 Embarcadero, S. F.

14

The Cork Fender
32 COMMERCIAL ST.

Union-Made
SHOES
REPAIRING

FOR THE BEST MEALS

Mann

Marine Firemen •REST•
Condemn Mirror
MARIN
HOTEL

Strike-breaking Patrol Use
Condemned By Association

We've been undergoing on intensive organizational campaign and as
a consequence are suffering from
growing pains.
At first most of our local membership was composed of cereal workers. About the first of August, with
hardly 50 members, we decided to
start a real organizational drive,
We concentrated on Crown Mills,
the largest local flour and feed mill.
On August 21, with 22 members in
the mill, we cracked it and signed
up over 150 additional members and
got union recognition from the employers. With this as a basis we
went to work on other cereal establishments, Sperry's, Albers, etc., and
began to get a foothold in them.
Meanwhile, on September 11, Crown
broke their agreement with us by
refusing to proceed on negotiations
for a completed agreement. Spontaneously, the workers in the plant
called for a strike again and that
afternoon Crown was tight as a
drum.
AGREEMENT SIGNED
The following day the employers
communicated with our attorney,
Harry L. Gross, and that afternoon
he had a committee of three from
the mill entered into negotiations.
A week from the day we went 'out
an agreement was signed and we
established the precedent of the

I. L. A. Grows

100% UNION
148 EMBARCADERO

While You Walt
Arch Supports To Order
Examination Free

El

LOOP CAFE
JACK PLESCIA
6 Sacramento

o4.o.44...ornalm04•••n•iiiroiamoini•ov4.**

Tell Us "I Saw It In the VOICE"

edan Service
San Francisco

San Pedro
Atlanta Hotel
-6th St.
ALL UNION DRIVERS
129
92-7th St.
Phone 3387
HEmlock 8133
ALL POINTS—FREE PICK-UP

EVERYTHING NEW BUT THE MANAGEMENT
Hotel Melba - Falstaff Restaurant
E)(b rooLka 6gncorti

JACKSON & FRONT,S.F.

Perry

DUTCH'S LUNCH
Stockton Cor. North Point
Only the Best Food
Short Orders
Meals

Refresh Yourself
Eat In Comfort
GORDON'S SEA FOOD GROTTO
Ferry Building

The Place to Eat and Drink—

2nd FLOOR

Golden Tavern
27
EMBARCADERO, S. F.

El

44004011

4•011144

HUMBOLDT BARI

MIKE MULLALY, Prop.

S
'
MACE

CIGAR STORE
UNION-MADE CIGARS
2 MARKET ST.,S. F.
Corner Embarcadero

WE CASH PAY CHECKS
Large Beer with Hot Lunch Served All Day

10e

74 Embarcadero

100% UNION HOUSE

CARD GAMES

ligslets:epelspiqm:e.0:*:spio:6:*:sts;s:mas:upo:Cs;s;m:s•o:les.o:si•;Aqs.s.s.e.spopi •;es

We Sell "Voice of Federation"

FRANCO'S
Lunch Room

CABS
RED LINE
With the Red Top"
"The Cab
Owned and Operated by
MEMBERS OF CHAUFFEURS UNION
MINIMUM RATES

Pier 30, S.F.

100% UNION—
I PORTUGUESE HOTEL
and
CLAY STREET INN

ORdway 5030

BAR and RESTAURANT

39 Clay St., S. F.
41
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THE GENERAL STRIKE

Published Every Thursday by
THE MARITIME FEDERATION of the PACIFIC COAST
Cornprising
N. 0. M. M. & P. of the West Coast
I. L. A. Pacifies Coast
Sailors' Union of the Pacific
Marine Engineers Beneficial Assn.
Int. Assn. Machinists No. 88 and 284
L 8. U. of A. Pacific Branch
American Radio Telegraph,sts Assn.
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TAKE REBEL

By Labor Research Ass'n
Longshoremen, M I a in I , Fla. —
About 260, mostly Negroes, struck
September 29 for increase from 35c
to 65c an hour for coastwise, and
76c for deep-sea vessels, recognition
of I.L,A., and time-and-a-half for
overtime. Company to negotiate.
As the several "democratic" nations bicker over the
Cleaning and dyeing workersof Portugal, which is only one of the many efblockade
3,500 struck September 8 in Philadelphia, Pa„ for increased wages ficiently organized supply channels to the Spanish fascists,
and 44-hour week. In Toledo, O., the Spanish workers of the Madrid area are putting up a
about 300 ended 3-week strike, Sepcourageous last stand aga:mst the latest rebel drive on that
tember
increase over former minimum City.
Hoping against hope that aid in the way of modern
scales, 40-hour week and closed
shop.
war materials may still reach them in time, the loyalist
Lettuce workers, Salinas, Calif. troops, filled with brave but inexperienced youths, and led
—3,000 to 4,000 struck under Vegeby few well trained officers, have for days held up under
table & Fruit Growers' Union, A.
F. of L., September 4, for union a terrific attack by all the arms of modern warfare—inpreference in hiring and wage infantry, cavalry, artillery, machine guns,
creases. They were .met with state
trench mortars, armoured cars, tanks,
FIGHT
troopers, tear gas and clubbing, in
and airplanes. The loyalists are fighting
TERRIFIC
what FP (9-21-36) called "the most
at
terrific odds against well-trained
ODDS
unprovoked strike violence in the
I troops highly equipped from Italian,
whole bloody history of California
agriculture."
German and other pro-fascist sources. Slight aid came
B. F. Goodrich Rubber Co., Aktemporarily to the guards defending Madrid this week
ron, Ohio—Shut-down, affecting 10,The rifles,
000 on September 23, followed sit- when new Italian-made rifles were distributed.
in the reseized
down strike, September 21, against originally destined to rebel forces, were
Cartaoff
of
non-union
mainten- cent capture by loyalists of two. Italian ships
employment
ance man in 'braided tire room.
gena.
Workers returned September 26,
Meanwhile reports from numerous European and other
with company agreeing to adjust
ports reveal the important role seamen and dock workers
grievances.
Missouri Public Service Co., Tren- are playing in the life and death struggle of the Spanish
ton, Mo.--13 in one-day strike, Seppeople against reaction. The ectioi3 of the crew of the
tember 4, won company promise of
Spanish steamer "Magellanes," owned by Juan March,
re-employment in other cities if lomulti-millionaire financier of the fascists, was responsible
cal plants close.
WPA workers, Minneapolis, for bringing from Mexico a cargo of long-needed war supMinn.-3,500 struck September 3 plies comprising 35,000 rifles, 5 million cartridges and
for 68 3-4c an hour, $20 weekly
other material. The crew of the steamer put themselves
minimum and 30-hour week.
the Spanish loyalist government which
United Dry Docks Corp,, Staten at the command of
Mexico at
Island, N. Y.-1,500 struck Septem- ordered them to pick up the cargo offered by
ber 22-24 following sit-down Sep- Vera Cruz. Prior to the s'nip's departure the local trade
on
tember 16 against company violaunions of-Vera Cruz organized an inspiring demonstrati
tion of wage agreement.
Mexican
class.
working
solidapity with the Spanish
Bendlx Products Corp., South of
of the ship.
Bend, Ind.--24-hour sit-clown strike, dockers even refused pay in the loading
by rebel symattempts
September 25, affecting 1,500, won
Elsewhere crews have foiled
and have
seniority rights.
ports
pathisers to seize ships while in foreign
From
WPA artists and models, New
government.
pledged full support to the popular
York City-100 in sit-down strike,
a
with
recently
Absolo left
September 11, to protest staggered Cardiff the S. S. Conde de
their
aid
work wcrk and making up of time crow of stranded Spanish seamen returning to
numfor Labor Dry holiday.
brothers in the struggle. In several British ports a
owners'
the
Taxi dr:vers, Patereon, N. J.ber of crews of Spanish vessels struck against
90 struck September 10 for minicondiinto effect the improved wages and
mum of $15 weekly, six-day week failure to put
Government. After an 18
and 40 per cent commission on re- tions legalized by the Spanish

Spanish Workers Desperae
For War Materials

The Maritime Federation consists of large and small
organizations. The Federation's boast that "an injury to
one is an injury to all" expresses the break with traditional craft unionism under which the skilled worker ignored the unskilled, the powerful union looked with contempt upon the smaller one, and the labor movement hobbled along on crutches
. A splendid opportunity now awaits
the action of the Federation to drive
COOKS
home the solidarity which animates it,
AND
The 1934 arbitration board handed
STEWARDS
down to the Marine Cooks' and Stewards' Association the most disgraceful conditions ever imposed on any labor organization in this country. A minimum wage scale of $45 per month, a 70-hour week including Sundays and holidays, the working of 10 hours r..
in a spread of 15, are only some of the unbelievable con- [.,.
ditions which the Cooks and Stewards have had to put up t.,1
.•
with. This is a far cry from what some of the other unions
obtained in 1984.
An Old Cartoon In the St. Louis Post-Dispatch by Bob Minor
Yet the Marine Cooks and Stewards have gone along
Ha told of committees of employ.
suffering so that the unity and conditions won by the
ere who visited the Labor Depart
other organizations would not be jeopardized. Their presment prior to September 80 to ent demand that their claims be not lost in the shuffle
demand that the Labor Department
must be recognized as not only their obligation, but a debt
take action to delny the showof the Federation.
down. He reported that the anTexas—A rare ex ceipts,
The employers' reception of their demands was a NO, Speaking before a meeting or nounced purpose of employers was HOUSTON,
to break and destroy Pacific Coast ample of the cynicism which a la- UnIvereal Cerloadine & Districutdelivered, it seems, with greater emphasis than those given the Joint Maritime Federation maritime unions by means of a bor
ing Co. (U. S. Freight Co. subealifaker can display is provided
to the other unions, This situation not only involves the Negotiating Committee, held in the prolonged lock-out which would by an article appearing in the ery), Cincinnati, Ohio-200 struck
September 8 for wage increases of
Cooks and Stewards but is a challenge to the whole Fed- Sailors' Union hall on the evening last three or four months if neeHOUSTON CHRONICLE for Oc- 15 to 70 per cant.
of October 13, Edward F. McGradY,
eration.
anttery shop workers, MinneAssistant Secretary of Labor, etat. essary
tober 9, 1936, in which Clay. MatMinn.--1 50 struck, Septemapelis,
Only in the League of Nations are the weaker and ed that he had definite knowledge
lii thews, local representative of the
union recognition and
for
S,
ber
smaller allowed to be attack4d while the others find it con- prior to September 30 that Pacific
Eastern and Gtilf ,Aseociation, is
senority rights.
I
Coast
in
co-operation
shipowners,
venient to look elsewhere. It is not impermissible to use
reported a having made the fol- Continental aking Co., Toledo,
with organized employers, chambthe example of Ethiopia's outrage by Italy while the other
Ohio—Two-week strike won wage
lowing
statement to the press:
and
commerce
industrial
ers of
•4 mipm
Imp
seniority rights and
powers stood around inventing eeecuses for their do-noth. aseociations had for monthe been .
increases,
"Yeah, sailor are fanny guys,
in policy. But although it ig applicable, the limits of carefully making plans to lock-out WASHINGTON, D. C. (FP).— and they are hard to get along other concessions for about 200 in.
workers.
tile entire 40,000 members of Pee If you see a picture representing with. Why not so in.ng ago I had side
this analogy are plain.
Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio--401)
Boss
a
the
a
ship down In
call from
The Maritime Federation is not the League of Nations. &fie Coast maritime unions on a truck load of Spanish rebel sol- bay, awl I tore out down there, struck after company refusal to
September 30.
(Here distributing bread to destitute
union contract and to Increase
The bigger and stronger nations will not stand idly by
thinking all 11011 had broke loose, sign
Mr. McCrady cited letters sent
a
of
town
10 per cent.
children
wages
and
women
while the smaller °nee elre attacked and discriminated by
"I went aboard, and the crew
shipowners to shippers and
Railroad workers, Louisiana, Ar.
the
of
the
clutches
from
rescued
against. The Maritime Federation of the Pacific Coast merchants requesting that after
had gathered out on deck, and
kansae & Texas, 75 struck at Granwill prove as it always has that "an injury to one ia an September 30 all freight he sent "reds," loek carefully before be- everybody wore a sour expression. ville, La., September 19; Louisiana
What's the matter?' I asked an
Injury tg all" is more than a mere phrase, and that no by rail or truck instead of by ehin, lieving what you see.
& Arkansas Rwy., 600 struck Sepold sailor. He replied, 'The grub
tember 19.
kind of an agreement can be acceptable to it until the
is lousy and something has got A. H. Hersey Flint Glass Co„
just demands of the Cooks and Stewards are met by the
to be done about it.' I got a menu
Newark, Ohio—One-week strike of
employers. There is no question that in this fight, they
from the cook, and this was the
wage
700 workers won 10 per cent
breakfast they were getting—a Increase.
•
will have th e bac ing of the entire Federation.
[
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Owners Set For
S ep t. Lock-out

aker Speaks.1
Out of Turn

It's A Phoney
Load of Food

A National Federation
Requires Real Effort

choice of seven or eight cereals,
ham or bacon and two eggs. The
trouble was that they couldn't get
eggs poached. The cook would
the
is
calcubut for years, ene each step
them any other way, but he
fix
arranged
prolated to fit into an
wouldn't poach them.

Kroehler Mfg. Co., San Francisco
--100 furniture workere out end
of September for wage increase,
S. S. President Roosevelt, New
out of 235 in crew
oYwornkers
30, when shipSeptember
struck,
gram. Thie, as yet, is hardly the
recognize newly
to
sed
refused
go
will
around
here
"They
with
case with the waterfront workers,
and file union officers.
The expression for this need of unity not a dime in their pockets, but elected rank workers, Marseilles,
130X
Paper
one
get
of
to
to
them
try
I
when
and organization resounds on all
r 30, 350 joined nearsides but so far it has stopped short take a $75 or $80 a month job he 111.—Septembe
out since August 22
others
300
ly
it.
want
often,
not
That's
not
may
of action.
and union recincreases
wage
for
It will be committing suicide for however, but they will do it. I
para
are
for
waiting
the rank and file to shift from one guess they
. 1 Electric Co., New Kennietnioenra
°gG
foot to the other until a National ticular ship to come in or for one sington, Pa.-225 struck in midFederation is served up to them, that's going to a particular port. September for closed shop, checkneatly polished off and ready to go "Some people think all sailors off, seniority, abolition of company
are bums, but there are more
into action,
cents an hour increase,
walking the streets than epies and 15
Certain steps must be decided bums'
workers, New York City
Garage
arm manning snipe. You
Upon and taken. The ball must be there
—About 6,300 in one-day strike,
started rolling and someone must have to handle them with kid September 23, forced owners to
give the first push. A perfect plan gloves sometimes and other times agree to negotiate with union.
is an idle dream. The National Mari- it takes a sock on the saw. They
Strikes not previously reported:
time Federation idea can no longer have queer temperaments and no 2,000 tiff miners in Washington
rest in the vacuum of general dis- two are alike."
County, Mo„ struck August Oft, to
cussion but now requires concrete
prevent National Pigment &
attention. This problem le second to
Chemical Co. and Superior Minernone—as important as any which
als Co. from buying non-union tiff.
face the maritime worker. And a
Strikes previously reported and
good beginning would he to start a
since ended: Painters in New York
serious discussion in our rank and
City; Newspaper Guild in Peoria,
file section. A real campaign is
Ill., won right to collective bargainneeded. And if everyone puts in his
ing and reinstatement of two;
lick, something tangible is bound to
WPA workers, Burlington, N. J.,
be produced.
voted to return September 17, pending arbitration for 5 cents an hour
n
raliio,
go
Illinannedap
Increase; 2,000 flouirnm m
campaign to spread alarm

The air has been filled with headlines. One banner
has denied the other. First the sailors were reported as Much has been said and much
striking and later as being opposed even to taking a strike more can and will be said about
National Marivote. The interested observer found himself on the horns the organization of aThe
impending
time Federation,
of a dilemma when he tried to learn what the actual de- phow-down has made poignantly
velopments were on the waterfront.
clear the need of national unity and
organization, The concern of every
Then
through
the
travelgrapevine
PAPERS
ed stories that a split in the Federation perious minded waterfront worker
RUMOR
has been roused by the lack of
was imminent. The newspapers picked country-wide
SPLIT
solidarity.
it up and helped the legend grow, Ap- 1 Meeting the present crisis still
prehension and fear mounted in labor circles,
depends upon the spontaneous efof the workers on the various
forts
Hut, as usual, the reported didn't happen. It was
coasts. The maritime workers have
Ovident that the Maritime Federation WSJ being put on learned the need of unity in the
the spot but, as has been the case many times in the past, hard way. Betrayals, sell-outs, craft
and abominable sectional distincA lot of wishful thinking went astray,
to
a
It is not betraying weakness to report differences of tions have been tough lessons
understand and overcome. And al•opinion, The truth of the matter is that a strong position though awareness of these dangers
or organization has nothing to conceal. Whatever the has nearly become a part of the
clashing views have been, are, or may be, they will stop maritime worker's gear, their fight
the shipownere has still too
short of giving the shipowners an opportunity of taking against
much of the improvised within it.
advantage of them for the purpose of weakening the Fed- It is not sufficiently planned.
eration.
Day to day action, lacking long
Seizing upon debatable questions that only concern range perspective, cannot cope with
national orgenieation and formuthe members of the Maritime Federation and trying to lated plans.
The shipowners have
make of them ammunition to be used against the marl. both. They are nationally organized,
time workers will find the mighty fist of the waterfront lay their plans not for merely a day
workers coming down with an awful crash upon those
who have such intentions. Irresponsible and stupid talk bound to suffocate. And a
of • split in the Federation not only expresses the hopes should not trip up anyone with confusion.
of the enemies of the waterfront unions, but widely misses
A healthy condition in the Federation has been manithe mark of accuracy. .
fested by its ability to withstand debate, differences of
The determination of the members comprising the opinion, and vital and serious discussion without in the
Federation to hammer out an effective policy which will slightest degree hurting its unity, which is stronger today
frustrate the shipowners' attack to undermine it causes than it hae ever been.
Inevitable and necessary discussion and polemics. But to
We must not be stampeded by pressure, propaganda,
construe this as an indication that the unity of the unions or campaigns to jeopardize the right of freedom of expresaffiliated to the Maritime Federation is threatened is mo- sion and true democracy in the ranks of the Maritime
tivated by malicious intentions.
Federation. Only by proserving these rights and guarding
Democracy and freedom of expression is the most ur- them zealously will it be possible for the Federation to
gent need 12 the labor movement. Without these, it is Attain an even greater unity than it enjoys today.

WORKERS

•

Non-Union Joe

elevator workers
union recognition and
cMoirinp;nwy
m
agreement to negotiate
Departwages and hours: Orbach
settleCity,
York
ment Store, New
for
ment provided for back pay
apto
workers
-out
pickets, locked
discrimiply for re•empioyment, no
store of
nation against members in
Department Store Employes' Union, Local 2i280.
Attend Your Union Meeting.

guy Mooney • tilling, Stamps.

Arms

"Altobizkar
weeles' strike the seamen sailed the S. S.
in their
Mendi" from Hull upon securing complete victory
demands.
aid to
As "democratic" governments refuse to supply
countries
the legal Spanish Government, workers in all
Money,
have rallied to the aid of their Spanish brothers.
file
and
rank
by
subscribed
food, clothing, have been
Denmark,
workers in France, England, Belgium, Holland,
Argentina,
Canada,
Sweden, Norway, the United States,
were sent by
South Africa and the Soviet Union. These
Spanish peothe
every possible open route to the aid of
the opunder
ple. Even in fascist countries the workers
to v.it
contrived
pressive control of dictatorship have
in
workers
money smuggled to their desperate fellow
Spain.

Toward a National
Maritime Federation
"We get out of life just what
we are willing to put into it," The
truth of this saying is driven
home to us in many ways. The
importance of education, for iiibeing
conetantly
stance, is
t0
ed.
sbturredsesn
dbuetdtaicilation ie no
the educaAcargroyo,
tion a person can gain in a lifetime of learning will not help him
if he will not help himself.
Right no - the marine groups
on the Pacific Coast are receiving a certain form of education
which is very vital and very important. Events are teaching them
that workers must fight to win
and preserve their elementary
rights, and that, in order to do
this, there must be absolute
unity within their ranks. These
workers have made great strides
cerin the last two years, but a
turmoil
internal
of
tain amount
has never been absent, due to
the spies and shipowners' agents
who, working within the Maritime
Federation of the Pacific, are always seeking to create discord
and disseneion. The rank and
file, unaninumely in favor of a
united front to fight the common

enemy—the shipowner—has had
to contend with squabbles and
disputes whose apparent petta
ness masks a vicious purpose.
The maritime workers must not
be confused by the pettiness of
this internal strife. There is too
much at stake for them to permit themselves to he satisfied
with anything less than complete
harmony within the Federation.
Once this obtains, the Federation
can function as a single, powerful
Naunit in the drive toward a
tional Federation of maritime
throughworkers. Already workers
more
taking
are
country
the
out
au ordinary interest in the

it's

Coast maaction of the Pacific
that this
know
They
rine groups.
a real
have
fine body of workers
which'
policies,
Program and real
day, and
they are executing every
"democracy" is
they realize that
to them but
word
a
merely
not
an actuality.
proThe Federation's national
unlimited
gram is meeting with
the emopposition. Not only are
labor, but
of
enemies
the
ployers
interthe arch-fakers known as
fightare
leaders
labor
national
their coning desperately to keep
hands
the
into
falling
trol from
want
They
of the rank and file.
deal
to
times
all
to be free at
this ha-s
for
employers,
the
with
method
proved a very convenient
achieve
to
opportunists
for these
fatten their
social poeition and
sums.
huge
Purses with
workers' organBut within the
to stop
izations lies the power
removing their
these practices by
masses of
cause. As soon as the
reallY
what
realize
the workers
oran
what
menaces them, and
be,
should
workers
ganization of
combat all the
ew ill unite
they
enemies of
way to win
There is only one

mployers:
demands from the e
is only
there
And
united action.
these gaina'.
one way to hold
basis. To.
mass
on a
organization

a National
day the formation of
is
Federation
National Mtiritime
before.
ever
than
more urgent
Maritime FedAnd because the
has been
Pacific
eration of the
every
this,
toward
step
the first
keep it
to
made
be
effort must
With harmony
united and strong.
of action,
of purpose and unity
be in.
the marine groups will
vincible.
OF`
IATORKERS
MARITIME
NAAMERICA! ONWARD TO A
MARITIME FEDERA.TIONAL
TION!
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Union
Meetings
San Francisco
International Association of
Machinists, S. F. Lodge No. 68
Every Wednesday, 8 P. M.
Convention Hall, Labor Temple,
16th and Capp Sts.
Executive Committee. 2nd and
4th Mondays of each month; 8
P. M.; Room 208 Labor Temple.
Peter Issak, President
Harry Hook, Business Agent.
T. W. Howard, Financial Seer
E. Pl. Dillon. Recording Sec'y.
Pacific Coast Marine Firemen,
Oilers, Watertenders & Wipers'
Association.
Earl King, Secretary—Thursday
at 7 p. m. 58 Commercial St.,
Tel.
DOugias 5650, San Francisco, Calif.
J. Engstrom, Agent—Thursday
at
6 p. m. 84 Seneca St., Tel. Main
6331, Seattle, Wash.
J. E. Ferguson, Agent — Thursday at 7 p. m., 111 W.
Burnside
St., Tel. Beacon 4336, Portland,
Ore.
B. J. O'Sullivan, Agent
Tuesdays at 7 p. rn, 111 West Sixth St.,
Tel. San- Pedro 233E, San
Pedro,
Calif.
T. Redintind, Agent
Thursdays
at 7 p. m., 811
Nuuana Ave., Honolulu, T. H.
J R. Davis, Agent-315% Heron
St., Aberdeen, Wash.
Scalers and Drydock Workers
Branch—L, Kerr, Agent, 128-A Canadian National Dock, Seattle,
Wash.
Bay & River Bargemen
Local 38401, I. L. A.
Meeting -5t arid 3rd Sundays
each Month, 10 A. M., 32 Clay
St.
Ted Starr, Bus, Mgr., GAr. 1905.
W. Erickson, Dispatcher, GAr.
1904.
Ladies Auxiliary, 1. L. A. No, 3
Regular Meetings-2nd and 4th
Thursdays of Each Month,2 P. M.,
at Druids
Temple 44 Page Street.
3rd Thursday, 8 P. M., Social
Night,
Mrs, M. Eastman, President.
Mrs. E. Schuler, Secretary.
Mrs. C. Jurchare Treasurer.
Marine Engineers' Beneficial
Association, No. 97
Meets every Thursday, 8:00
P. M. Room "B" Ferry Bldg. S. F.
J. E. O'Brien, President.
H. Meriwether,
Secretary-Treasnrer and Business Manager.
W. Deveraux and A.
Mahle,
Vice-Presidents.
Trustees: A. Disher, E. J. Canning, F. M. Kelley,
Marine Cooks & Stewards'
Association of the Pacific
Thursdays at 6:30 P. M., At 86
Commercial Street.
E. F. Burke, Secretary-Treasurer.
Jack
Connors,
Agent,
110
Cherry St., Seattle.
O'Connor, Agent 512% S.
Beacon Street, San Pedro.
WM. McCourt, Agent, 127 W.
Burnside Street, Portland, Oregon.
Sailors' Union of the Pacific
(Headquarters Branch, S. F.)
Office Phone KEarny 2228
Dispatcher
KEarny 2229
Mondays, 7 P. M. at 59 Clay St.
(Same date & time for branches).
District Committee meets upon
call of Chairman.
Harr y Lundeberg SecretaryTreasurer, 59 Clay Ste S.
P.
P. B. Gill. Agent,
86 Seneea St.,
Seattle.
B. L. Coester, Agent, 111 West
Burnside, Portland.
H. Christoffersen, Agent, 111
W. 6th St., San
Pedro.
Honolulu-918 Manukea St.
ABERDEEN—
Meeting—Monday
nights at 315%
B. Heron St.
I nternational
Longshoremen's
Assn., Local 38-79, San Francisco
First and Third Mondays of the
Month, Scottish Rite Auditorium.
Henry Schmidt, President
James Kennedy, Vice-President
Ivan P. Cox, Sec'yaTreas.
Al McCurdy, Recording
Sec'y.
Jack McLellan, Businese Agent
jack Creary, Business Agent
National Organization, Master,
Mates & Pilots, Local 90, S. F.
Every Wednesday
night 7 P. M.
0 Main St,
George Chariot, President.
B. B.
O'Grady, Sect'y, Bus. Mgr.
C. F. May,
Treasurer.
Representatives
W.S. Brown, 906
Terminal Sales
Bldg., Seattle, Wash.
Ludwig Oettling, 411 Henry
Building, Portland, Oregon.
Soren Wissing, 605 Beacon
St.,
San Pedro,
Calif.
W
arehousemen's Union
Local 38-44, I. L. A.
85 Clay Street
Warren Denton, President.
MAN FRANCISCO-Meeting-2nd
days of each and 4th WednesTemple, 16th St.month at Labor
OAKLAND—
Meeting—lst and 3rd Thursday
of every
month.
C
ROCKETT—
Meeting—lst and 8rd
Tuesday
of every
month.
Gatemen, Watchmen &
Miscellaneous Waterfront
Workers
I. L. A. 38-124
85 Clay
Meets every 2nd & St.
4th Wednesday.
Pres., W. B.
Fitch; Vice-Free,, G.
Sinclair; Fite-Secs T. H.
Beekman;
Rec.-Sec., G. Walsh; Treas., G.
Brown.
seesees
emumanimusesemem.....mm
..
L.

Northwest
L.

A., Local 38-98
Bellingham, Wash.
Meetings every
Tuesday, 911
State St.
Phil Taylor,
.
.
PresidntJ
Mallaban, Seety-TreasureT.
W. na'45, Vice-president.
C. W. Otto,
Financial Sec'ty.

SELL-OUT

Cut Down Wordage
-Once again it is necessary to
remind writers of letters to
Rank and File to keep their
communications within a reasonable length. The editorial
board has suggested 250 words
should be sufficient for anyone
with a definite idea to present
to the members of the maritime
unions. If the writers will take
just one particular subject in
each letter it should not be difficult to keep wordage down. So
crowded has the paper become
for space that the letter's published on this page are "holdovers," that is, they are a week
older than they should be. They
were crowded out of last issue.
For the sake of what some one
else may have to say, keep your
words down!

"I. S. U. PILOT"
58 Commercial Street,
San Francisco, Calif.
Editor:
and
O'Sullivan
To
Brother
Brothers: At your last meeting
of the San Pedro Branch, the
membership went on record as
opposing the I.S.U. "PILOT" and
the "Maritime Mirror," however,
the reasons for this we are to
believe is due to the I.S.U. Pilot
having no names of its editors or
an editorial board.
We would like to take this opportunity to clear this situation
up, as we who are writing this
letter feel that we know more
Pilot than the
about this
majority of the membership who
are at present confused on this
matter.
First: The I.S.U. Pilot was published simply because the membership in the I.S.U. Unions on
the East Coast had no voice in
their union or the various publications that were isued by the
Union, being controlled by Carlson, Grange, Illy, etc.
Secondly: When this paper was
first issued, these same officials,
rotten to the core, tried very hard
to confuse the membership in-sofar as this paper was concerned,
telling them that this paper was
helping to ruin the union, etc. In
fact they went so far as to expel
those militant members of the
union who were advocating rank
and file control of the Union, of
which this paper advocated and
fought for, yes men were even
beaten up by the hired gangster
because they dared issue this
paper among the ship's crews.
The recent strike of
Third:
the seamen on the East Coast
voted unanimously to have this
paper as the official organ of the
8,000 striking seamen, yes various
motions and resolutions were introduced at a number of meetings
to have this paper accepted a.s the
official organ of the Eastern and
Gulf Unions of the I.S.U. However, the reactionary officials of
the unions were able to sabotage
this, by placing it "out of order."
Now the reasons for the editors
names being left out: When this
paper was first issued a couple
of years ago, it gave an explanation of why the names of its editors could not be printed, which
can be easily answered as follows
To print the names of its editors
would leave these militant men
open for all sorts of attacks by
the phony officials, they would
be expelled and most likely beaten
up on by the gunmen that Carlson
and the rest of these phony's hire
to intimidate militant members of
the unions.
The reason we feel that this
letter of explanation should be
written is because the T.S.U. Pilot
has since its birth been acting in
the interest of the membership of
the I.S.U. .It has helped to expose
those elements who are working
in the interest of the shipowners
and against the beet interest and
Welfare of the rank and file. This
paper has grown from a two-page
mimeograph sheet to a well-edited
newspaper. This should be sufficient proof that the seamen are
for such a paper, and that this
paper is supported solely by the
seamen themselves, we know this

SACRAMENTO

MANUEL
COHEN
226 Kay Street
SACRAMENTO

<z-mrsarraissirliiimialle

MINORITY RULE

CONDITIONS IN MOBILE
Mobile, Ala.,
October 16, 1936.
Editor:
Working conditions of I.L.A. Local 1410, Mobile, Alabama, rightfully Local 1284: Some 500 members of I.L.A. Local 1410, Mobile,
Alabama, have had nerve enough
to come forward with the open
truth regarding conditions they
are forced to work under. First of
all, they are taxed $1.05 per
month for a work card; second, 5
cents on every dollar earned;
third, 1 cent on every dollar for
old age pension; fourth, 10 cents
per week for ice water; fifth, 10
cents per day to ride on company truck; sixth, when pay day
comes around, they are given a
check on bank where they go to
get their money; seventh, they
are charged 5 cents for exchange.
These are actual conditions of
this local, of whom Ed Rhone is
president and a man named Finkley is secretary. This self-styled
President Ed Rhone was a scab
herder during the recent strike
and was head of all strike-breakers; hence the charter issued to
him and the company union, leaving the old I.L.A. 1284 holding
the bag.
There was plenty of malice
aforethought towards this Local
1284, on the part of Joseph P.
Ryan. Taking away 1284's charter
was premeditated and plotted long
before it really took place. The
men were disillusioned; they were
taught a severe lesson. While being organized, they were taken on
imaginary trips to the promised
land, which was not far away,
according to the testimony of
Jury Jones and Holt Ross, the
latter being organizer for the A.
F. of L. and J. P. Ryan's righthand lieutenant. But when the
Great Prophet was to appear,
there came to his place a bought
charter 1410, giving all authority
to the strike-breakers and leaving
the veterans of 1284, who fought
on picket line, holding the bag.
I ask you, in all fairness to
organized labor, are the abovementioned conditions, now existing hero, legal? Are they in the
I.L.A. Constitution? No, a thousand times, no. A member, according to the constitution, is
rightfully supposed to pay monthly
dues and that is all, unless assessed by headquarters. But these
grafters who are in charge of
this so-called I.L.A. ,Union 1410 of
Mobile, make their own stipulations as to what constitutes their
dire needs. Ed Rhone, where did
you get the new car, and how
much do the members of 1410
pay your bodyguard per week?
Who stole 1284's seal and gave it
to you? Answer these.
This case is coming before
Washington and the A. F. of L.
if we have to deliver it in person.
Yours for a solid front the
same as the West Coast Maritime Federation.
Fraternally yours,
FRANK HENDERSON.
Patronize Our Advertisers.
Don't Patronize Standard Oil.
because we who are writing this
letter helped to publish the very
first edition of this paper, the
1.8.11. Pilot.
Now in regards to the "Maritime
Mirror," we hope that the San
Pedro membership does not confuse this paper with the I.S.U.
Pilot. The "Maritime Mirror" is
a paper published recently in San
Francisco. It tried to create illfeeling within the organizations of
the maritime unions, by its policy
of "red baiting" which every honest member is 100 per cent against.
It is dangerous because especially
at this time when the situation is
most critical and the members
are getting ready to hit the pavements in order to safeguaro the
unions and its principles.
A committee has been established here at headquarters to investigate this paper, and a report
has been brought before the membership, which we would suggest
that you look up the minutes of
headquarters where you will find
this complete.
We feel that the San Pedro
membership has made a grave
mistake in condemning the I.S.U.
Pilot and we therefore ask and
suggest to the membership there
to reconsider their previous action, in so far as the I.S.U. Pilot

go.
J. S. BERTRAND,
S.U.P.E.C. 3866.
P. S.--If anybody cares to answer this letter please answer the
following question: Do you need
a brain trust to run your affairs
or do you believe in Rank and
Do you believe in craft
File?
unions or the Maritime Federation?
Yours truly for a Rank and File
Maritime Federation in a wholehearted, spirited way. I thank you.

STUDENTS AID
FEDERATION

jw.

Maine."
What do they mean by that?
Do they mean that if we exercise our constitutional right and
choose our own government, they
are going to start a revolution
here? Are they so drunk with
power that they dare threaten the
free born people of the United
States? Well, if that's the way
they feel about it, let us all get together and vote for the man of
our choice without fear and, if
they want to start a revolution,
let's give them more than they ask

LAUGHING STOCK

Baltimore, Md.,
Editor:
Oct. 14, 1936.
I.S.U. MEMBERS TAKE NOTICE — ALL OF US ARE A
LAUGHING STOCK. Dirty Willy
"Hearst's Baltimore News Post" of
October 14, 1936, has this to say:
"Striking Tugboat Work ers
Agree to Dock U. S. Cruiser.
"The deadlock between striking
tugboat workers and operators will
be broken temporarily tomorrow
when strikers man two tugs to
dock the U. S. Indianapolis due
here to grant its crew shore leave.
"The new 10,000 ton ship's visit
was nearly cancelled because of the
strike, which started last Sunday
midnight. 800 workers and 35 tugs
have been idle since then. After
failing to arrange for tugs, Lieut.
W. A. Verge, in charge of the U.
S. Hydrographic office here, was
about to notify the Indianapolis not
to come to Baltimore when Capt.
Henry Freburger, Secretary of the
Masters, Mates, and Pilots' Ass'n,
informed him his men would dock
the ship free of charge.
"Captain Freburger, discussing
last night's rejection of the representatives' proposals, refused to
say what they had offered. He added, 'My Arganization and the
other two uniens on strike, the
Marine Engineers' Association and
the Longshoremen's Local, No.
1334, flatly rejected the proposal
after giving it weighty consideraThe strike was for recognition of
tion',"
the new M.F.O.W. officials, adding
the demand that the crew of FiliI.S.U. FAKERS TAKE NOTE.
WE ARE NOT LIKE . . . THE pino scabs Hunter himself put on,
INTERNATIONAL SEAMEN'S UN- be replaced by bona-fide union men.
ION OF AMERIC A, WHICH On the 22nd, the M.F.O.W. picket
TELLS ITS M E N —"THIS IS line was being respected by three
WHAT WE ACCEPT, YOU TAKE A.F. of L. Teamsters' Unions, Taxi
IT." Any proposal offered us must Drivers, A.R.T.A., M.E.B.A., M.M.P.,
be ratified by ALL MEN IN THE and the Ship Scalers' Union. No
UNION. This was done last night further comment is necessary.
Sincerely,
and the proposition turned down.
MORT BOROW,
Today we still await developments.
Agent.
THIS IS WHAT I CALL A DEMNote: People's Press and the Pi.
OCRATICALLY RUN ORGANIZATION and not like the I.S,U. of A., lot have not given the Ship Cleanwhich is run by worse men than ers' Union, A.F. of L., Local 20199,
Hitler. At least Hitler, as I under- any credit in the Penrnar action. I
stand it, does not pay himself ex- would like to see this matter corOrbitant wages a Ia GRANGE, who rected as this unit performed more
has the audacity to allow himself militantly and consistently than
$200 per week with GARNISH on all others; outside the M.F.O.W.
the side. Yet MESS BOYS HAVE members, themselves.
M. B.
TO WORK A FULL MONTH FOR
$40, while this Dictator gets a
huge salary. This is only made
possible, on account he dished out
the jobs to his SATELLITES who
won't bite the hand which feeds
As the result of an intensive orthem.
ganizing campaign on the part of
Yours for a 100 per cent demothe Brotherhood of Railway Clerks,
cratically controlled I.S.U. of A.
one of the most important victorF. R. STOCKL, No. 6.
ies in the history of the brotherhood was recorded last week when
ARE WE ADVANCING? a. company-union formerly domiOctober 20, 1936.
nated by the management of the
Editor:
Pensylvania Railroad sued for afConditions on Norwegian Ships: filiation with the brotherhood.
Every room on a vessel of 200
Following the organizing camtons or over certified as quarters paign which' signed up new memfor the crew shall have a capacity bers upon every side, an election
of at least 140 cubic feet per man. to determine who should represent
Included in this (140 Cu-, ft.) shall the workers was demanded by the
be space occupied by bunks, brotherhood. So obvious was the
tables and benches, but not space strength of the brotherhood that
taken by lockers or other inbuilt the company-union admitted defeat
rooms. A. deck space of at least and asked to be taken into the
14 square feet per man shall be bonafide union.
included in this deck space which
will be occupied by tables and deck and engine room crews must
benches, but not with lockers, be installed.
bunks or other inbuilt rooms.
On sailing vessels of 1000 tons
On vessels of 200 gross tons or or over, no more than 4 men to
over, the height of the rooms from each room.
the floor to the overhead beams
On steam vessels of 1000 tons
shall be not less than 6 feet 1 or over, two men to each room
inch. And on vessels of 1000 shall be the limit except in the
registered tons or over not lees case of an odd man in the crew.
than 6 feet 7 inches.
In that case one room shall be
On vessels of 200 tons or over, made for three men.
separate sleeping quarters for
OLEY OLSON.

R. R. Clerks Beat
Company Union

for.
We accept the challenge.
Editor:
CARL J. CARLSON,
staged
At a recent meeting
4002-19th St.
under the auspices of the Epic
I.A.M. 68.
Club at the San Pedro high school
the
of
speaker
the outstanding
TO RUIN A UNION
evening was Edwin Alexander Jr.,
organizer at the University of
Boston, Mass.,
Oct. 14, 1936.
Southern California for the Am- Editor:
erican Student Union.
Please print in the VOICE the
He spoke of the students' poli- following article.
cies in the forthcoming maritime
"How to ruin an organization."
stand
will
crisis—quote "We
(A guaranteed method).
shoulder to shoulder with the
1. NOBS as many meetings as possible.
Maritime Workers in their presIf you should attend, come late.
ent struggle against the vicious
2. Wet weather is a fine excuse.
policies of the shipowners. I am
deeply affected by the strike- 3. Be sure to find" fault with the
office bearers, and other membreaking activities of my fellow
bers who are trying to promote
students in the 1934 strike, in
the work of the organization.
which they unknowingly aided the
it is
shipowners in their attempt to 4. Decline all offices, as
work,
than
criticise
easier
to
of
class
peonize the working
if you are not put on
which' we are a part. At present 5. Get sore
or if appointed do
committee,
a
I am trying to organize a chapnot take any interest.
School,
High
Pedro
ter in the San
6. If asked your opinion, say you tessemszossousissuscommessaggi
which is badly needed, as a good
have none, but later, tell others
LOUIS
there
percentage of the students
what
ought to have been done.
are the children of organized
7. Do the least possible, and when
BAIL BOND
workers.
others roll up their sleeves to
EXbrook 4223
"This Student Union was formed
of
because
howl
matters,
help
800 Kearny St., S. F.
In order to educate college men
the clique running things.
everlastxossomossostossesisoinnsmontsusi
and women, about the
new
getting
about
8. Don't bother
ing struggle between Capital and
xismsisonisostoograosgettouszions
members, let others do it.
KEarriey 2147
San Francisco
Labor; so far this union has sucin
campaign
whispering
9. Start a
ceeded tremendously."
order to discredit honest and
J. C. Morgan member of the
Attorney-At-Law
sincere members who are worksailors' union also spoke on the
Seamen's Cases
ing day and night to strengthen
Moved to: 110 SUTTER ST.
maritime situation, clarifying it
the organization.
Room No. 604
for the benefit of those present, 10. Keep in arrears, don't pay dues
latIMOMEN(2150111COMEM12190011111210210t
go
to
union
whose only conception of it is
and watoh the
obtained from capitalist controlled
smash.
Phone GArfIsld 1720
Fraternally yours,
press.
JON PALMER,
Fraternally yours,
M.F.O.W. & W. of the
THE
Publicity Committee,
Pacific.
J. C. MORGAN,

PUCCINELLI

Ifill

I S. T. NOIEVOLL
i 821 Market St, nr. Foul

DRUGGIST

No. 4378.
E. TONDERSHOTT,
No. 4302.
WM. J. PUKOS,
No. 2876.
MARRY RUSSELL,
Sailors' Union,
San Pedro.

BETHLEHEM, Pa. (FP). — To
place education in the realm of
reality, Lehigh University will
shelter a ,police school which will
number among its courses "Breaking up Mobs" and "Illegal Picketing." The school is formed in
anticipation of labor trouble in
Lehigh' Valley steal, automibile
canna plan,

32 Embarcadero, S. F.
smsossosisos

DOuglae 3565

DENTIST
•

9 to.6 Evenings by Appointment
Phone SUtter 2381
709 MISSION ST.
Corner 3rd

Send contributions directly
to the Maritime Federation Secretary, at 24 California Street.

NO PROVISION
Editor:
It may interest you to know
that a careful perusal of the Constitution of the United States
show no clause wherein: no dries
of men who have chosen to follow
a lawful occupation shall be discriminated against to the extent
where they are required to be
finger-printed, photographed, indexed and examined the same as
any criminal who has committed
some overt act against organized
society.
The law I am referring to is the
Copeland bill. My contention is:
that if the Supreme Court can declare act unconstitutional why not
leave a test case to find out
whether the Copeland books are
constitutional?
Sincerely,
GORDON ROSEN, No. 4171.

STOCKTON
UNION MADE GOODS

4

The First We Otter
The Best We nave

JACK MILLER
106 E. Weber
44 N. Eldorado
STOCKTON
Clothing - Furnishings - Boots
Luggage
Shoes

111111•1111111111111111111111111111111111211111111EMII

1 ,"e i
I0
(Wit ACtil
Workingman's Friend
Complete Line of Union-Made
Furnishings

45 S. EL DORADO
Stockton
M.jr=sumuloltiagaill
CHP1ELD GAS-INDIA TIRES

MARTY'S

I

SERVICE STATION

iCalifornia at Miner
STOCKTON, CALIF.

HOTEL WEBER
and BAR
MAIN and CENTER
Stockton, California
Fred E. Daniels, Prop.
UNION MADE CLOTHES
For Work and Dress
SUITS MADE TO ORDER

KAUFMAN'S
STOCKTON, CALIF.
MIM.01111.1.

Golden West Hotel
46 WEST MAIN ST.
Stockton, California
FINE ITALIAN
winumuseatteastmourtrata

TORINO HOTEL
First Class Meals and Rom,*

202 W. Main Street

Albert Michelson
Attorney-at-Law

Attorney for Pacific Coast Marine Firemen, Oilers, Watertendera and Wipers' Association.
811 Russ 51dg. Tel. Slitter 3860
San Francisco, Celli.

Stockton, Calif.
1301300113011161
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Ye Old Yellow Front
Now

MARITIME INN
43 5. Center Street.
BEERS - WINES - LIQUORS

MERIT GLOVES
Superior Quality
For Fit and Service

THE MERIT GLOVE CO.
imusamusumou

To our request for photographs taken by union men
watchful for Items of interest,
there has been a splendid response. Some of the pictures
could have been obtained in no
way except by men right on
the spot.

Phone 7214

STEVEDORES, MARITIME WORKERS
PROTECT YOUR HANDS—DEMAND

W/C

In order to bring to more
vivid attention the many occurrences of Interest to the labor movement, such as strike
action, police brutality, bad
conditions, labor parades, conventions, or subjects of more
general interest, the VOICE
OF THE FEDERATION is badly in need of a camera.
A small amount has already
been subscribed by live-wire
members of some of the ships'
crews, but about $50 more is
needed.

MEALS
Dr. W. R. De Lyre

Nathan Merenbach

FEELEY

1111111111.1144

1Attorney
Proctor in Admiralty
Seamen's Cases a Specialty
.; San Francisco
El
.

Help the Voice
Get A Camera

111 East Main St.

Professional Directory, S. F.

International Longshoremen's
Assn., Local No, 38-92
P. 0. Box '177,
Rayt.tond, Wash. Ladies Auxiliary No. 7, I. L. A.,
1st and 3rd
Oakland
Tuesdays, 7:30 le mExecutive Board 1st and 3rd
Regular meetings 1st and 3rd
is concerned.
Tuesdays, 6:30 p. m.
Monday of each month at 2 p. tn.,
Hoping this letter is read off
Meetings to take place at Cen- at Odd Fellows Temple, 11th and
tral Labor
the membership, we remain,
before
Temple Bldg.
Franklin Street.
F. G. 13
issinger, President.
yours,
Mrs.
P.
Aquilina,
J.
President.
Fraternally
Jack Price,
Secretary-Treasurer,
Mrs. T. Fillings, Vice Pres.
WILLIAM BAILEY, 565;
Refuse The Copeland Fink Book.
PRI:etcher.
Mrs. A. Doyle, Secretary.
RUSSELL,
336.
B. Erikson.
JOSEPH
Pstraniss Our Advertised*
Mr& .:4. Bake,:Dreams%
Vtoo.PresidepiL

OAKLAND

LOOK AT SPAIN

Portland, Ore.,
Editor:
Oct. 16, 1936.
"Look at Spain and vote like
Editor:
Maine." Let's take a good look at
This is a Rank and File column Spain.
The people of Spain have the
and I want the members to remember that when they read this, right to choose their own government through the ballot the same
for it is going to be very plain.
It is mostly about Rank and as we have here in the United
File. It seems to me that we are States. After years of political opgoing away from the constitution pression by the reactionary forces
of the Maritime Federation more the people of Spain peacefully
than ever.
Some organizations chose a liberal government by
give their representatives to their which they hoped to relieve themnegotiations committee full power selves of oppression and enjoy the
to act on their behalf. Others have good things of life in peace.
But the reactionary forces after
to refer issues to their membership.
I am glad to say I belong to one having had things their own way
of the before mentioned latter type so long wouldn't tolerate such insubordination by the people; the
of union.
But the issues now at stake are nerve of them! They should be
not individual or craft union prob- taught a lesson never to try anylems. They are issues of coastwise thing like that again.
nature which come under the Mari- • Consequently, having plenty of
time Federation constitution, and money and outside support of ail
the constitution is purely Rank and the reactionary forces of other
countries, a revolution was organFile.
Also the negotiations committee ized, thereby ending for a time the
is voting one vote for one union. hope of the people of Spain.
Now that we have looked at
The result is that the unlicensed
groups with about 21,000 members Spain, let us take a look at ourare out-voted by the minority. Why selves.
The people of the United States
not a per capita tax vote regarding
also have the right of self-governour welfare?
There are many more members ment through the ballot. The mabeside myself who feel the joint jority of the people who use their
negotiations committee is carrying right to vote have been misled
on in a dictator type of way, and many times over by the endlAs
if we give them any more power propaganda of these same reactionary forces and have in the past
It will be too bad.
Also where did they get the pow- many times over voted these reacer to extend negotiations after Oc- tionaries into political power, who
tober 15 without consulting the have had a merry time all these
years abusing this power at the
membership?
Also it is in the ppaers that a expense of the people who placed
strike vote is being put out to their trust in them.
But in their over-confidence they
each union. If this is so, I want to
suggest that the ballots be counted went too far and the people chose
as a whole and not by individual a man for the highest office in the
land who had and still has the
unions and the majority wins.
This letter is written for a prin- courage to govern for the best inciple and is perfectly right accord- terests of the majority.
And do these reactionaries love
ing to a referendum ballot after
the last convention to be put in that? You ask.
Now that this same representathe VOICE OF THE FEDERAtive of the people is due for reTION.
Also it is in the papers that a election with a favorable political
stepping right into the shipowners' outlook, these reactionaries are extrap; if it is necessary to take tremely ired as they see their pothat action to hold and help our liv- litical power permanently slipping
ing standard and to uphold our so they give us this warning:
rights to collective bargaining, let's "Look at Spain and vote 'like

October 10, 1936.
Editor:
Herewith below is quoted a letter from Joseph P. Ryan, International President of the I.L.A.
This letter is in answer to a corn,
munication sent Ryan by the Philadelphia Joint Council, representing
60,000 organized workers in this
area. The Joint Council's letter indicated very sharp criticism of the
way "Polly" Baker, District Organizer of I.L.A., Philadelphia, conducted himself in attempting to
"break" a recent strike here against
the Penmar of the Calmar Line.
"Sept. 30, 1938.
"Mr. Harry Block, Secretary,
"Philadelphia Joint Council.
"Dear Sir and Brother:
"Answering your letter of Sept.
25th.
"Our International Association is
standing by Atlantic Coast District
Vice-Pres. Paul Baker in any action he may take in the port of
Philadelphia, and his record as a
sincere trade unionist will not suffer by your statement that he is
guilty of non-union actions.
"Secretary-Treasurer Ivan Hunter
of the International Seamen's Union called me personally at my office during the trouble at the Calmar Line pier in your city recently, and told me that the crew of the
Calmar Line steamer were all
members in good standing with the
I.S.U., and that expelled members
of the union were endeavoring to
force the union men off the ship
and put non-union men in their
places.
"Such actions go a great way toward splitting our labor movement
at this most crucial time in the
history of same.
Fraternally yours,
"(Signed) JOSEPH P. RYAN,

tin
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BUFFET

2 E. Weber Avenue

San Francisco
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ILA. Executive Board
Outlines Negotiations
The Editorial Board of the
VOICE OF THE FEDERATION
assumes no responsibilty for
the following statement.
—EDITORIAL BOARD.
Statement by L L. A. District
Executive Board.
7'0 ALL I. L. A. MEMBERS AND
OTHER MEMBERS OF THE
MARITIME FEDERATION:
The following report and explanation of developments of the past
few days, what led up to them,
and who and what was responsible
for the proposal that a strike ballot be taken, those who opposed
same, is submitted for the information of the Federation membership. The facts, quotations, communications are correct, and a
matter of official record. In view
Of the serious harm that was done
through the individual actions of
some union representatives, although mainly corrected by prompt
action on the part of the Joint
Negotiating Committee, some confusion still exists in the rank and
file, and for this reason, if no
other, the rank and file should
know the true facts.
Press Claims
Rift
The daily press, especially the
press in San Francisco, published
headlines and articles on October
16, pointing out that although the
Joint Negotiating Committee had,
with one exception, agreed to take
a joint strike vote, this program
had been repudiated by representatives of two seafaring unions,
namely, the S.U.P. and the M.C.
& S., later, and without consulting
the rest of the unions. The press
further created confusion by stating that a serious rift had split
the Maritime Federation. Further,
in the same connection, many reports have reached here from various ports, indicating serious confusion that can cause untold harm
to the unions and be of great benefit to the employers, had it not
been for the quick decisive action
of the unions.
There was, as a matter of fact,
disagreement on the Joint Negotiating Committee that is made up of
the respective negotiating corn=Mese of all the marine unions,
Which' might have led to serious
ooneequencem, and has been the
cauee of unfavorable publicity and
serious confusion aniongst the
rank and file of the Federation.
However, the matter was finally
adjusted, and the Sailors' Union
negotiating committee has agreed
to go along with the majority of
the Federation, and are taking the
necessary steps to institute a strike
vote, as are also the Marine Cooks
and Stewards, and the other organizations.
Wire From
Commission
On October 12, a wire was received from the United States
Maritime Commission, addressed
to all maritime unions. In this
wire the Commission requested
that the ahipowners and the maritime unions not only agree to
continue operations, but that the
Maritime Commission expected both
sides to continue operating under
the present agreements now in
force. The Commission further reminded employers and employes
•'that the first obligation of each
in this emergency is to the public."
Immediately upon receipt of this
wire, the Joint Negotiating Committee met to discuss the contents
and figure out the next step. It
was finally decided that each organization be provided with a copy
of this wire, and that the organisations should caucus and report
again later as to their intentions
and actions on it.
The Joint Negotiating Committee met again at 5:30 p. m., October 18. The majority of the organizations present agreed that in
view of the favorable position that
the unions were in, in so far as
the public was concerned, that it
would be wise to co-operate with
the Commission and agree to a
limited extension on certain conditions. It was also pointed out
that this should be done as soon
as possible, and that the shipowners should not be given an
opportunity to Wee to the extensfon before the unions. This plan,
however, was not successful. The
shipowners agreed to an indefinite
extension several hours before the

and they should first find out
whether or not the rank and file
would go along with another extension. This meant, of course, a
serious loss of time.
No immediate answer could be
given to the Commission regarding
the unions' program for additional
extensions. Naturally a vote on
whether to grant an extension
would be either yes or no (a
strike), or yes on certain conditions, the latter being favored by
the majority.
The S.U.P. submitted in writing
the following:

Dispatchers'

Reports

Longshoremen Report That Guild Hallowe'en
Refused Applications Of 'Mirror' Dance

ALASKA FISHERMEN I Hear School Teachers Tell
Of Drive for Hiring
Quiet times for the FisherHall
men. Some working at Monterey.
•
•
0
0
TEACHERS FIGHT FOR HIRING HALLS. The Agricultural
A. R. T. A.
workers are not the only persons
Five A.R.T.A. men signed on
roaming the state looking for jobs,
during the week.
I
*
•
*
•
but the teachers, according to the
statements heard by 2,000 longBARGEMEN
Slowed up considerably this shoremen assembled in meeting,
are also forced to become nomads
week.
* * * • *
in search' of employment. The
teachers are harassed by certain
I. L. A. (38-79)
have
Dropped to about normal. The elements who attempt to
thought
free
hamper
to
passed
laws
men are getting seventy hours
and free expression. Other elefor two weeks. Very few used
ments wax fat securing jobs for
The letfrom other locals.
down was natural, after the re- teachers. One organization charges
cent shipowners' rush to clear five per cent of one year's salary
employment for
for obtaining
. the docks of heavy cargoes.
• • 0 * *
teachers.

application of Trent Meredith and
E. Meadows working on the Maritime Mirror were rejected. They
were rejected on the grounds that
this was not a newspaper, but a
propaganda sheet, devoted to antiunion activities. It has been said
that wailing and gnashing of teeth
has been heard coming from the
direction of the Matson building.
These rumors have not been confirmed. However, "The Maritime
Mirror" is doomed and the fairhaired boys working on this sheet
are losing good paying jobs whether or not they will go in a mass
over to the American Citizen is
yet to be seen. There is certainly
no place for these gentlemen in,
near or around the labor movement.

of unions agreed. It was further
agreed that each union would submit two fundamental demands
which could not be altered or
changed, and on which we would
make a stand.
The shipowners have stalled and
haggled over all points without coming anywhere close to 'an agreement. We have felt that we have
been stalled long enough. Let us
settle this controversy now. So on
this basis each union would submit two questions which would
have to be guaranteed before we
could curry on any further negotiations. For the I.L.A. the sixhour day and the Hiring Hall,
both of which we now enjoy; the
Sailors and Firemen, their Hiring
Halls and cash overtime; the
Cooks and Stewards, the eighthour day and the Hiring Hall, and
so on down the line. This stand
was taken to show the commission
that we are going to keep the sixhour day and the Hiring Hall even
if we have to strike for them.
The same applies to the other
unions. The record has been built
up. The organized labor movement and the general publie* knows
full well who has fought to have
this dispute settled peacefully,
and it was certainly not the shipowners.
JOHN SCHOMAKER, Chairman,
PUBLICITY eolIMITTEE,
L L. A. Local 38-79,
San Francisco, Calif.
* * * * *

STATEMENT OF POSITION OF
SAILORS' NEGOTIATING COMMITTEE, OCTOBER 13, 1936.
Re: Wire sent by Maritime Cornmission Proposing Extended
Negotiations.
Low Pay
M. F. O. W.
The Federation of Teachers are
The wire sent by the U. S. Maritime Commission proposes in fact
A poor week—sixty men went atempting to correct and stop On Stations
FILL 'ER UP. Do you know
that we extend negotiations fur• these abuses. So on the November
through the hall.
ther, and implies that arbitration
that are men working seven days
• • * • •
Amendwill
appear
there
ballot
will follow this extension. By our
a week for a wage of $65 a month?
action In accepting the authority
M. C. & S.
ment No. 11, which guarantees
The majority of longshoremen
of the Commission, we are actually
rights
Slower, but still satisfactory.6 the teachers some of the
were not aware of this, either,
recognizing a Jurisdiction which is
• • 5 * •
workers in industries already have.
not conferred upon it by law. To
until a very nervous young man,
In essence, it will establish hiring
M. M. & P.
concede to such an important step
apparently sincere, representative
WITHOUT CONSULTING THE
184 men are on the list; 14. halls and seniority rights, and
of the Filling Station Employes,
MEMBERSHIP is, in my opinion, i registered; 6 shipped; 1
man contrary to what the paid propaan outright betrayal of their interaddressed thorn in regular meetwill
it
ganda agencies are saying,
ests. The move to stampede us g didn't clear (shipped off the
ing assembled and brought out a
make it miich more easy to disInto action, in my opinion, Is calcu- dock). Eight or nine men whose
few facts concerning the gas stalated to make a decision behind the
ships had been tied up returned. miss incompetent teachers. The
tion employers. The Shell and
back of the membership.
• * • * I,
teachers' Company- union, the
constantthat
are
arguments
The
Sandard
companies are still on
S. U. P.
Chamber of Commerce and other
ly used in urging the action consist
the Unfair list. He urged that
pubgood
for
desire
mainly of a
288 Sailors shipped out.
such organizations are fighting
when you drive into a filling stalicity. You do not win a fight
* • * * •
against Amendment No. 11. This
pubfor
merely by consideration
that you look for the union
tion
means that every trade unionist
M• E• B• A•
licity. We cannot hope to compete
card and button. Through the coAmendment
on
16 Engineers 'signed on.
semi(' vote "Yes"
with the resources of the employoperation of the buying public and
• • * * *
ers to put out our side of the quesNo. 11. Urge your friends and
Secretary-Treasurer
the organized labor movement the
Altion favorably to the public.
closIn
likewise.
do
to
neighbors
Reports
SCALERS
much
though we should strive as
gas station employes can and will
Only fair; the Scalers are do- ing, the teachers' representatives
as possible to present our position
(We regret that the sick-benefit
get better wages and better workIn as favorable a light as we can, ing much less longsbore work. stated, "In looking at the large
list was forced out of this issue
ing
conditions.
we must recognize that UNIONISM
* * * * •
longshoremen's meeting, I feel
from lack of space. It will be pubIS BUILT UP, not BY CHASING
is still safe."
democracy
lished next week.—EDITOR.)
Ballot
WAREHOUSEMEN
AROUND FOR PUBLICITY, but by
following a CORRECT POLICY.
CO-OPERATION. The Laborer's In Progress
Way down—approximately 100 I
REPORT of Secretary-Treasurer,
The membership is vitally conFrancisco has
men for the week.
San
A.
VOTE
of
L.
I.
38-79, relative to sick beneIN
Local
Union
PROGRESS.
cerned with this serious and dan- esesseasaasasesa
pledged 100 per cent support to Local 38-79 is now balloting on a fits paid to Members of this Local
gerous proposal submitted to us.
week
We have not the right to ignore
AUSTIN, Tex. (FP).—Welfare the I.L.A. In the present contro- coastwise ballot on the question for the past three weeks
them while making a decision. We Director Orville Carpenter says versy with the shipowners. They "Are you in favor of giving your ending October 3, 10 and 17, redare not establish, on our part, a
any time to do representatives on the negotiating spectfully — TOTALLING $820.00a
recognition of this commission at Texas makes no discrimination in stand ready at
All Members of this Local are
this time, since it would be the old age pensions on the basis of everything in their power to help. committee, namely, the District
same as recognizing indirectly the race and nationality. But his figExecutive Board, full authority to requested to scrutinize this report
legality of the Copeland Fink Act. ures
order strike action at midnight, and report back to the Secretaryshow average monthly pay- Guild Rejects
Why the sudden rush? Even at
Applications
October 28, if by that time a sat- Treasurer any discrepancies in the
the expense of missing, as some ments to "whites" are We48; to
WAILING IN GOMORRAH. The isfactory agreement has not been event any names that appear on
say, the favorable "publicity" re- Mexicans, $12.19; and to Negroes,
lease, we surely cannot endanger $11.84.
1.L.A. has been officially notified reached between our union and this list that should have been
the bigger principle of the EXISby the Northern California News- the shipowners on the fundamental working and at the same time
TENCE OF THE UNIONS.
paper Guild that the membership issues of the Hiring Hall and the drawing benefits. Wish' to state,
Your
Meeting.
Union
Attend
the
out
point
to
want
again
We
legal trickery of the wording of the seeseesee
six-hour day, if negotiating com- that from time to time, a similar
telegram, which states as follows:
mittee believes it necessary to report will appear In the columns
"In the public interest this Comorder
such action?" This action of the "VOICE," therefore, it is
fullthe
to
use
to
proposes
mission
authority,
and
necessary by the urged that all members of this
power
Its
deemed
was
est extent
FIRST CLASS MEALS
both legal and moral, to prevent
Joint Negotiating Committee rep- local see to it that they procure
the threatened catastrophe. Thereresenting all unions on the basis their copy of the "VOICE" from
fore, the Commission Is undertakthe shipowners have stalled the T.L.A. distributor, Mr. L. W.
that
determine
ing an investigation to
the merits of the various question
and haggled over points, which led Prestidge, on Thursday of each'
Involved, and upon completion of It,
the maritime unions to believe week, thereby obtaining informawithout delay will announce its
that the shipowners were not sin- tion that will be forthcoming from
findings."
Near Kearney
cerely endeavoring to achieve time to time.
It states quite clearly that they
New ownership, 200 rooms, nowi agreements and settle the present
only have the power to INVESThe sales of the"VOICE" in the
!being thoroughly renovated and i
We are PROMISED
GATION!
mediation
despite
If
controversy.
Folsom
is picking up, so keep the
Cor.
local
s redecorated. New reduced rates,
NOTHING. It is purely and simply
by the Maritime Commission, a good work up and in ths way, we
!guaranteed for 6 months, to fill
a trick to put the heat on us. They
4 house quickly with permanent satisfactory
agreement is not will make the "VOICE" a 100 per
give us a crumb by telling us that
411/
4 guests. Heart of financial and
'
the conditions of the award will
reached on the fundamental issues cent paper, and at the same time,
business district, a few blocks
prevail In the meantime. But what
HENRY LANGEL, Prop.
to amusement center, still away of the I.L.A., namely, the Hiring
has the shipowner to lose by this?
from night club noises. Beautiful
Hall and the six-hour day, by OcNOTHING. We have everything to• BEER - WINE - LIQUORS i
JOE McNULTY says:
! /, lobby; plenty steam, hot water. tober 28, the District Executive
lose.
Rates: Detached bath and
I would propose the following:
EVERYTHING GOOD TO
out the will of
shower, $3 week and up; private ° Board will carry
1. That each union call a special
EAT and DRINK at the
bath, $5 up; 75c, $1, $1.25 per the membership.
meeting of the membership to take
day.
up this question, and let the mem101 GOLDLN GATE .:.,........--...................,......—.—...:. Basic
bership express their opinion and
AT JONES STREET ..),......—.......—...........—.0-4:—........,e, Issues
make a decision. We are not EMPOWERED TO ACT OTHERWISE.
NEGOTIATIONS. On WednesA Favorite Place
What have we to fear, and what DELICIOUS
October 14, the Maritime Comday,
Located
Conveniently
have we to lose by waiting another SANDWICHES
mission asked that the Award be
twelve or fourteen hours to consult with the Rank and File?
i.
extended indefinitely. The emiseammoommomol
2. In the meantime, I would sugimmediately answered
ployers
gest that we answer the wire by EAT AT THE
EMBARCADERO
Joint Negotiating ComThe
"Yes."
stating that we will take this up
with our membership, since withmittee took this question under
out their consent we are unable
advisement and after much discusto give our agreement to such a
J. TACKNEY
decided that there .were three J. FARLEY
sion,
request as made in their telegram. 100 Golden Gate at Jones
(Near Howard)
first
The
courses open for us.
This will take care of the great
Clara Carter, Prop.
8. F.
worry that some people have about
could be a flat "No"; the second
0111.04.1=1.1..M11.111101.0.1•141411......:.
taking advantage of publicity.
12 Mission Street
"Yes"; and the third, "Something
At STEWART
Again I want to repeat: That we
proposithird
The
between."
in
cannot take a chance of putting
SAN FRANCISCO
the unions in such a dangerous
tion is what the District Executive
spot by taking action without the
Board considered the most practi0!
CONSENT OF THE RANK AND
cal and in the best interests of the P
FILE. The next twelve or fouri
E
Boys!
Hello,
was
membership. So a program
E
teen hours is all that is involved
DANCING
i
we
that
lines
before we can call them into sesthose
along
up
drawn
E
Every Friday, Saturday
sion, and In my opinion it is worth '
&. ENTERTAINMENT
MUSIC &
would agree to a limited extension I0
and Sunday Night
a hell of a lot more than a few
8 P. M. to 1 A. M.
and that our fundamental rights
hours to protect the interests of 1
MEALS
our organizations.
of trade unionists would be observ60 SIXTH STREET
El
The fate of the unions may be
ed. To this program the majority
decided by any quick action, and
I am against that UNCONDITIONUNION MADE GOODS
HANNA'S PLACE
Refuse The Copeland Fink Book.
ALLY.
The First We Offer
El
The Hest We Have
So in conclusion I ask that my
two proposals be accepted as the
only possible basis for meeting the
EVERYTHING TO %1EAH
present crisis that we are in.
48 CLAY STREET
365 EMBARCADERO
Introduced by
BAN FRANCISCO
Opposite Pier 6
0
HARRY LUNDEBERG.
1.010.100.1.1.0004ilinet,411.004011.04=1.1.11=.0:11

1

MIDTOWN S. F.

HOTEL I

1

ALPINE
480 Pine St.

BRIDGE
CAFE

The "Castle Town," built at
Gloucester City, New Jersey, in
CU
0
1919, of 3321 tons gross, home
ON
EAT
PLACE
TO
BEST
port San Francisco, owned by John
THE WATERFRONT
Rosenfeld's Sons—was recently
granted permission loathe Collector
'FOOD
GOOD
of Customs at Washington, to
PLENTY OF IT
change her name to "Lumbertown."

SAN FRANCISCO

I

FILM TAVERN

OAKDALE
HOTEL

NEW
GRANADA

Dairy
Lunch
7
MARKET ST
San Francisco
•

SAN FRANCISCO

ALWAYS OPEN

Now Open!
TOM RUSH'S

The BOYS'
DAIRY LUNCH
and BUFFET

RENO
TAVERN
22
EMBARCADERO-

42
Clay St.

1.9
PIER 7

DAIRY LUNCH

SAN FRANCISCO

Try Our Home Cooking

100% Union

•

En

ti

And
Remember—

Meet Me

at the

CLIPPER

BOYS'
DAIRY LUNCH
As
The

228 Embarcadere
GOOD FOOD
SELECT LIQUORI4

Usual, at

15
Market St.
Now, as Always We
Stick Together

100% UNION

The First We Offer
The Hest We Have

UNION MADE GOODS
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FRED RED and SULLY

BUFFET

144
Embarcadero Cafe

72

Choice Wines, Beer, Liquors
Excellent Food Served

Jorgense
Nelsen&
110 EMBARCADERO
Furnishings and

Complete
Ship Supplies
isamaftwoommomormonlmomimma

100% Union House

FERRY POOLROOM
BAR
82 Embarcadero

!..11.041.00.0111.001.0*N1.0010.0..1.04**.01.10001.000.10.*:*

220-6th St.

ANCHOR INN

ROMA

FRISCO

HOTEL

BEER
GARDEN

ALAMEDA CAFE
20 SACRAMENTO ST.

The TIJRF CAFE 76 Sixth St.

Reasonable Prices

Wholesome Food—Open Nights.
ci

San Francisco's Favorite Union

ti

Printoirs

34 CLAY

GOLDEN GATE PRESS

1

HALF MOON
TAVERN

Nielsen 8 Co.

WORKERS

A UNION HOUSE FOR UNION

SI
'
T T0

1

408-410-412BROADWAY

Cooperative

be able to convey the necessary
information to the members.
Fraternally yours,
IVAN F. COX,
Secretary-Treasurer,
I. L. A. Local 38-79,
San Francisco.
(Next week's Issue will Include
the names of those on the I. L. A.
Benefit list.)

FERRY

ROOMS

Ntr

Cora Lou, trolling boat, lost on
reef near Depoe Bay, Ore., Oct.
ra two of crew lost, bodies recovered by Coast Guard.

300 - 4th Street

1

LIST OF MONEY DUE FEDERATION FOR 25 CENT ASSESSMENT:
65.00
ILA No, 38-36
•
•
26.00
ILA No. 38-86
ILA No. 33-966.25
70.00
ILA No. 38-107
9.75
ILA No. 38-110
••
ILA No. 88-111
(Bal.)
1.00
37.50
ILA No. 38-113
20.25
ILA No. 38-114
ILA No. 38-115
7.00
ILA No. 38-116
5.00
ILA No. 38-117
16.00
ILA No. 38-122
2.50
M. E. B. A. No. 79
55.00
250.00
Sailors' U. of P. (Bal.)

Ladies Auxiliary No. 3 is giving
a Hallowe'en Dance, October 31,
8 p. m. at Yosemite Hall, 110 Page
Street.
Remember the good time you
had at the Hallowe'en Dance last
year? Well, this year we are doing everything we can to assure
you a bigger and better time.
There will be a door prize, also
a prize for the best costume. Good
Union Mileie -- Beer—sandwiches
and Coffee will be served as usual,
and the admission price is only
25 cents.
TOTAL Assessment Due . $570.25
EDNA M. SCHULER, Sec.
F. M. KELLEY, Sec.-Treasurer
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ATTENTION
UNIONS

122 Golden Gate Aye.

OR dway 0967

00,

On Strike
Vote

El

tEl

ZUFFIN TAVERNS
888
1018
718

On being questioned if their organizations had taken a strike
McALLISTER
FILLMORE
14TH ST.
vote, it was admitted by all that
At Laguna
McAllister-Golden Gate
Near Market
no Birch vote had been taken.
Therefore, none of the represent- 4••••••••••••••••••••••4440****•••••••••••••••••••
atives present had any authority
When You Drop Anchor In San Francisco
to commit their memberships to
unions answered the Commission's cease work on midnight, October
15, by refusing an extension at
wire.
(No Relation to Joe Harris) — 519 Kearney Street
this time, It seemed sound logic,
that
was
the
therefore,
plan
best
1
OPP014“
Extension
to go along with the Commission
The &Mors, Union and the Ma- for a limited time and remain at El
Tine (looks and Stewards negotia- work, on conditions that they
tins committees declared that they woukl proceed here at once, and
were opposed to any further exten- see that the additional extension
eon, and pointed out that they would mean real negotiations, with
OPEN EVENINGS
had been instructed by their mem- agreements retroactive to October
8 P. M.
iContinued on Page
imrship against further extensions,

Clothing

Pelzners's
We Specialize in UNION-MADE Goods

80 SIXTH ST.
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MOST POPULAR PLACE ON THE FRONT

E. J. Sammons EASTSIDE
58 Embarcadero

Myers Buffet
12 Clay St., S. F.
"The Best to Eat and Drink"

Meals All Day

tEl
FOOD YOU LIKE...
at NEAL O'BOYLE'S

HARBOR LUNCH

34
San Francisco
Beer—Wine—Liquors

9
SCHOTT BROS.

UNION 76

Stop-Wear Lubrication — Battery Charging

WATERFRONT
BUFFET
EMBARCADERO

WE CASH YOUR CHECKS
Longest Bar in Town

ci

Opposite Pier 42

BEN HARRIS

Union Made Clothes — Shoes — Hats
4.44.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

I

.71 EVERYBODY KNOWS

100 Per Cent Union
PAUL NOYES, Prop.

I

SACRAMENTO and DRUMM
00.00.1.**.*M4).1M0.1M0.110.041110001.1.0.0*W41...0111.141.1111.041****1•00C. 7.1
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Eagles' Restaurant
HOME COOKED FOODS
BEER
E Powell and Embarcadero
San Francisco!
ISUtter 9438

Favorite Hotels—Close to the Front

Bay Hotel
24 Sacramento

Lincoln Hotel
115 Market
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VOICE

Convention
Resol utions
Show Gain
Governor To Be Recalled If
He Uses Troops
In Strike
By John D. Schomaker
(The fourth of a series of articles on the convention of the
State Federation of Labor.)

+NO..

4•04^

Thb convention opened with the
Fruit and Vegetable Packers' 'Union of Salinas and
Wastonville
area out on strike. This strike
and the extreme measures em- PleYed by the shipper-grower interests in their efforts to break
the strike 'did more to
crystallize
and unite the
California labor
movement than any labor event
since the maritime strike of 1934.
It Was very evident from the
first day of the convention that
the delegates present wore interested in knowing just what the
State Federation of Labor was
going to do to help the Salinas
strikers; and when the State police aided by hired
thugs and gunmen heat, gassed and shot the
Pickets and sympathizers off the
streets of Salinas, the delegates
demanded action. A committee
was dispatched to
the scene to
bring back first-hand information.
Upon the committee's return
they
reported and made the following
proposals:
1. That each
delegation wire
their respective locals
and ask
them to wire the
governor protesting the activities of the
Highway Patrol in Salinas. We
recommend in
addition to resolution on "hot cargo" for all
Salinas lettuce that each local
Wire its
international union requesting they wire Governor
Merriam and further
asking
their membership to
boycott
Salinas lettuce and copy be sent
to President Green.
President
Roosevelt should be asked to
send a special
investigator to
the Salinas area
immediately.
2. A telegram to
President
Roosevelt protesting the action
, of the
sheriff in Salinas who is
attempting to assume power
equal to the
svar-time power of
the President
of the U. S. by
drafting all male citizens from
the age of 19
to 45 to act as
strikebreaker guards in Monterey County.
3. In the event
that the governor continues to
refuse to curb
the lawless action
of the State
Highway Patrol Police in Monterey County,
that an Immediate
recall be instituted by
the State
Federation of Labor against Governor Merriam,
that the Secretary appeal to
all affiliated unions for
financial aid to prosecute this
recall.
4. That the
Federation appeal to the
railroad lodges for
assistance in carrying out the
'hot" lettuce ban.
5. A. committee of
four men
be seiceted
immediately to contact the
governor in view to
settling the strike.
All the
submitted
proposals
I were
adopted unanimously. Governor Merriam was
at his Long
Beach home when
he heard of
the recall
action. He cancelled all
southern engagements
and Proceeded at once
to Sacramento
'where he met
with the committee
of four
appointed by the State
Federation.
On Thursday
•
at 12 o'clock the
entire convention
adjourned and
Picketed the State
Capitol. A corntnittee was selected
and met with
the governor,
who showed unusual
interest in discussing
the Salinas
strike.
The recall
motion has much
significance for the maritime
'workers if the
shipowners maintain their
arbitrary stand and
, provoke
trouble on September 30.
The governor
and his reactionary
• Stooges will be
faced with the
threat of putting
this contemplated recall into
action if he again
. sends
troops to the San Francisco
Waterfront.
The California
State Federation
UP to the 37th
Annual Convention
,., has been
divided into 10 districts,
but due to the
influx of new members and the
great urge for the
workera to organize,
the convention added
five new districts.
# Each new
district is entitled to
one vicepresident to compose the
executive board. The
executive
board now conetsts
of 21 members.
For
many years the
,•
California
State Federation
of Labor was
run and
controlled by the Schurrenberg Machine. After
1934 maritime strike, the
progressive waterfront workers
have been attending the State
Convention and the
Scharrenberg machine began to
slip a few cogs,
In 1935 the S. U.
P. expelled
Scharrenberg from its
ranks. The 1935
convention was
taken up by the
machine, making
a. last stand to defend
their "Paul,"
OA op intense and so
bitter g fight
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TIM ER WORKERS FIGHT VICIOUS OWNER
TO BLOCK THE FASCISTS

Lumber Company Employer and Famil 3r
Granted Permits to Carry Weapons, Labor-hater Threatens All Union Workers;
Out-of-State Scabs Are Brought to Washington In Clear Violation of New Federal
Law; Men Carry On Valiant Struggle

U. S. Court
Throws Out
Lumber Co.

Henry McCleary Timber Company,
a corporation, Plaintiff, vs. SawMany Cases Involving Labor
mill & Timber Workers Union,
Are Considered By
No, 2539, William Plested, as
Body
president thereof; 0. M. Orton,
as secretary ther eo f; Ray
WASHINGTON, D. C. (ILNS)—
Bowles, as business agent there- The United States Supreme Court
of; Grays-Willapa Harbor Dist, celebrated the opening of its Octrict Council thereof; Vane tober term by refusing to reconHunter, Lyle Hamamm, John sider the New York Minimum
By JOHN R. DAVIS
Doe and Richard Roe, ,whose Wage Law, throwing the Bradley
The Sawmill and Timberworkers in this district are at true names are unknown, De- Lumber Company of Arkansas out
on its nose in its effort to attack
present carrying on a fight against one of the most vicious fendants.
No, 3258
employers in the Northwest.
the constitutionality of the Na
MEMO OPINION
In 1935 when all the lumber industry workers walked
Hone' Labor Relations Act, aid
out over the low wages and miserable working conditions Assuming without deciding that consented to review a case which
that prevailed at that time, they were successful in bring- the act in question (Laws 1933, involves the validity of the Railing the majority of the lumber barons to terms, but a few Extraordinary Session, P. 10) is way Labor Act, now 10 years old,
smaller mills in outlying towns were able to carry on with valid, and that a labor dispute And these are but the high labor
non-union help and at very low wages.
exists, careful reading of the act spots of a session in which the
One of the most prominent enemies of organized labor referred to discloses that the ac- subjects passed upon ranged from
is the Henry McCleary Timbei
tion now being taken by the de- the shipment of arms to warring
Company, McCleary, Wash. Henry his fascist henchmen parade past fendants exceeds the public policy
countries to cut prices on tradeMcCleary, the President of the the pickets with guns bulging in of the State so declared.
marked articles.
corporation, is also the political their pockets.
This excess consists in a boyThree industrial states, New
big shot of the town which is
CALLS POLICE
cott which does not permit others York, Massachusetts and Illinois,
has
named after his family. He
He called for state police pro- to furnish raw materials and pro- were represented before the court
his finger in every establishment tection, and when twelve of them hibits the finished product from
in the plea for a rehearing of the
in the town and controls his were stationed outside the mill, moving in commerce. This will be
New York minimum wage law.
slaves with an iron hand.
he told the scabs that if a striker' permanently restrained as in vio- They pleaded that the depression
Before evacuating Paskles on Spain's northern coast, loyalist forces dynamited the steamer JataHe is an arch enemy of Roose- got in the way to let him have it lation of the act which defendants made it imperative for the state
Mandl to close the entrance of the harbor to rebel craft. Elsewhere in northern Spain, brave Asturian
miners later blasted their way, street by street, Into what had been the important rebel stronghold of velt and the new deal, but it was and the state bull would take care invoke. It particularly violates to protect its women workers from
(Federated Pictures.)
Oviedo.
discovered that he has a crew or of the rest.
that portion of the preamble exploitation in the interest of
ten WPA worker's bending sixty
He told one union man in the which says, "though he should be health and morals. But when Mr.
toilets (Chic Sale style) on prop- mill that if he didn't tear up his free to decline to associate with Justice Butler began to read the
erty in the town which he owns. union card that he would be his fellows." The action being opinion, every good reporter in
UNION HOUSE
A Union House for
He raves and rants over the forced to fire him and his father- taken by defendants is admittedly the room knew that the plea had
For Union Men
October 21, 1936: The M.E.B.A.,
Union Men
Roosevelt has used in aid- in-law also.
money
for the purpose of compelling all been denied. Mr, Justice Butler
ENTERTAINMENT
•
Pacific Coast District Negotiating
ing the unemployed, while at the
had sev- workers "to associate with their said that the principles of law inhe
that
discovered
He
Committee, has been, for the past
same time he takes advantage of eral union men _in the mill, and fellows."
volved in the decision had been
forty days, attempting to sincerely
it by using men paid with this he fired them all, replacing them
So that there may be no mis- decided by the Supreme Court in
negotiate an agreement with the
money to build these toilets on with hillbilly scabs.
understanding, the Court is hold- 1933 in the Adkins case, and there
Choice Food
Corner 9th and Davis
•
Offshore Operators and the Steam
property and on property
his
mill
that picketing will not be re- had been no change. As a matter
ing
Well Prepared
After firing the union men he
Schooner Operators providing a
that he owns and rents to his
strained but any effect of the of fact, New York asked the court
Mcthe
of
had them thrown out
satisfactory settlement of mutual
SILVER SPRINGS
ON TAP
picketing that interferes with the to reconsider the Adkins decision
scabs.
problems. With the exception of
Cleary hotel. During the 1935
ON TAP
Pay Checks Cashed Without
and receipt of materials in the light of modern experience.
purchase
HELP
RELATIVES
Served
Rromptly
some progress made in the Steam
strike he shut off the water and
Cost
the
product freely enterwith
or
'At the same session, the court
Schooner negotiations, no favorHis brother is chairman of the lights in the homes of the strikC. A. Milierstrom
BR 1929
of commerce will said it would hear arguments on
channels
tete
ing
of
postmaster
and
able comment can be reported on
School Board
ers, he also shut off the water
PORTLAND
these negotiations.
El
the minimum wage law for women
the town while all the rest of his and lights in the only union store be permanently restrained.
Nick Thomas, Manager
D. F. WRIGHT, Judge.
In accordance with the joint acof the state of Washington. A
relatives are mixed up in, and in the town and has done everyI
WHEN IN PORTLAND
No. 3258
STOP AT
tion taken by the Negotiating Comhotel company pleaded that this
receiving big salaries !rem every thing possible to close the store.
INJUNCTION ORDER
Shell and Gasco Gasoline
mittee for all the maritime unions,
law was unconstitutional when a
business in the town.
He and his family run around
Shellubrication
taken in chambermaid sued for back wages
testimony
sworn
Upon
the M.E.B.A. is now conducting a at Entrance McCormick Term!
mill
town armed to the teeth to preHe and the scabs in his
open court at which the defend- due under the statute.
coastwide ballot which, if ratiWE ARE SMALL, BUT
wear Landon buttons and they serve law and order, while at the
all
I
ALWAYS WITH YOU.
ants were personally present and RAILWAY'S SUIT TO BE HEARD
fied, will give the Negotiating I
SERVICE STATION
•
all pray for the election of Fascist same time he violates all the laws
6El "Where Union Mon Gather"
by counsel and with
represented
Committee the power to call the
rehe
workers,
that protect his
Al.
The Bradley Lumber Company
El • West 8th and Brunside
to cross-examine
M.E.ISA. out on strike on October El
opportunity
full
"You All Knew"
fuses to allow his workers to join
relatives, even a
ORE...
Arkansas got its final turnPORTLAND,
his
of
and
1949
He
BR.
give
and
28 or thereafter.
'bargain the plaintiff's witnesses
may
Coffee Pot Restaurant
they
that
so
county
union
a
the
to
when the Supreme Court reweht
son
down
ld
year-o
It should be understood that it is
testimony in their own behalf and
AND
the strike collectively.
consider its case, pleading
before
to
so
or
week
fused
a
seat
the desire of the Negotiating Comin opposition to the plaintiff's
AFFIDAVIT
permits
SIGN
SCABS
National Labor Relations
Prop.
Weinstein,
received
A.
the
Shop
and
that
Union
was called
mittee to avoid a strike at all costs,
case, the courts having made its
9th at Everett
unconstitutional. The FedHe made every scab in the mill
is
Act
to carry guns. He also arranged
but, unless a satisfactory agreeconclusions of
PORTLAND E
Phone AT. 11026
that they findings of fact and
eral District Court of Appeals had
to have the bosses in his mill is- sign an affidavit stating
ment on certain fundamentals is
El
law, now therefore, for good cause
SHOE REPAIRING
but
conditions
with
and
satisfied
he
were
and
against the lumber company
permits
ruled
similar
by
this
date, the M.E.
forthcoming
A Complete Line of Men's Shoes sued
shown IT IS ORDERED AND DE?1
if any one refused to sign he no
This is the case growing
already.
B.A. will join with all other mariOpen All
Ore.
Portland,
Ave.
3rd
107 N.W.
CREED:
fired.
be
would
dispute in which an
doubt
2
Night
the
4.44.44.401:4
of
out
or4s^,444141,40444.4111111..14141140114!04
the
time unions and
longshoremen
FIRST: That Sawmill & Timber
judge issued aa
He violates the law by transcounty
Arkansas
in promoting a policy which will 1STEAK
astei
2639
Workers' Union, Local No.
porting scabs from other states,
the N.L.R.B.
against
injunction
protect the interests of our mem- I STEAKS OUR SPECIALTY i
officers, members,
Meals - Tobacco - Beer
We Never Close. 1606 W. Lake and even refused to meet with a thereof, its
had refused
courts
higher
which
bers.
i
Avenue
2nd
W.
i 628 S.
Maw and Laura's
agents and sympathizers, and
Service
departCall
state
the
of
Triangle
representative
do.
ORE
As licensed officers, the M.E.B.A. !AT. 8049
PORTLAND,
i
District to
Harbor
Grays-Willapa
Meals :: Sandwiches :: Chili
C:1
ment of labor and industry.
desires to co-operate and has co- it
On the other hand, the court depresiits
Plested,
William
Council,
Free Delivery
Voice of the Federation on Sale
He was successful in obtaining
operated to the fullest extent pos- ess...,................................s.......................,.-,
to entertain the suit of the
cided
secretary,
its
1 2 Blocks from Ternilnal No. 1 1
1/
PHONE SE. 9971
•
17th Ave., N.W., at 1st Canine
picketing dent, 0. M. Orton,
against
injunction
sible with the Maritime CommisRailway Co., pleading
Virginian
an
Louis Buckley, Menqber M.C.&S.
WINE - STEAKS - BEER
From Terminal No. 1
and its several officers, members,
)which
sion, with Admiral Hamlet, their
reads that the union may
Railway Labor Act is unthe
44•4croisimemosovilin.a.,4411141,44
that
41M4 4441.04.11440.11.0 1118.0411.44.04140[40-44114.40.M.i;4. ........4.14.04404.‘460.4
agents, and sympathizers, and any
representative, with the United
constitutional. This act has been
picket but they cannot interfere
41:444mpo
and all persons, organizations and
of
products
and
Labor,
of
States Department
Gymnasium
with the non-union
a charter of industrial peace on
Amusement
unions, and their several member11,
Portion
Atwater 7912
with Assistant Fiscretary of Labor,
Lunches
Refreshment You'll Like
plant.
the
the railroads of the country for
are hereby enjoined from, and
Edward F. McGrady. This co-op- 1717 N.W. 17th Ave., Portland
ten years. Under its terms, the
I am inelosing the injunction
hereby ordered to desist from
to
interest
eration will continue to be forthof
REFEREE
be
National Mediation Board held
which should
Formerly THE
Cardroom
boycotting, from picketing which
0 Restaurant
coming, but is absolutely controlled
BEER • WINE
this coast.
on
election of the Virginian's emworker
every
an
Don't Forget Old Friends
inter
so that the interests of our mem1115 FIRST AVE. Seattle In the Superior Court of the State results in boycotting, or
Ave.
S.
W.
2nd
516
and as a result of that
ployes,
&
JOHNNY
LOUIE, MARCO
Paul Delaney
forming with the production of
Phone EL. 9370
bership and the interests of all the
4.444•114011140414111411441111404141044441414.0111111141i4441141.44
Mafor
and
in
ordered the road to deal
election,
Washington,
of
4.0444.6111411.41.0441=444:4
14 4 4.1111.44.11M00.444.4...
.
logs for, or the furnishing, transmaritime unions and longshoremen
American Federation of
the
County.
with
son
....441144
4 44
.
4:414MK41•44.44•4044.11401411114141441040.414041414b0.1.
portation and delivery of logs to
5th & Burnside, Portland!
are preserved and served,
UNION SHOP
in its shops.
unions
Labor
Sailors' Paradise
the plaintiff's sawmill plant at
UPHOLD
COURTS
LOWER
SCABS NOT WELCOME
i Shelton, or with the manufacture,
was waged by the progressives
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE
BOARD
El
Phone AT. 5400
that the old machine was badly
I transportation, delivery, loading,
The railroad refused. The Me,. - unloading, sale or marketing of
Across Street from I. L. A.
117 James St.
cracked and so thoroughly did
Formerly at Pier 4
Close to the Front
Board wont to court, and
diation
i
917 N. W. EVERETT
ENTERTAINMENT
lumber or lumber products proScharrenberg weaken his own
i
from the Federal DisAve.
ruling
Railroad
a
105
got
PORTLAND
i duced at plaintiff's sawmill plant,
44
position by staying on the West
El 4,4,434mwoimmsomwolowiim.4.44moo.....moamo4moommos: Wm. Pavlick. Phone ELlot 9246
Court, commanding the Virtrict
El
land
Coast that it was decided that
6 the approaches thereto by
ginian to obey the Boardt order:.
2nd and W. Burnside
El
CI
Puget
of
waters
the
"Brother Paul" had better leave.
water,
and
E
GHT
4,44•44•40.40...emmeasmosememeomeeeee444.4=4444.44A
BOTTLED—DRAU
The Circuit Court of Appeals ruled
CLEAN ROOMS
The loss has been heartily felt by
Sound, and any places to which
the same way. Now the company
4.4 lompoiNIN4
UNION HOUSE
his former cohorts.
WHEN IN SEATTLE
said lumber or lumber products is to repeat its claims in the SuSandwiches?-0f Course!
With the machine split, the proA place where sailors meet
are moved;
UNION MADE GOODS
preme Court.
gressives decided to run a candiSeattle, Wash.
SECOND: From interfering in
95 Seneca St.
All told, the Supreme Court
117
ST.
BURNSIDE
nominaFour
date for president.
Near I. S. U. Hall
any way or at all with the plain- handed down 290 rulings Monday.
Hall)
Union
to
(Next
Shoes
Clothiers,
Hatters,
1114101M04•11•46:4
,
4. lamosimesum...aim4144114414111044
tions were tendered: Hopkins, intiff's business or with the plaintiff, October 12. Half a dozen of these
Bud Wilson, Prop.
Complete Furnishings
cumbent, from the San Francisco
or its contracture' relations ;with cases woud be headliners under
N.E. Cor. 3d and Burnside
Teamsters; Buzzell, secretary of
CABS & LIMOUSINES
White Star Lumber Company, ordinary circumstances; and a few
BR-2334 fl
Los Angeles Labor Council; Ennis, 4 PORTLAND
Summit Lake Logging Company, are only a little less important
Union Made Clothing
c
Typographical, Sacramento; Scho- El
Rainier Pulp and Paper Company, than the three noted.
3
(.
AllTailored,
$1.9.50 and less. Mind
Beer, Wine, Chili, Hamburgers
maker, I. L. A., San Francisco.
ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY
Wool Suit s. Why pay for someWest Coast Power Company, Roy
body's high overhead ? We are in a
2 First Ave.
1
1425/
On the first ballot: Hopkins,
position to undersell anybody, titi
Castle, or others;
"It is only when government
Seattle
lit and Pikp
33,562; Buzzell, 23,929; Schomaker,
r; our low overhead and our own tall
coercing or atFrom
THIRD:
rig
Illaket4
It
possible.
benefits, however small, extend to
TAVERN
19,647; Ennis, 14,585. Following
to coerce the employes the masses of the people that the
tempting
TAILOR
THE
KLATZER,
system,
balloting
KiietiCONitildriAleiltMennenatieeenE031111100
the Australian
I
I
425 W. BURNSIDE
El
of the plaintiff to join Sawmill & cry of government 'extravagance'
100% UNION HOUSE
Portiand is E.S. W. 6th Ave. & Burnside Sts.
Peter Herinok
Ennis was eliminated.
Timber Workers' Union, or other Is heard in certain quarters."—
SEAMEN WELCOME
The second ballot in round fig- El
°4
organization.
4mok n4444.n morrosimoame.o.40o4mi.0.4.4444448444•.•
4:4441111404,
labor
President A. F. Whitney, Brotherures: Hopkins, 33,000; Buzzell, Attorneys • Sailors' Unlee of
2nd and Madison
COURT this
OPEN
IN
DONE
Marie
the
with
hood of Railroad Trainmen.
Red Milligan and "Queen"
the Pacific, Portland
30,00(1; Schomaker,21,000;
SEATTLE
FIRST CLASS BAR and CAFE
October, 1936.
of
day
will be glad to see and serve you
14th
last being eliminated,
-made
Union
ConneetIon--Cards
Hotel in
A huge stock of
Merchandise
With the progressive elementiq
Cor. 1st Ave. S. & Wash, Seattle
Judge.
44.14.04414144
4 44441.44604 imm444.414.44am nommina4..m.444444,
,
and the entire convention realiz/100130111/110000)10000000123:10.0
2d
Cor.
W.
Burnside,
201
ing that the progressives held the
YOUNGS BAY
1003 CORBETT BLDG.
PORTLAND, OREGON
WASHINGTON, D. C. (FP).—
When In Smith's Cove,
balance of power with a solid
COOPERATIVE DAIRY
5th and Morrison
Forget
that
Don't
Milk and Cream
Nazi officials have decreed
block of 21,000 votes, events be4.444 amailm44.04•41111144.
chil4:44•414044414400
Groceries -- Gas - Oil
the school period for German
Welcomes you to Seattle
gan to take a different turn. In
1UNION BARBER
order
240 Taylor Ave., Astoria, Ora.
BEER -COMPLETE MEALS Wine, Dancing, Song
dren be cut three years In
the balloting for vice-president, Clean Rooms - Reasonable Rates
WINE
the
Yoi3 can't go wrong
Union Membership Applied For
for
material
more
provide
the San Francisco Teamsters into
0
04111111446
.
.
4 44 4043411
.
.
.
44 44444
teeempoimiimeiemoesiooin...00
100% UNION -MUSE
Owners of the Submarine—
SERVICE
EXCELLENT
cluded Harry Bridges on their
army, it is reported.
2 Washington,Seattle SeamenAre Always Welcome
1051/
WELCOME
SEAMEN
6 N. W. 4th Ave.
ticket, In the elections Bridges
Drop In and Say Hello
MRS. AVERY, Prop.
2 Doors from Burnside
2nd and W. Burnside
was among the four to be elected
PORTLAND, ORE.
from San Francisco. The proNext te Sailers' Hall
V.------,..............)
El
gressives acknowledged the supShipmates, Meet Me at the
IP
GOOD EATS and DRINKS
port that the Teamsters were givBEER
::
GOOD EATS
I
Raymond
100% UNION
ing the I. L. A., and in view of
Mike Kokloh, formerly of the Moonlight Inn, and C. L.
Depot
N.
G.
Opposite
100% UNION
Dancing
the assistance the Teamsters have
Are Now Associated In Purveying

PORTLAND

Negotiations Fail
Say Firemen

Pkb.MIMOII.B.MMINM.11111..41•1•0411..00111.0 MI...M..1E164IN

9th AVE. CAFE

LUMBERMEN'S
CLUB CAFE

211 N. W. 9th Ave.
SILVER SPRINGS

27 N.W. 6th Ave.

b.

HEFFRON BROS.

Speck's Lighthouse

.41...,.....•100.110.0.1...1•11.04/1■•000041M1P0011011KNMINMI.14.:4
40411.01
1000.
1.:4111101!..1001.1•INIIIM00.11.01•04/.

FRENCH'S

LANDIS

!JOHN'S

Nj. I MIND

HOUSE

I

SEATTLE

AMP11.011.

•=4141.1.041000.00•111111.0111Wi041•1.04101.0411b.0
4,

Municipal Lunch

WHITE KITCHEN
TAVERN

u

THE POPULAR

DELANEY'S

EARLE F. HEYM

HUNT'S PIER 1
CAFE

IMOONLIGHT INN

ril

Seattle Tavern

•

GRANT HOTEL

I

United Clothing Co.

BEER

POST KELLAR

ARROW TAXI

The Lighthouse

100% Union

Million Dollar
Wonder Inn, Inc.

1905 First Ave.

MAIN 7200

I BLUE BELL S

FILSON'S

J & M, Inc.

Green, Tanner At
Boesen

4
H.O.NIWOONNW0411.0411101..1•04.111."4.111000=.011.10411100:

S. P. HOTEL

ASTORIA, ORE.

Blue Eagle Cafe

SUBMARINE

G. ERICKSON

ANCHOR INN

Beer - Wine -

given the I. L. A. in the past.
Schomaker took the floor and announced that the Bay area of the
I. L. A. was going to support the
Teamster's candidate for president. Buzzell announced that he
would withdraw and concede the
election to Hopkins.
The 37th Annual Convention was
a distinct victory for the ArogresWye proem In the sta441

Better Food and Entertainment at

THE RATHSKELLER
We Stock a Variety of Wines and
Choice Draught and Bottled Beers

45 Seconds from Broadway
45 Seconds from Broadway

1200 • lit Avenue — let and Seneca
yi Block from Union Hall — EL. 9129

New Volcano Tavern
Washington and Occidental St.
SEATTLE, WASH.

722 S. W. Taylor St.
SEATTLE

I

AVERY'S INN

SEATTLE
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DON NEWELL
e,,

SEATTLE, WASH.

1

ABERDEEN

7

THE MINT

310 East Heron
ABERDEEN, WASHINGTON

o
E

A Home Away From Home

EVERETT
••••••••••
DEPOT CAFE

1

EVERETT

lii

"Where All Union Men moot"

g

Idle Hour Tavern

WIRTA HOTEL
!CAFE - BEER • CARDROOM
100% UNION
Aberdeenti
104 South St.
NU
g:1

1121 HEWITT AVE.
Everett, Washington
JOHN OVIST, I.L.A.
(Former 1.8.U.)
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I.L.A. EXECUTIVE BOARD GIVES POSITION

Ladies' Atmillanr
Sailors Vote
Halt Scab Tram
Confidence In
Their Leaders

JONESVILLE, Louisiana.--Detying
guards, and imprisoning a conto
go
of
the
Pacific.
By
on
the
desired
Union
and
as
Sailors'
along
ballot
was
the
the
take
beplaced
opinion
In
words,
other
necesOutlines Ste pa Taken By
by each union; provided provisions sary steps to take a strike vote of
ductor, 25 wives and daughters of
HARRY LUNDEBERG,
that we should wait until Admiral
Joint Negotiating
Sec'y-Treas. of ballot regarding fundamental is- their
striking Louisiana and Arkansas
membership.
Hamlet's arrival before taking acCommittee
This
statement
undoubtedly sues, and giving authority to neRailway employes halted a train,
tion on the wire.
changmade it clear to the public that the gotiating committee, are not
Greater
Voting
and
then allowed it to roll upon its
(Continued from Page 6)
uned
and remain uniform for all
S.U.P. would not take a strike vote
Lundeberg Points Out Need done to spike any possible ru- way.
Strength
ions.
1. However, the Sailors as well Lundeberg Against
immediately, but would wait until
mom's that the sailors were jumpFor Strike Vote
Boarding the train and holding it
In a report to the Sailors' Union
as the Marine Cooks and Stewards' Extension
Admiral Hamlet had arrived here,
your
lug
the gun in taking a strike until they decided upon a plan of
In
Are
you
in
of
favor
giving
Crisis
Quoting further from the minmembership,
signed
by
Lunderepresentatives, were positively
asking the Commission if the Sail- representatives on the Negotiating
vote before the other unioris, due action regarding the removal of the
berg, it, is pointed out that the
opposed to this program, and made utes of October 13:
ors' Union should keep the peace Committee full authority to order
The regular order of business to the fact the night before, the entire scab crew, the women locked
I.L.A.
is
by
represented
fourteen
October
strike
at
midnight,
action
it very clear that in their opinion
that
states
"Brother Lundeberg
until the Commission had made a
joint negotiating committee had the conductor in one of the cars„
additional extensions would be it may take quite some time to de- full investigation and committing 28, if by that time a satisfactory men, giving the I.L.A. and the other was suspended In order to hear
agreement has not been reached marine unions greater voting from
the
of
agreed to extend the time to Octo- and proceeded with the train some
is
and
delegates
suicidal for the combined member- cide these questions,
from
the I.L.A.
opinion that it is just a case of the Sailors' Union to co-operate between our union and the ship- strength on the joint negotiating
ber 26. In spite of this, the capi- 30 miles before they allowed it to
ship of the Federation.
Harry Bridges, president of the
dragging along until after the elec- with the Commission in every way owners on the fundamental issues
press saw fit to come out resume schedule.
talist
committee.
of
Marine
tion, and is in favor of the
possible.
I.L.A., was given the floor. He in blazing headlines stating that
Worried About
Insert name of issues.
The argument has also been
Cooks 84. Stewards' telegram which
If the negotiating committee beCommission
"At this present moment, when
is sensible, but he cannot agree Glaring
raised that the voting should be explained various angles of the the Sailors' Union was the first
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March On Rome

A

By
James T. Farrell

—•

Prison

The windows are barred,
And frozen the walls;
Feebly the light
Of the door-lamp falls.

III

Under a cover
Of gray I lie;
A point on the wall
Has fastened my eye.
I am far from myself,
Forgot all I know;
Who knows perhaps /
Was freed long ago.
And maybe I died,
And dutifully
The door-lamp was lit
In my memory.
II
Dry
And
The
Are

are the tears,
laughter is bleak;
good and the bad
equally weak.

Our bodies are beaten
With iron bands,
And he who is fearful
Licks the guard's hands.
We all . are shadows
In the house of dead.
Deem the silence scare you?
Then rattle your chains!
—H. LEVIOK.
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industrial boom,
rinancial headlines
for the third rencY linarlii—a host of economie
Week in September
tell the story. and political obstacles — prevent
*The New York
stock exchange bas American industry and agriculture
been rising for
eeventeen mouths. from recapturing or extending its
markets, except in rare
Theearnings of 104 iron
and steel .foreign
Cornpanies have risen
Moat
of the new industrial
cases.
200 per cent
In the first
halt of this year. Elec- capital is being invested in labortric power
output sets a new high saving machinery, notably in tbe
,'record.
Wheat hits its highest steel and coal industry, multiplying
price since
Productive capacity at the same
1922,
time that it displaces legions of
Business and bank
„failures have workers and swells the ranks of
been reduced
to a mirilmum.
Farm the unemployed. As a result, In,cash income
soared in July to the
highest levels
dustry and agriculture will find
since 1029. ,Auto,
,radio, and
that the domestic market, too,
other
have had their best manufactufters shrinks more and more,
season in seven
But the principal danger to proyears—and expect an
even better longed prosperity lies in the world
These indisputable
facts and political situation. War is the most
figures announce
the return of
, prosperity
catastrophic of all capitalist crises
to America.
—and the threat of war hangs over
But all is far
from being well, all nations. The present boom is
„despite the
undeniable
recovery. forced and artificial in character.
The
afteieeffects of the recent
ill- It is being generated in large measness, together
with the
a new
germs
of ure by governmental preparations
One, remain. The
unprefor the impending imperialist concederited quantities of
surplus capi- flict. The enormous unproductive
tal which
lie in the banks,
"seeking military expenditures depress the
ersPleYrnent," mean that
more than living standards of the laboring
i..'eleveri million
wage-earners are population, drive the poorer powers
without employment
and condemn- to the verge of bankruptcy, and
, ed to
idleness and
Such permanent eemi-starvation. propel them into foreign advenlarge-scale unem- three to forestall economic collapse
PloYinent is henceforth
to be a nor- and social revolution—Italy into
mal feature in
America
as well as Ethiopa, 'Japan into China.
In Eitroise.
Although crop restric• tion
Similar conditions prevail in the
subsidies, mortgage refinanc.
wealthier "democratic" capitalist
lag, and
higher prices have
temne- countries like the United States.
rarily eased the plight of favored Here, too, government expenditures
sections of the
farmers, the agra- form the backbone of the boom—
rian crisis,
already fifteen years and a
billion dollars of this year's
old, persists,
The relentless pros.
budget goes for military purposes,
sure of
competition compels em(Continued .on Page 10)
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Fat Subsidies I
To Shipowners;
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Now that the shipping °of
willies, with one hand are pleading for fat subsidies from the Marttime Commission and with the.
otherare attempting to press down
even more the miserable wage
scale of their employes, it will be
interesting to Maritime workers to
review a few statistics:
The U. S. Shipping Board established the Admiral Oriental Mail
Line in 1921. October 2, 1922, the
Dollar shipping interests organized
a compank called the "Admiral Oriental Line," and one month later
got from the Shipping Board of the
larding administration a contract
to "manage" the Admiral Oriental
Mail line. The cash capital of the
Dollar gang's company was $500,
and notes were given to the amount
of $499,500 for the capital stock..
The management contract lasted
3 years and 5 months.
A Congressional committees' report showed that in this three years
and five months, this $500 company made clear profits from onerating these government- owned
vessels of $533,713 and cleared
other profits, due to this oontraert.
of $463,6112.
Also without investing a dollar
besides the original $600 the comPany bought the line from the goyeminent, and In a few years, by
the help of a mall contract, made
net profits of $4,106,590.
Another instance, selected at.
random, concerns the Tampa Inter.
ocean Line, owned by the Lykes
Brothers, which obtained a mail.
contract from the Hoover administration. The following figures need
no comment:
1930-1938
Pay received under
,1,127,5
contract
82.50
Cost of carrying same
m
l ll at poundage
140.44
rates
Gift from Gov't to
41,127,242.04
•
Tampa Line
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Although today the words 'stevedore' and 'longshoreman' are used
interchangeably, such was not always the case, and the distinction which used to
obtain shows clearly in the early history of the
formation of the maritime unions on the Pacific
Coast. Until it was smashed in 1919, the oldest
union on the San Francisco waterfront was the
Riggers' and Stevedores' Union Association, a
hybrid organization consisting of employers and
workers, formed in July, 1853, the era of the clipper ships. During the sixty-six years of its existence
its rolewas secondary in importance and interest
only to the Sailors' Union of the Pacific, and yet
it not only did not represent more than a fraction
of the longshoremen, but It actually hindered their
organization for many years.
Originally the men who worked in the holds of the
ships were called stevedores, and their foremen
hired longshoremen to handle the cargo on the
docks. By the time the union was formed, the stevedores had become out-and-out contractors and the
longshoremen were doing all the work in the hold
and on the dock as well. Although a few of the ship- '
ping companies contracted the jobs-Ithemselves, it •
was not until later when they had grown in strength
and number that they took over this work, and for
a long time the longshoremen were hired by individnal. contractors, and stevedoring companies.
The riggers and stevedores were closely associated
on the docks and both groups were skilled. The
,riggers overhauled the vessels and Made them ready
for their new voyages, and experience was needed
for this before the mast, in the shop ashore, and in
the shipbuilding yards. On the other hand, stowing
and breaking cargo was a fine art in those days
when damages from shifting cargo were greater
than today, since modern centainers and methods of
packing had not yet put in an appearance.
Through the union, the stevedores Managed to
regulate the prices to be demanded per ton of cargo
and set up a wage scale for the few longshoremen
. who were permitted to join the union. As need
arose, the union did not hesitate to employ longshoremen outside the union, and wheneVer they
could, they paid theae men less than the $3 a day
that had bun agreed upon. Tue longehthomen fought
the beet they could against this, but without a union,
and* faced with adverse ccndiiione—irreatilarity of
employment, long perk:as of idleness, and the larr,
supply of workers alweys on hand find looking fcr
work—their strength was limited. They remained
one of the mest exploited groups on the waterfront.
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(This is the third of a series of
articles on the history of MariLime Unions to be published in
the supplement).
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Staff Correspondent
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LABOR MOVES THE WHEELS OF INDUSTRY

Federation Birth

Poem

(Author of Studs Lonigan Trilogy,
Note on Literary Criticism, and
Widely known contributor to the
labor press and many periodicals).
Every book season tells the
same story of the success and
Popularity of a number of cheesy
books. Second-rate writers like
Pearl Buck and Hervey
Allen come forth with inferior works which
are heralded and boomed and
read in every
women's club in the land. Pseudo.
Political thinkers and
social philosophers put together a miserable
conglomeration of platitudes, and
they become
thinkers affecting the so-called American mind. And
in every book season, some volumes
Which can be of real
value and enjoyment to us are
forgotten, unsung, allowed to become
lost in the
shuffle,
Only recently one
such book which met this fate
has been THE
ROAD TO EXILE by Emilio Lussu
(Published by Covici Frieda). This book is the story
Of a Sardinian
patriot. Emilio Lussu was an officer
In the Italian
army during the war. After the armistice he became a
member of the Italian Chamber of
beDuties• Ine political outlook was that of a liberal.
Also he was a
man of culture, and of intellectual
honor. He was one of the
few Italian liberals who
fought fascism.
HIS autobiography
is an account of what he saw
and experienced
during the period, of the rise and
consolidation of fascism in Italy. His story is a heartbreaking one which makes it
clear that Italian fameism need not
have been. The Italian people Were opposed to tandem.. In his
own native Sardinia, almost
the entire
population was anti-fascist. They jeered
the black shirts,
laughed them off the streets. When
jibes and laughter
were insufficient, the population
rose in rage and
the police were forced to prothct
the rag-tag
rabble of Bla,ckshirts.
The Italian people
did not want Mussolini, but'no
one was there to
lead them in their effOrte to check
him. More than
once, five hundred anti- fascists
could have broken
the back of Meaeclint's ventuec,
Instead, they talked and tinkered and toyed. Lussu
tells of all those
liberal politicians who -were going
to fight fascism
to the death and who lived to have
Mussolini pin a medal on their cheets.
Mussolini's march to Rbine would have failed with
a little diligent
action, If there had been leaders to
Place themselves in the
path of the.Blackehirt rabble, or a few
'men who had relied on the Italian
Working class instead of on diplomacy, sulking poets,
a weak and
dishonorable king—Mussolini woruld
never have
"marched" on Rome.
Here is a vivid story of the
rise of fascism with its
brutality, the craven
surrender of the Italian press
and judiciary,
the recruiting rot thugs to impose the
Will of the
Blackshirts, the dependence on idiotic
"
. "
1 that Rome belongs to us—here, in brief, is an
excellent account of the rise of Mussolini. It is most
Pertinent today when Weil= is pursuing the
same
Methods in Boai n, when it is now rearing
itser in
Prance. .And Ulla
book is full of lessons for US ill
AtUflrieft,

And
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The Mae:eV and Stevedores' Union set themBy Louis M. Hacker
selves up es aristocrats of labor, holding themselves
(Address dslivared by Louis M lion..etly and truly; and we must, eompany unions and loyalty oaths.
aloof from workers in other occupations, permitted Hacker,
woId•recognized histor:en as we:Aerie take eeur place in the Teem-or le the weapon of the class
employers to join their union, and consistently sabo- of
coiumbia Univsralty, at the great company of workers of hand Which has lost confidence in itself
taged the early efforts tã form federations of the twentieth annual convention of the and
brain who stand to lose every. and can obtain obedience only
maritime workers.
Americen Federation of Teaehere thing if this American tradition of throqgh diArees. This is the period
(A.F.L.) in Philadeip:11a, Pa.; re. freedom is destroyed,
of a civilisation's twilight, It de.
printed In the VOICE by special
pende upon the progressive forces
System Breaking
to determine whether the night of
permission of the author.)
Staring Down
A
Tiger
Madam Chairman, Fellow Teach- Down
remotion shall be a 1014 one or
ers and Fellow Trade Unionists;
Why are the agencies of repres. whetleer a new day can be quickly
By A Sailor
It is proper that the classroom alon everywhere throughout the ushered in. As teachers we must
The steamer, S, S. West Harbor, tiger on the spot, but the Captain, teachers of America, assztnbled as world combining to suppress free- fight these insidious forces in two
was steaming through a placid a strong company man, strongly ob- members of the American Feder- dom? It is because
the World 10jI ways. We Must fight to keep the
moonlit Atlantic), bound from Ham- jected
ation
trede
of
Teachers,
union
a
crisis,
not
to this as being damaging
temporarily, ail tradi- schools free, and we must fight for
burg to the Gulf. The Azores had
affiliated with the organized work- tional economists would have us •our rights to organise freely as
been passed and the next landfall cargo. The carpenter, an avid ere of America, should meet in believe, but permanently. The pro- workers arid to combine with other
reader and believer in hypnosis,
would be the Hole in the Wall six
Philadelphia to discuss the prob- ductive system is breaking down, ,workers. Everywhere the free
days away. The ship was only said that the only thing to do Was lem of freedom, Philadelphia is the social relations qf production School today is being beset by enepartly loaded, her main cargo con- to look the tiger fixedlY in the eyes the cradle of American liberty, are becoming more inelastic, the mies who are 'closing in.
and stare him down until he went
sisting of a shipment of animals
He
the First Continental (eon- horrors of Fascism and war every.
to sleep when he would be safer
from the Hagenbeck Zoo of Hamgreeli met An 1774 to formulate where raise their ugly heads. When Schools' Worst
to handle. Believing firmly in what
burg. Drowsily standing watch on
means to warn England that the no longer progressive forces are Enemy
lie read, he vplunteeaed for the
the wing of the bridge, the mate
oppressive devices of the British at the controls, when men and wo.
In the first orMitection I want
job, The Bos'n, whq had had a
was rudely shattered out of his
mercantilist system had to cease. men begin to question increasingly to brand the Daughters of the
Have
beef
with
in
girl
Chine
over a
lethargy by the running arrival of
Here the Second continental Con- the aims and methods of society, American Revolution as the most
the sailor standing by. Turning to burg, and unwilling to no outdone, gress met in 1775 to take measures when they are out of harmony with dangerous enemy of the free school
the sailor with a growl of "You'll offered to help hint stare,
to protect the Colonies against
directives, then the in America today. (Applause).
In the meanwhile, the tiger, tired those restraining and coercive acts its guiding
wake up the skipper," he waited to
controllers of that society—the Presumably the defenders of the
hear what had brought the man on of playing with moonbeams, had that threatened the economic life glass in power—must use repres- American tradition of liberty, the
gone into the shelter dect Glaring of the British. settlements. In 1776
the bridge with Such alacrity.
.sion to obtain compliance. You self-acclaimed descendants of the
In his excitement the sailor was at elle another, the Bos'n and Thomas Paine published here his will note that the attack on free- first American patriots, its memChips decided that each would take famous pamphlet,"Common Sense,"
hardly able to talk, but finally mandom today is on all fronts: against bers have announced that they will
an end of the shelter deck and walk calling upon Americans to assume
headwhile
aged to blurt Out that
the right of workers to organize continue their campaign of wit0h
log aft he had encountered a tiger toward the other, with the under- their place in the world as free freely, against the rights of peti, honting until every state in the
playing with moonbeams on the standing that whoever met the man. The Declaration of Independ, tion and assembly, against free Union carries a teacher's loyalty
Ogee, written. here, summoned all schools; and it is being waged sav- oath on its statute books, and until
after deck, The mate called the tiger was to stare him down.
Slowly creeping one-third of the Americans to defend the Revoluskipper, who, upon being informed
agely with injunctions, militias, every disloyal teacher, so-called, is
of what had happened, Promptly way, the carpenter was suddenly tion that had been begun a year.
I.41.
exercised his authority by taking confronted by a pair of glowing before when British troops fired
Lex.
over the bridge and ordering the eyes. He began at once to do his on Masaschusetts militia
mate and the sailor to .see that the stuff. An hour passed. Two hours ingten and Concord. •
Sunday
Nazi
'
'
One Kettle
tiger was put back into his cage. passed. Neither pair of eyes blink- Struggle For
He explained that he would do It ed once, The night slowly crept Freedom
himself, but his Job was on the along—a battle of willa. Daylight
WASHINGTON, D, C. (ILN111).-- have received notice from the govAs teachers we have taught the
bridge of the vessel. But the men shimmered into the murkiness of incidents of that glorious struggle 0it orders from the Nall govern- ernment that they are expected to
who had been ordered to grab the the deck.
tor freedom against generations to ment, well-to-do .Germans on Sun. donate 10 per cent of their income
After waiting impatiently all system to many generation' of
tax to relief. These donations are
big cat refused to budge from the
day ate stews instead of course
to be made weekly, and whether
safety of the bridge and stated night, the crew finally heard a ter- school children. We nrie gloried
further that if the tiger came up rible fracas. Running to the res- In the sacrifices and victories of dinners, and donated the differ. through the year or only for the
one ladder, they were going down cue, they found the Bos'n and the the first Anierieune: for that we
Ce in coot to the relief fluid for winter le not quite clear.
CarVentee to grips. They had been have recognized is the American the coming winter. "One kettle
the other.
Many meat dealers have been illA conference was called and staring tette each otherle eyes all heritage. It is only fitting that we Sunday" is an official institution dieted recently for closing their
each member of the crew had his night. Ten feet away the tiger was should want to discuss today why for Germany this season.
stalls when their supply of meats
say. One advocated shooting the sleepily watching them,
it is imperative that We should
,This is one of the many signs were sold. The charge was that
rally once more to the defense of that Germany, in spite of all 'Nazi this conduct "might give the. imour imperiled liberties when new talk of prosperity, is having pretty pression that there was not enough
WHAT NEXT?
oppressive forces are threatening hard times. Citizens paying in- meat to supply the population."
An English railroad has just received a fleet of Diesel- them. We, as teachers, have a come tax—which is levied and colHitler is said to have given a
electric locomotives. Advantages cited by British engineers double role to play. We must at lected in Germany on incomes that veiled warning to donate this wSn•
include the saving on power during idle time, when the all costs preserve our right to in America would be considered in- ter during the celebration at Nutransmit that American tradition sufficient to support a family— remberg,
motive units can be switched off.
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Progress
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hounded out of the schoolrooms of
the nation, It is about 'time that,
this self-constituted organisation of
busybodies was told what preeisely
were those liberties that their fore,
fathers fought. and died for; and
that we, the organized workers of.
that
thi
reatthweeliw
Am
ath
?
iirtetnruan coifsttheradion,' it
tradition,
and safe-guard it, and not
whose simple intention is to die.
tort it so dreedfully as to make it ,
a vile and unpleasant thing.
English Sellouts
Of Trade
The American Revolution was
fought for freedom, as all great
struggles in human history have
been fought for it. Political release
from the stupid and illiberal Eng,
lieh crown, yes; but this was only
the personalizing of a much inure
complicated OPPVe8dive force. The
English Colonies had been estab.
Belied in America as economic de.
pendencles of the Eilitlieh system
of production then Prevailing; that
Is to say, merchant capitalism,
Hound by the leading string of thq
Navigation Laws, the colonists
could produce only those commodi,
ties that served the English scheme
and trade only in thoas spherei
that were not harmful to the well.
bidng of English merchant rapttensile. For more than one hundred
and fifty yearn this leading string
WAS elastic enough to permit men
in America opportunities for their
own Olconomic advance; they plant.
ed tobacco, rice and wheat, and
sold those In the United Kingdom.
kiouthern Europe and the British
West Indies; they fished the wetore of the Newfoundland Great
Banks; they worked in the forests;
they finenced the fur trade; and
they dealt in the wild lands of an
ever-extending frontier zone as
land speculators. But when, begin,
mint with the 17(304, Nnglish merchant capitalists began to see that
the American producers were not
complementary to the English system, but its rivals; that the growforeign
ing American trade in the
West Indies was imperiling the
English sugar economy in thet
region; that American riC1144!Ilea for
(Continued on Page 10)
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VOICE ot the FEDERATION

Police Clubs Break Up
And
Workers Protest Meeting

CIVIL LIBERTIES and EDUCATION
By Louis M. Hacker
(Continued from Page 9)
the opening up of the West threatened the British stake in the wild
land and fur trades; that the Amer.
can desire to enter into manufactures and inflate the currency
threatened the domination of English manufacturers and bankers;
then there was reinaugurated that
program of control, beginning with
1763, whose plan was to fasten
permanently, an economic status
of dependency upon the American
large planters and merchants. ,
Colonies Threaten
England
The big landlords of Virginia
and Maryland, the wealthy merchants of Boston, Newport and
Philadelphia became restive. They
were driven farther and farther
left by the pressure of the great
submerged American colonial population who suffered under their
own severe class disabilities, The
American colonial host entered into the critical period that led up
to the Revolution not only because
the Acts of Trade and Navigation
and the Proclamation of 1763 had
become a fetter upon the large
planters and merchants, but because the generality of American
colonists were humble, under-privileged men who looked to their
own release from the restrictions
of the English mercantile system
and from the oppressions of ide
Class society in which they were
caught.
Judicial Tyranny
Prevails
The great majority of Americaes
suffered under the civil disabilities
of almost universal disfranchisement. Newly developed areas had
no representative in provincial legWeave assemblies. Often local
government did not exist. Judicial
tyranny was the rule everywhere.
Were was a great area for the
extension of civil liberties denied

by crown and by planters, land of the time; that is to say, the behind the constricting walls of , a The New York carpenters and maFRANKLIN, Mass. (FP)—Proclass society founded on privilege. sons refused the British offers of
speculators and big merchants who land:
a
drastic
injunction
employment in the creation of wea- testing
had been friendly toe the English Group Settles
Patrols Were
pons to be used against their fel- granted by Superior Court Judge
Militant
administrative
The Down
machinery.
low Americans. (Applause.) They Winifred H. Whiting against the
It is perhaps that the Daughters stood shoulder to shoulder with United Textile, Workers of Amereconomic oppressions suffered by
"The experience of a big landthe little men of Colonial America lord in 1784 with a group of squat- of the American Revolution want their fellow craftsmen of Boston.
ters in Western Pennsylvania 18 this sort of analysis suppresscu
A magazine writer, discussing I say that the D.A.R. is unfaithful
were perhaps worse. Contrary to
illuminating. Being a surveyor and when they seek to silence the this incident in a popular magazine to the memories of • the American
not
was
common belief, the land
an excellent judge of wild lands, American teacher? Are they, per- In 1921, had this to say:
Revolution heroes, to those hunopen to all. In the settled areas
this big landlord some years pre- haps, too, concerned about the
dreds of thousands of brave Amer"It
is
impossible
to
withhold
adit WAS pre-empted by the Crown,
viously had become possessed of methods that the patriots of Amer- miration from
men and women who sought
ican
action such as this.
the proprietors and the big landclaims to many thousands of acres ica employed for the obtaining ot It was
to defend their right to live in a
but
sabotage;
boldsabotage
lords; in the wild lands, the refus- over the
mountains. One of these their liberties?
ly and publicly recommended in the world they could control.
al of the East to pacify the In- claims covered 2800 acres of exFor the underprivileged colon- face of the bayonet"
dians so that the fur trade could cellent land on a tributary of the ists, distrustful of a state mechanPatriots In
Of course, this was not sabotage; Trade Unions
be maintained prevented the easy Monongahela River at Miller's Run. ism that was hostile to them and
access of the landless into these HP had somewhat improved it by that no-longer could maintain con- It was working class solidarity.
I say that undoubtedly many of
today's members of the D.A.R., had
regions. The little man had to negro servants as a means of hold- trol, began to set up extra-legal
Could They
they been living in the 1770's, would
buy land at an inflated figure and ing the land. He found it now agencies at first in the Committees
Today?
not have been patriots but Tories:
heavily encumber himself with occupied In parts by fourteen of Correspondence and then in the
This was written, as I have said,
Tories who secretly conspired with
debt, or operate it as ft tenant, or squatters, all of whom bore Scot- Committees of Safety. These loin 1921. One may wonder whether
become sitilply a trespasser.
tish names. These settlers be- cal committees organized defense a popular magazine today would the British, disclosed the size and
lieved that the landlord's title was bands: they were not mobs as some give its endorsement to working the whereabouts of the Continental
No Legal Titles
forces to the foe, and sought to
Imperfect because his improve- hostile historians today want us class solidarity in this fashion.
To Land
stab the struggling revolutionary
ments had been very sketchy, and to believe, but disciplined and
Yes, I should tell you the name host in the back. I say also that
Assembled here in Philadelphia, so they determined to stand suit trained bodies under competent
It is interesting for us to note that for ejectment rather than to ac- leadership. The committees „. ap- of the magazine. It was the Maga- on the other hand, their ancestors
perhaps one-half of the Colonial cept his offer to sell the whole peared as early as 1774, and by zine of the Daughters of The Amer- today (at any rate the great mafarmers of Pennsylvania on the tract at twenty-five shillings per 1775, in almost all the Colonies ican Revolution. (Laughter.)
jority of them) would be in the
Such was the character of the ranks of the workers and, as the
eve of the Revolution were squat- acre to be paid in three annual in- they began to take over the instruters who held no legal titles to stalments with interest, or to make mentalities of government at Drat men who sought to gain economic, most progressive workers, would
their lands. Constantly hounded them the tenants under leases run- on a local scale and then on a pro- social and political freedom in the be trade unionists as we are. (Apby quit-rent collectors and sheriffs, ning for nine hundred ninety-nine vincial one. The committees were years 1774 and 1775. And when plause.)
persecuted in the courts, bedeviled years at ten pounds per one hun- people's governments. Here a,e the war broke out these commitThese forces of reaction will not
by. creditors, their economic role dred acres annually. The great some of the things they did (Re- tees of safety prosecuted it with a succeed if the teachers of Amerwas an unhappy one.
man was successful in ejecting the member I am not talking about the diligence and devotion that we ica will defend themselves. The
The Revolution did not termi- settlers due possibly to the care heroic action of defense now be- must admire.greatly; they supplied schools will be kept clean of vicnate the situation. Coming up on he had taken in perfecting his title, ing waged today in Spain but the army, carried on recruiting, fit- ious propaganda influences, and
the train this morning I had oc- but probably in part to the fact about the heroic action of defense ted out the privateers and kept the the teachers will be able to teach
casion to glance through 'a book that he was one whose name may waged by the early American colo- Interest of the general population honestly and fearlessly only if they
at a high level of attention.
Combine for their own, protection
which has recently been published. have had a magic influence upon nists):
the
which
before
court
and for the protection of the workThe fact is, its puklication date is the high
Many States
of Like Spanish
ing class to which they belong.
still August 25, so I cannot give cases were tried." The name
Liberal
Loyalists
who
1784
in
landlord
big
you its title, but I want to quote the
As the result of the pressure of Workers In
They hunted oyt Tories, jailed
small settlers was
from a characeristic incident in ejected these
these groups many of the first con- Danger
at
drove
few,
a
not
many,
killed
Washington.
(Laughter.)
these struggles between the large George
The freedom of the only progresleast 100,000 into flight, and they stitutions written for the new state
land lords and the squatters that Small Teachers
governments were distinctly in the sive agency in American society tosequestered their properties.
continued before the Revolutionary Suffer
They seized the lands of the interests of these small farmers day—the American working class—
period, into the Revloution, and inIn the towns, opportunities for Crown and the proprietors for di- and traders. That of Pennsylvania, is in danger on all sides. The atdeed after the Revolution itself
written in 1776, was perhaps the tack on our own civil liberties—
advance were equally circumscrib- vision among the landless.
was won, to show how severe were
They fixed prices, brought profi- most notable. The franchise was through loyalty oath clubs, dismisand artisans suftraders
ed.
Small
the disabilities under which the
fered under a great variety of dis- teers to book and sought to en- extended, onlY one body elected by sal for trade union activities, the
small men labored in their efforts
the people was set up, the judic- snoopings by legislative commitabilities: the freedom of the city, courage domestic manufactures.
to gain entrance into the outstandiary
and all the civic officers were tees—is due to the fact that we
a
as
money
They emitted paper
which meant the right to engage
ing mode of production of America
in their crafts and trades, could be medium /of exchange and for the made merely the agents of the must be, .terrorized. Then the
bought only on the payment of a relief of the hard-pressed small people. Up to the writing of the friends of balanced budgets, who
Federal Constituticin in 1787 the:e so successfully have emasculated
99
sizeable fee; free markets, in farmer debtors.
I say these were local commit- were strong evidences that the peo- educational programs built up after
which small producers might compete with the big merchants, were tees set up to establish agencies-of ple had a good chance of gaining years of long and painful effort,
regularly being moved against; the government after a demoralized the ascendancy in many states of can cut teachers' salaries at will,
crowd classrooms and starve edupeddler, carrying his pack of house- state had broken down. As early America.
Does the D.A.R. want this story cational activities everywhere. We
hold necessities into the interior as 1775 they realized that their
regions, found that he had to pay strength lay in union, just as we suppressed. Is it afraid that the must be terrorized so that we will
parallels between the acts of their stand helpless and inarticulate in
for licenses and regularly was at do today.
ancestors and, let us say, those of the face of this vicious assault.
the mercy of hostile assemblies
the Spanish people today, also desBut the teachers of America are
controlled by the men of large Working Class
MINE
perately defending their liberties, beginning to understand that the
property. The laws of entail and Unity
Let me tell you an historical will be pointed out? Is the ruling same reactionary forces fighting
primogeniture, the support of esthat our school books, un- bureaucracy of the D.A.R. afraid them are also fighting the demands
tablished churches, imprisonment anecdote
UPON
/
do not teach. In that the children of America will
fortunately,
of other workers for the rights to
for debt—all these devices further
1776, two months before see that all oppressed peoples— organize, work and live. The fight
militated against the well-being of February,
of Lexington, General whether in America in 1776, in
for freedom is one fight, and we
the men of small means and made the Battle
British Commander-in- France in 1789, in Russia in 1917,
the
Gage,
one.
wretched
are part of it because it is the libtheir lot a
Chief, sought to get ready for trou- in Spain in 1934 and 1936—have erties of the whole working class
To obtain release from these opble by strengthening the fortifica- acted the same way in defense of that are in jeopardy.
pressions, to obtain economic freeof Boston Harbor. Knowing their right to live?
tions
Our reply to the Daughters of the
dom and break through ,the hard
carpenters and masons
Boston
that
class
Or do they want to terrorize the American Revolution is this: Just
shell of a society based upon
would not supply him the needed
teachers of America by loyalty as the Committees of Correspondprivileges, drove the great majormaterials and men, he sent his emoaths and red riders so that they ence and Safety were the defense
ity of American Colonial patriots
issaries to distant cities for help.
can corrupt and poison American organizations of their ancestors in
into the American Revolution.
But the Boston Committee of Cor- history to suit their own class
the
These were the ancestors of
the 1770's, our trade unions are our
respondence was swifter, for when
purposes?
Daughters of the American Revoliberties as teachers and workers.
the
York
New
to
got
Gage's agents
applause.)
(Prolonged
lution. These struggling little men
teacher,
a
as
and
historian
an
As
New York artisans were alwere the prototypes of the Amerquest.
their
with
ready familiar
aorttexotwortrenturammumegotowteloramormoranenogoorentrox
ican workers today, also caught
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EVERY NIGHT

WATERFRONT SITUATION

The Famous

News Broadcast Regularly

WYOMING
COWBOYS

Workers' Radio Program

—at--

DAVE'S
5810

Start Using the Radio for the

Labor Movement
K.G.G.C.(1420 K.C.)
Every TUESDAY,9:15 to 9:30 P. M.
(In English)

Every FRIDAY, 9:15 to 9:30 P. M.
(In Italian)

•
2631
MISSION ST.
Between 22nd and 23rd
100% Union Shop

Union Tailors
Win Contract
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif.— Following a brief walk-out,' 250 workers in San Francisco contracting
tailor shops returned to work with
wage agreements secured which
raised the level 10 to 15 per cent.
Five shops in Oakland, employing about 55 workers were organized and an agreement signed with
employers for a wage increase of
10 to 26 per cent, 36-hour week,
and closed shop conditions.
The action involved Local No.
266 of the Amalgamated Clothing
Workers' Union; and Local No. 80
of the Tailors' Union.

Canada Prepares
Fresh Slaughter
VICTORIA, Canada.— Contributing its bit toward preparation for
general slaughter, British Columbia
has just announced the completion
of four new air bases to "defend"
the rugged coast line of this province.
While details of the construction
have been kept secret, some idea
of the destructive capacity of the
bases may be gleaned from the
fact that $376,000 will be sent at
once on the Jericho Beach station
alone.
Seven of the latest type fighting
planes are on order from England
as a step towards bringing Canada's destructive forces to the most
efficient point.

Philadelphia Local
Supports Pacific
PHILADELPHIA,• Penn.— "We
will support the West Coast MariThis sentence
time Unions."
brought enthusiastic response from
the Philadelphia Joint Council
which represents more than 60,000 organized workers of this area.
A resolution embodying full
hearted support of the West Coast
unions in their fight against the
shipowners was passed at a regular
meeting October 8.

(Continued from Page 0,•
The hothouse growth of Sate
capitalism in America the past four
years has made government spending and credit the pivot of our
economic life. The capitalist State
is today the economic mainstay of
the existing system.
All the special traits of the present boom, its restricted and spotty
character, its dependence on governmental subsidies, its niiiic-lrY
basis are noticeable in American
shipping. During the past twe.'
years American shipping companies
have benefitted to a certain extent
by the increase in foreign trade
which has accompanied world economic recovery. At the same time,
the present boom, for reasons stated above, has not yet been accompanied by as marked a revival in
foreign trade as took place in previous business upturns. Furthermore, the percentage of waterborne foreign trade carried by
American bottoms, which dropped
from 51.4 per cent in 1921 to 39.8
per cent in 1929, has continued to
shrink. This past year it hit a
new post-war low, dipping to 31.8
per cent compared to 34.4 the year
before.
As a result, the United States not
only has the most obsolete set of
ships of any great nation, but it
poseesses the largest idle tonnage
of any nation in the world. A little
over one-half of this idle tonnage Is
represented by Shipping Board
ships which are deteriorating to
the point of uselessness.
Subsidization of shipping and
shipbuilding is a permanent policy
of all great powers. Great Britain,
for example, advanced twelve million pounds last year to its shipping interests. International competition is so keen that almost no
shipline could maintain itself on a
profitable basis without state aid.
This aid is given principally for
military reasons.
American shipping in particular
cannot compete with subsidized
vessels of other nations, and the
shipowners and their agents, hat
in hand, are always knocking on
the doors of the government demanding handouts. For some years
the United States government has
indirectly subsidized the shipping
interests through mail contracts,
etc. The new Ship Subsidy Bill
enacted by the last Congress gives direct financial aid to merchant
shipping and shipbuilding. Through
the Maritime Commission the government becomes the banker of the
shipping industry, which is run at
an annual loss to be paid for out of
the national treasury "for reasons
of national defense."
The precise time when the present boom will collapse, from what
quarter the crash will come,
whether it will arise from purely
outeconomic causes or from the
cannot
war,
world
break of a new
thing,
be predicted in advance. One
boom
Today's
certain.
however, is
tO
must sooner or later give way
pros-„
Recovery,
tomorrow's crisis.
then,
perky, over-production, and
recurrent
the
collapse — such is
cycle of capitalist economy.
Meeting.
Attend Your Union
Don't Patronize Hearst.

Attend Your Union Meeting.
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80 SIXTH ST.

UNION
FLORIST

1 to 8 p. m.
TUES. & THURS., 1-6
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We Specialize in Union-Made Goods
Open Evenings Until 8 P. M.

•
MArket 3285

870 Market St.

P.BLISS

PELZNER'S
CLOTHING

rroillOrrOWIS

Ica, a meeting of several hundred
textile workers, assembled near
the struck H. T. Hayward plant
at Franklin, was broken up by
the clubs of deputy sheriffs and
local police. Chief of Police Walter L. Burke himself threw a teargas bomb into the midst of the
union men and women.
Unionists, after waging their
struggle for a union shop in the
Hayward-Schuster combine mills
for seven weeks, became the target of a judicial attack when the
injunction was handed down, so
severe in its terms that Pres.
George T. Taylor of the local
union told reporters that anything
he were to say about the strike
might be considered in contempt
of court.
In protest against the injunction, sympathy 3-day holidays
were called in BlackStone valley
mills, affecting more than 20,000
workers. The union has organized
nearly all the Hayward-Schuster
workers and demands a closed
shop.

Presented by

Italian-American Educational Labor Bureau
1464 UNION STREET
1179 MARKET STREET
MArket 0095
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To Any Union Man
for the
We will extend all payments on your CAR
WITHprogress
in
full time any strike or lockout is
WITHOUT ANY ADDITIONAL CHARGES.
safe in buyThis offer is made in order for you to be absolutely
It by realosing
of
fear
without
cars
used
OK'ED
our
of
ing one
lockout.
or
strike
son of a
this special
Just present your card at time of purchase and
WITHOUT COOT
contract
your
made
of
a
part
be
will
agreement
TO YOU.
100% UNION OF COURSE
NOW
Our Prices Are Reduced to 1937 Levels
Over 100 Cars to Choose From
Compare These Values In Guaranteed Ok'ed Cars
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..........
5
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Students Seattle Firemen Brand Fresh Analysis
dds And Ends
Invites All
t
Suppor
From Portland
Of A Fink Act Women
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By C. L. RAYMOND
Unreported last week was set, ment of the Astoria-Pillsbury
flour-mill dispute.
A committee
I.L.A. 38-85-A, accompanied
, y Harry Gross, attorney, successlly argued for an agreement
emdying substantial wage
increases,
. ion recognition,
and affirmation
employes' seniority rights. The
ntract consummated a six-week
,•uggle, prolonged by hesitancy
of Astoria managers of
the plant
act without sanction of their
principals at Minneapolis.
INSTITUTE STRETCH OUT
'Supposedly settled several days
•o, Textile Workers'
difficulties
at the Portland
Woolen Mills,
• .,ouldering
fitfully, threaten to
urst into flame
momentarily.
-gned by mill
owners' and repro.,ntatives, a
contract provided full
-niority rights, union working
conjons and hikes in pay
ranging
from 12 to 20 per
cent, it is averSeeking "economy of operation," mill managers
instituted
vicious "stretch-out
system,"
whereby one operator serves
sevmachines without pay boost,
nion spokesmen
assert. Permis•.2n to re-strike
has been granted
the Textile
International after
ignant workers met and voted
•
"enforcement tie-up" of the
plant. Conversations
to the end
it
Production continue are being
held With mill
overseers.
,TEAMSTERS STILL FIGHT
DRUGGISTS
Teamsters in Portland
the
illamette)
continue a dogged
, eipaign
against Blurnauer-Frank,
• nd McKesson
-Pacific, wholesale
• ug
distributors. Actively en_ „zed in
"open-shopping," and all
t'at it implies, is
the Industrial
,sociation. Assault and battery
Is frequently
reported, less often
),1151 seldom are juries
convinced by woeful tales
delivered
, scab
delivery men.
PLENTY OF BEEFS
Though restrained from
picketng by
injunction, the Culinary
, !lance still
has a "mad" on the
oily Joan
coffee dump. Avoid it
e• , a plague;
good union houses
ce found a
plenty in Portland.
Poking a small but
forceful fin_ •!,.. into the
restless hit of Portland labor
relations, about 25
...rebers of the Painters
and Deooratore are
skirmishing around
Gilmore Oil Company's paint
Shop, Union
recognition, condi4 8, and wages
are the demands.
Such chit-chat
as this could go
.• for
hours, but—you've again
•en
reminded that Portland exit, Ft
elsewhere than in geography

(by

SAILORS FAVOR IMMEDIATE
BALLOT

Unions

San Pedro I. L. A. Hears
Young Speaker Pledge
keeping local waterfront employLoyalty
ers in a "stew" has been discovered by the Portland Sailors' branch.
Enthusiasm in youth is an acJust hold a special meeting every cepted fact. We observe it, smile,
day or so, with two on Monday perhaps, and give it no further
for luck, and you'll have every thought. When this enthusiasm is
Paper and all the other informa- accompanied by grim, purposeful
tion-seekers in town dogging your resolve to planned action, our atsteps. Of course, recent develop- tention is immediately aroused;
ments in maritime affairs lend our interest is at once awakened.
About fifteen
longhundred
to
the
themselves
admirably
scheme. Most interesting to the shoremen at the local meeting
"other side" was a meeting called held October 16 were treated to
when it was reported that the a short dynamic address delivered
Sailors' negotiating committee had by a young college student from
split with the Federation. Major- the University of Southern Caliity opinion at that meeting seemed fornia. This young man, Brother
to favor immediate balloting on Alexander, represented the Amerthe strike-authority question, with ican Students Union of Southern
much comment for standing by the California. He outlined the purFederation majority. Tabled was a poses of his union and pledged
resolution to recall the Portland himself and his union to the task
delegate to the negotiating com- of seeing that in any possible
trouble on the waterfront the
mittee.
Universities and High Schools of
LABOR TALK
would not be"We can see no fair reason to Southern California
grounds for scabs,
recruiting
come
concede everything to the employhappened previously. He
ers for the privilege of working," as had
his union would cothat
stated
declared K. C. Krolek, secretary of
do everything within
and
operate
the Columbia River District Counpower to aid the Maritime
cil, in a broadcast over KALE its
case of trouble.
last Friday. The 15-minute talk Unions in
to
presentawas largely devoted
Schools Not
tion of the Federation's position Clubs
in the current controversy conBrother Alexander pointed out
cerning "satisfactory new working
that High Schools and Colleges
agreements." News to the public
had ceased to be just "country
was that part dealing with social
the
Largely, through
clubs."
and economic conditions of the
efforts of his union they had insea-faring groups.
deed become political and economic battlefields, preparing the
students for the struggles of afterlife when they graduate into
active members of society as
doctors, professional men, technicians, etcetera and into other
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif.—When
of society.
services
high winds whipped a traveler
Alexander was lustily
Brother
down upon two workmen upon the
and only the press of
applauded,
Golden Gate bridge, the safety steel
three others
prevented
business
,
net recently installed had its first
heard.
being
from
group
his
opportunity to demonstrate that it of
A certain, sure-fire method

of

Steel Net Saves
Man From Death
On Golden Gate

could save the lives of men building the giant structure.
George B. Murray, 38, 155 Turk
street, employed as a carpenter, and
Ulysses S. Brown, 61, 978 Page
street, working with Murray, were
busily engaged upon the structure.
A sudden gust of wind brought
down upon them the traveler which
ran over Brown's leg, breaking it
and • pinning the man down as he
clutched at the car.
Murray, who also attempted to
seize the car, was caught by a
wheel and his arms badly injured
before he was sent hurtling to the
steel net, 36 feet below, where he

,aer Team
arts
week ago the
U.R.C. Soccer
*Ban started off
with a bang,
e first
game was played with
a HaJduks,
and resulted it a
tied score of 1
to
Next game
I be with the
fast-roving MexiMIS at the
Golden Gate Beach
dim, 1
D. In., Sunday, Oct. 25,
Starting Monday,
November 16,
apid-fire all-amateur
pool tournament will be
held at the Center.
r1 +8 entry fee
will be twenty-five
cents and
contestants may register
the desk.
, Players will
not be charged for
,he use of
tables. There will be
poems ter
The

1.
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Mayor Blasts
Finks
The mayor, Johnnie Dore,
calls the Seattle capitalists "a
bunch of scab-herding finks"
and blasts them several times a
week at labor mass meetings.
The placards of these women
read: "Open the P.-I.," "Seattle
Labor
Disgraced," "Stop
is
Racketeering," "Central Labor
Council Unfair to Organized Labor," "Mayor Dore Unfair to
Seattle," etc., etc., and ad infinitum.
Thee D.A.R. and "Pro-America" gals with flags marked
"Made in Japan" are coming
down to picket the Firemen's
Hall next week according to ruiners.
Several of us have convinced
our wives it would be bad policy
to strip them naked and reveal
the "secret of their "success."
However, if a half dozen large,
hungry ship rodents can be obtained a good time will be had
by all.
Defense
Starts

Bridges
Reports

The King-Ramsay-Conner Defense is beginning to go full
ahead up here. A speaker's bureau of eight Firemen is covering meetings seven days a
week. The Labor Council is
cooperating. Radio talks on the
case are going over the air,
linking it with the Modesto
Case and money is beginning
to come in. A big mass meet-

Brothers Bridges and Gholson
arrived from San Francisco about
9 p. in. and the regular order of
business was suspended to hear
their reports.
Brother Bridges first reported
briefly on the National Conference in New York, on the set-up
for a National Maritime Federation, and the support pledged to
the West Coast in the event of
trouble by the New England locals, certain New York locals
Philadelphia, South Atlantic, and
was enmeshed.
the Gulf locals which could be
depended upon. The Great Lakes
is excepted, due to the fact that
they are tied up until 1937 with
First reports from the Regional
agreements. Plans for a National Labor Relations Board regarding
Maritime Federation were afoot the Miscellaneous Water fr ont
and an application to the Mari- Workers' elections held at the
games will start each night at time Trades Department of the Ferry Postoffice on September 25
would
reveal the following tabulation:
seven. Victors will be chosen in A. F. of L. for a charter
near future.
the
in
made
be
Of the total of 449 voters on the
the semi-finals on the basis of the
lists submitted by the varipayroll
two best games out of three; and Explains
(this includes 81
companies
ous
games
three
best
in the finals,
Strike Vote
certifying emaffidavits
drew
who
out of five. The first prize will
After dealing at greater length ployment relationships with the wais
second
be a silver cup, and the
present controversy,
with the
terfront employers) 334, or 74.4
to be $2.50 worth of merchandise. Bridges explained the reasons for
per cent, cast ballots.
The cup is to be awarded to calling for a strike vote. He said,
With but a single exception the
the winner as a rotating trophy "We cannot afford, and do not majority groups favorably voted to
with his name engrave thereon. intend to give up anything gained bargain collectively in preference
Any player who wins the cup in 1934. At certain times it be- to individual company representatwice will be awarded it perma- comes necessary to bring pres- tion.
nently.
sure on some officials, and that
The total number of eligible votExDistrict
the
for
reason
tournthe
the
of
Is
course
the
During
record for
ament special exhibition games ecutive Board going on
not taken
is
This
vote.
strike
professional
a
will be played by
to be used merely as a threat; we
players.
mean business. Our fundamental
Paper
Issues must remain as they are.
"The differences that existed
Expands
If the program of the employers
A. Berman, Seamen's Outbetween
the
Because of increasing interest is carried out in regard to
of 224 River St., Hoboken,
fitter
we
montki
six
demands
in
hiring halls,
In the Center News, and
day, no and the Seamen's Defense Comfor news of what's going on in will have no six-hour
sem- mittee have been adjusted to the
little
the Union Recreation Center, our union conditions, and
of satisfaction of all parties eondistribution
a
equitable
as
regularly
of
blance
paper will appear
cerned."
six-page paper. This has been work."
(Signed), R. EMERSON, Sec.,
made possible by the co-operation
SEAMEN'S DEFENSE
Absolute
of the members and advertisers,
COMMITTEE.
Harmony
thanks
to whom we extend our
negoA few brief remarks on
and appreciation.
tiations were made by Brother "phony" as applied to certain
The Alaska Cannery Workers Gholson. He stated that the Dis- officials and other union memhas installed its officers on the trict Executive Board had func- bers. He requests that you send
fourth floor of the U.R.C. Much tioned in absolute harmony. Re- him your definition direct, or to
painstaking and elaborate work is
ports circulated by evident em- the Voloe of the Federation, or
being devoted to the building of ployers' agents to the contrary both. Many of you readers nee
the new °Mewl of the union, even were damned lies.
this word in daily conversation;
the
down to the probable installation
what thought do YOU intend to
reports
these
Following
of a telephone for a loud speaker local passed a unanimous vote of convey when you use it?
arrangement from the Scalers and confidence to the District ExecuRespectfully submitted,
Bargemen's hiring hall.
By C. A. JOHNSON,
tive Board.
Publicity Committee,
Because his work as dispatcher
At the meeting at
Local 33-82 LL.A.
of the M.M.P. keeps him busily on Brothers Bruce and A. H. Peterthe job, E. Crabtree, elected Presi- sen were elected as a Special
EDMONTON, Alberta (ILNS).—
dent of the Union Recreation Cen- Publicity Committee to aot during
ter, has reluctantly been forced the present negotiations. At this The provinoial government's emto resign his post as executive last meeting Petersen resigned, ployment service reports that on
per cent
head of the membership com- giving as his reasons, in effect, October
mittee.
that he had individual ideas that more unemployed in Alberta than
This brings 0. Melia, M.A. 36- did not conform to the policies on the same date last year, makand program of the District Fix- ing a new all-time record. The
79, the elected vies-president,
Social Credit government, which
as our new president, and R. Daw- ecutive Board.
promised to provide prosperity
accepted.
was
resignation
His
son, I.L.A. 88-44, as our new viceOur secretary, Francis G. Fetzer for everybody, has been in office
president. May the Center add its
asks for a definition of the word IS months*
oongratulations.

ing in the Civic Auditorium will
be organized in a couple of
weeks to give the public the
facts.
Every one in the bl'ick gang
here is getting tired cf waiting
for Plant and his
a. to see
reason and are anxious to prove
once and for all to Plant or any
of his ilk, that we are ready
to go any time and they don't
mean go for the Maritime
Commission or Blanket Arbitration. The branch will cast
practically a unanimous ballot
for giving the negotiating committee authority to call a strike
if necessary on the 28th.
Committee
Of Two
A committee of two was
elected to work in conjunction
with a city-wide committee from
the Labor Council and Socialist Party for the defence of
Spanish Democracy and against
the murderous Fascist military
clique seeking to set up a
Fascist dictatorship in Spain.
Beginning next meeting, due
to the large attendance, future
meetings of the Seattle Branch
will be held in the auditorium
on the second floor, which has
a capacity of about a thousand
and a microphone.
Jobs
Scarce
Jobs are getting so scarce
that when a president-tub is
called out its like calling for a
crew for an Alaska ship in
April or May. If one isn't killed
in the rush, a month's card will
get a wiping job now.
The Thanksgiving and
Christmas dinner for men on
the
which
for
Beach
the
Branch is taking collections
will be given out at Mrs. Lindberg's Road Cafe (the Mother
of Bruce Lindberg who was
killed by a scab following the
1934 strike in Hongkong.)
Our agent, Jimmy, has been
instructed to buy some new
fixtures for the hall, such as
new tables. If the Maritime
Commission fails to put over a
fink hall and fink book on us
and we still have our hall there
will be some wild pinochle
games up here this Winter.
Fraternally,
W. J. STACK,
Publicity Committee.

Miscellaneous
Workers Win

nion Recreation Center
Wins Big Baseball Game
The Union
Recreation Center
'Sill hold a
series of four dances
b;ginning November 14, to
be held
Jh
Saturday night during the
month. Plans are
under way to
ike each
dance an elaborate
affair as th'e
"Old Barbary Coast
11." In
addition to the big allanion
orchestra, there will be
•,fessional entertainers, floor
a4ows and cash
prizes amounting
• ard to
$50.00.
The Center's
Class "A" baseball
b beat
the fast-stepping Phil's
.moke Shop
team, formerly the
ssion Reds, in
a hard-fought
_sane last
Sunday at the Jackson
Playground. Outstanding features
the game were
Risso's pitching,
O'Donell's three-base
hit with bases
,,ded and
Banchero's home run,
which put the
game on ice for the
nter for a
victory.
At Ocean View
the Class "0"
b lost a
very close game Sunday, the score
being 7 to 6, The
M played
the Olympic Hotel.
eat Sunday Pop
Payne is going
take the team
out and see if
can't pull it out of
the slump
. seems to
have gotten into. This
_one they will
play the Noe Valley
Athletic Club.
They'll have a good
ance to win
their division.
rheadon and Royce
are the two
r pitchers
of Class "0" club.

Willie Hearst helpless with
anger and rage, having dismally
failed in all his attempts to
open the
or bring in its
Frisco counterpart (the Examiner), is trying a new method.
Last week his local lackeys
gathered a group of women of
the lowest type, the type that
used umbrellas to gouge out the
eyes of wounded workers in the
Russian Revolution, a gang of
triple-chinned, heavy - bottomed
females, wives of the local
capitalists led by the wife of a
certain publisher. These parasites who never did a lick of
work in their lives hate the
General
like
class
working
Franco, Hearst and Plant. They
sandwich signs and
donned
Labor
Seattle
the
picketed
teamsters
the
Temple later
headquarters and the mayor's
office.

DIFFERENCES
ENDED

October 1,

era casting ballots according to respective companies were as follows:
80.0%
Matson Navigation Co
71.0%
Dollar Steamship Lines
62.9%
Grace
91.8%
nh
e Line
IAickenbLaic
91.2%
United Fruit Co.
96.7%
Associated Banning Co.
80.9%
McCormick Steamship Co
Union S.S. Co. of
New Zealand
88-3%
54.3%
All others
of
recognition
The certificate of
the Miscellaneous Water front
Workers' Union by the National
Labor Relations Board in Washington, D. O., is expected Very shortly.
Copeland Act Betrays All Unions.

ALAMEDA
ROYAL CAFE

A few weeks ago the Maritime
Officers' Women's Auxiliary was
organized to promote the
AN ANALYSIS OF H. R. 8597,
economic and educational betterAMENDING SECTION 13 OF
ment of organized labor in genTHE ACT ENTITLED, "AN
eral, and the licensed personnel
ACT TO PROMOTE THE
and maritime groups in particuWELFARE 0 F AMERICAN
SEAMEN."
lar, to the end that greater harmony, understanding and mutual
When H. R. 8597 goes into efbenefit shall result.
fect shipowners will no longer find
Provisional officers were elected
it necessary to resort to questionto preside until the first of the
able and sometimes inefficient
year when a general election will
devices in order to drive the sobe held; Mrs. Ann Anderson,
called "radical" seamen from the
president; Mrs. Naomi Borreson,
waterfront. THE LOCAL BOARDS
OF INSPECTORS WILL DO IT
secretary; and Mrs. Isabel Perry,
FOR THEM. The penalty for 'mistreasurer.
behavior, lack of ability or negliWe invite all women of the
gence will no longer be punishable
immediate family of all Maritime
by a discharge from some private
Licensed Officers to come to our
company and perhaps a stay of
meetings, which are held the
several menthe on the beach befirst and third Friday of every
fore your next assignment, BUT
month. Time: 8 o'clock. Place:
UNDER THE NEW LAW YOU
Master, Mates and Pilots Hall,
WILL REMAIN ON THE BEACH
No. 9 Main Street, San Francisco.
PERMANENTLY, DEPRIVED OF
If any further information is deSecretary of Commerce
YOUR PROFESSION WHICH
sired, telephone Mrs. Ivy CleMade Director
WILL BE THE FEDERAL "CERThe indefinite character and ments, Fillmore 3940 or Randolph
TIFICATE OF EFFICIENCY."
lack of proper research and plan- 9363.
Past experience plainly indi, ning in several sections of the
cates that a little pressure from measure indicate it was drawn up graph (b), section 301 of H. R.
the shipowners can work wonders hurriedly, resulting in unlimited 8555, recently passed by Congress
with the Bureau of Marine In- powers being placed in the hands announces that "officers are those
spection and Navigation and it of the Secretary of Commerce. men serving under licenses issued
does not require a vivid imagina- The fingerprinting provision for by the Bureau of Navigation and
tion to realize that their decisions certificates of service, while not Steamboat Inspection."
rendered during labor disputes on actually specified, is plainly imAttorney Hyman Glickstein of
such terms as "unskillfulness, in- plied in the last part of paragraph the Citizens Safety at Sea Comcompetency, negligence, good dis- (d) section 13 authorizing "other mittee and the International Juricipline, misbehavior, etc„" will safeguards which IN THE JUDG- dical Association have recently
certainly not be in favor of the MENT OF THE SECRETARY OF confirmed our suspicions that the
seaman.
COMMERCE may be necessary to Copeland "continuous discharge
establish the authenticity of the book is in reality a governmentRecord of the
operate blacklist system.
certificate."
Marine Bureau
More than 10,000 union seamen
some fluke, a strike would
by
If,
For the enlightenment of those
effective in spite of the have already registered protests
become
who are not acquainted with the
certificate jerking provisions, the against the "fink book" legislaworkinga of the Bureau of Marine
of Commerce can always tion. Thousands of seamen on the
Secretary
Inspection, I will give just two
Coasts
step in and "reduce the percent- Gulf, Atlantic and Pacific
incidents which occurred during
signify
of U. S. citizens required in are wearing buttons which
ages"
the past six months. Last spring
submit to a
the crew if "qualified citizen sea- their unwillingness to
over 100 members of the crew of
every
Mille
to
intended
measure
(Paraavailable."
not
men are
the S.S. California, including Joe
attempt to secure and maintain
graph (b), Section 5.)
Curi•an, were discharged and some
condiSection 2 of the Act of March decent wages and working
ships
fined, after striking the ship in
numerous
of
Crews
tions.
4, 1915, is amended to provide for
San Pedro and bringing the ship
directly to
protests
wired
have
our
eight-h
an
or
watches
three
back to New York upon the pledge
day for "licensed officers and sail- President Roosevelt.
Secretary
official,
labor
of the top
It is the duty of every seaman
ors, coal passers, firemen, oilers,
of Labor Perkins, that no discrimiof the name to redouble
worthy
and water-tenders." Unfortunately
nation would be practiced. The
on all fronts against
struggle
the
overwas
department
the steward
local marine inspectors not only
- inspired anti - labor
Copeland
this
looked. Radio operators are also
refused to protect the rights of the
legislation.
para3,
article
ignored, because
seamen but even went out of their
to
strikebreakers
way to approve
• •:.mpailm
man the ship which was forced to
return to New York with engine
trouble after attempting a echeduled sailing. One strikebreaker
For Sale
was recruited from a hospital and
OAKLAND
actually unfit for duty, others
had never been to sea before.
The Wagon Without
On July 29, 1936, the deck crew
of the S. S. Hollywood at Portland, Ore., took a stand against
OAKLAND
a "fink" cook who had shipped
of Every
Friend
an
After
during the 1934 strike.
Longshoreman and
impressive, but futile, display of
Seafaring Man
police force around the ship, an
official of the McCormick Company requested the local marine
ALAMEDA
Inspectors to make an "investiga0.4
tion." They promptly boarded the
ship, lined the crew up against iWINES BEER - SANDWICHES
:
I. L. A. Supporter
the bulkhead and relieved six A.B.
SHORT ORDERS
By An American Seaman

may look at conditions as they
exist in Australia today. The Marine Age for May, 1936, tells us
that "on December 31, 1935, the
Australian shipping strike reached
Its peak" at which time a Federal
licensing system was initiated.
The article further states that
"under this system no seaman may
be employed in the Australian
Shipping industry unless he is in
possession of a license to be so
employed, issued by the Federal
Government.
Consequently, the
strike gradually collapsed and regular seamen now find themselves
without employment, as many of
the ships were manned with 'volunteers' and others who were not
members of the Seamen's Union,
these being given the first preference of licenses." That is what
WILL
happened in Australia.
HISTORY REPEAT ITSELF IN
THE UNITED STATES?

OAKLAND

ALAMEDA

I

:
ACE

seamen and the bos'n of their A.B.
i
rts l
deE
tAcorF
797 - 12th Street, Oakland!
certificates, explaining that the
••••••• 1
••••••
•
••••••••••
Short
new Copeland bill gave them the
L. LEWIN, Prop.
El
authority.
1
Tires Tubes
H011iday 9287
-7th St., Oakland
910
If we want to .see the effect of
2
Federal licensing of seamen we
i
Certified Service Station
i
E 0
West
and
8th Market
i
2 I
OAKLAND
:
sismimbevioroanweemmoolmommoo....emimemo... i
Lubrication - Accessories ! i WINES - BEERS • LIQUORS I
1
ro
6
I
A Good Place to Room
HOT & COLD LUNCHES
I
It
of
Lots
and
Food
i
Fine
"Where Union Men Meet'
OPEN ALL NIGHT
I 921 Broadway, Oakland I
421

ti) i

TEXACO

i

CROCKETT

Lucky Club Cafe i

UNION HOTEL &
BUFFET

FOOT OF PORT STREET
CROCKETT
Reasonable Rates for
Federation Men
5

BEAR CAFE

1

.I.

U AND I
Buffet and Restaurant
Crockett
733-735 Loring Ave.

WHAT YOU LIKE
TO BAT and DRINK

Central Buffet
RALPH'S PLACE
DRINKS
EATS
Right Across from Gat*

Jensen's Buffet
1539 LINCOLN
Alameda, Oat.

MILANO HOTEL
& BUFFET
706 2nd AVE., Crockeet

1 there were 00

100% Union Mob

Buhl WOO.

ENCINA.L. CAFE
ALAMEDA

180:0511:0:0:0Xorettatemitutta
Union House for Union Men

ED'S CAFE
811 LORING

1832 Buena Vista Ave.

CROCKETT

Family Style Meals

i

1

Wines-Liquors-Beer

1

i 2nd & Broadway Oakland g

I

OAKLAND, CALIF.

!Home Meat Markets

DELICATESSEN

i

5
I
Donate to every strike relief i
I
i
3252 Foothill Blvd.
2
?.
OAKLAND
.1
ii
thi

IP
I ENGELHARDT'S

1
2
2
I
it
-'

Beer, Wine, Liquors
Sandwiches

I
900 Seventh Street
i0or. Mkt. Higate 3504. Oakland -

i

ow

MIMI

MP

Phone TEmplbar 2792
OPPOSITE CITY HALL

JOHN FILIPELLI I
BAIL BONDS Night I

Furnished Day and
Oakland Bondsman for 38-44,ILA
I
518 Fifteenth Street
OAKLAND

poomensakomeetommenexiseset

to 0100% UNION
FP

FRultvale 27461

TONI'
RAMOS
SEASIDE

GAS

OM

WW

A Real Friend of -hi I. L. A.

NEWPORT CAFE I

1

(Guy Shafer)
Prescription Druggists
Six Stores

100% UNION
M.S. ROSE'S

I
f

1

.I.

C - Y''S

EAGLE CAFE
819 Loring

avorites for Good Food

ALAMEDA
Opposite Encinal Terminal

it
ii1

1202 7th STREET
Adeline Station, Oakland
100% UNION LABOR

Ommeimoognummoomr•emeaumemmoompaior.

Martin's Buffet and •
Liquor Store

E& B

Jensen's Cafe
E & B S'dwich Shop

••••••••••••••••••••••
Black Cat Buffet

Phone ALamede 1274

SANDWICH SHOP

900 - 7th Street
7th and Washington
10th and Broadway
Bill's Lunch Wagon

Wheels
Howard Terminal

Crockett

Free Delivery Until 2 A. M.
1427-31 Webster Street
ALAMEDA,CALIF.

V011CE"
in

BILL'S
LUNCH
WAGON

The Best Food Only
1402 WEBSTER ST.

social,

rUNION SERVICE 11
GAS—OIL
Complete Lubrication
Union Operator

Battery Recharging
General Repairing
600 - 29th AVENUE
OAKLAND
gilligatigningigining0:010:000;011bAnstig

961 - 7th St., Oakland

RICHMOND

OUTER HARBOR
RESTAURANT
100% UNION

MEET ME AT

Meals - Short Orders
Smokes • Drinks
Foot 14th St., Oakland I

Harry & Son Cafe
OPEN DAY and NIGHT

AVE.
RICHMOND, CALIF.

1032 MacDONALD
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VOICE of the FEDERATION
.•••••

S. F. LABOR SCORES VIGILANTE THRE
Council Backs
VOICE In
Attack

LABOR UNION'S CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM

KING FRAME-UP GREEN STARTS TWENTY DROWN
(Continued from Page I)
TALK ON
(Continued from Page 1)
respondent for the Voice:
obvious even now, before the trial
"The ship started listing about
PEACE
starts.
9 p. in. Saturday night. This was

King, San Francisco vice presi(Continued from Page 1)
dent of the powerful Maritime of the internationals in the comFederation of the Pacific, never mittee for industrial organization.
Threats Of Bodily Injury To
VOICE Staff Arouse
was aboard the Point Lobos, on Today he is talking peace, deUnions
which
the
murder
occurred. scribing the spilt between the
Moreover, he never saw Alberts A. F. of L. executive council and
SAN FRANCISCO—Voting fullIn his life. Yet he is going on the C.I.O. as mere "family difhearted support of the VOICE of
trial, charged with the murder ferences" and hinting of a prothe FEDERATION, the Central
of Alberts.
posal which may be put forth
Labor Council of San Francisco
Ramsay is accused of nothing soon to reconcile them. As he
concurred in the following resolumore than visiting Alberts the said: "Our differences are not intion at its last regular meeting.
day befor the chief engineer was surmountable ..
. the situation
The resolution was passed unanikilled. Yet he, too, is going on is hopeful. . . . Our differences
mously by the editorial board of
are of secondary importance to
trial for the murder.
the VOICE.
Conner, who was an oiler on the great principle of solidarity
RESOLUTION
the Point Lobos at the time of and unity."
WHEREAS, The solidarity of
the crime, was completely cleared
Only one thing has brought
flbe marine groups on the Pacific
at the coroner's inquest. After about this change of front and
Coast depends largely on the true
his arrest on September 1 he was that is rank and file pressure.
After making belts by day for a living, the baseball team of Beltmakers' Union, Local 40, found
expression as given by the rank
Whatever individuals may have
time after work to belt out all opposition in a clean sweep for the International Ladles' Garment Work- tortured for three days in a Berkand file, and
eley hotel room until he signed a initiated the formation of the
ers' Union eastern title.
(Federated Pictures.)
WHEREAS, This said expres"confession." The "confession" he C. I. 0., its objectives have long
sion has been given out through
denied the moment the torture been the aim of the rank and file.
the medium of the VOICE of the
This pressure can be seen in
was stopped, yet he, with King
FEDERATION, which is our ofthe recent appearance of various
accused
of
the
and
Ramsay,
is
(Continued from Page 1)
ficial paper, and
peace proposals to
heal the
killing.
(Continued from Page 1)
WHEREAS, Said paper, being ports from the area indicate that
breach.
Some
have
been
in the
mentioned
facts
All the above
an absolutely bona fide weekly the grower-shippers' frenzied oppo- feigned opposition to the Government and not only al- the district attorney has not con- nature of compromises, but these
labor' publication which carries sition to the strikers is about to lowed the Commission free reign but actually requested
vincingly denied acknowledging have received scant attention benews items strictly confined to collapse. With the ranks of the
that
none of these three killed cause the rank and file have clear.
intervention
in
minor
its
specific disputes between crews
enter
the labor news in this and other strikers holding firm as they
ly indicated that they intend to
Alberts.
the seventh week of their strike, the and the owners.
eountries, and
see
to it that no compromise shall
The district attorney has apparemployers are exhibiting a definite
WHEREAS, Many deliberate atOrder Further
ently never made any effort to be made in the name of "unity"
interest
in
peace
proposals.
Meettempts have been made, by groups
find Ben Sackowitz, another mem- at the expense of the principle of
ings have been taking place between Delay
and individuals who are unfriendindustrial organization.
Federal Conciliator Walter MathewAnd now when the unions have refused to be brow- ber of the Marine Firemen, whom
ly to any militant and progresson, Edward Vandeleur, secretary
be accuses of commiting the actual
Propose
beaten into arbitration of their fundamental demands, the
sive movement, to stop the pubof the State Federation of Labor,
murder. Can it he that the disAttendance
lication of this paper, even to the representatives of the Grower-Ship- Commission has taken a new tack and orders further dedistrict attorney does not want to
Went of threats against members per Association, Farmers and the lay until it
can "investigate." Maritime workers do not find Sackowitz? Can it be that On the other hand, the United
Hatters, Cap and Millinery WorkSt the editorial staff and other Chamber of Commerce, and a peacedeny that an investigation into the miserable conditions Sackowitz has been done away ers, through their president, Max
means of intimidation have been proposal may shortly be presented
of work of seafaring employers is highly desirable. The with, so that he could not spoil Zaritsky, have proposed that the
used{ and quite recently the Edi- to the interested groups.
public might then learn of a few of the real facts. But the district attorney's efforts to C.I.O. unions be permitted to attor of the VOICE of the FEDERADetails of the proposals, however,
frame King, Ramsay, and Conner.
tend the November convention,
TION was told that this would he have been thus far shrouded in se- the union men have a right to demand uncompromising
The "evidence" against King,
Itie last Issue of this publication, crecy, and rank and file demands recognition of their
fundamental union rights before there Ramsay, and Conner is provided and that in the meantime, comand
are beginning to be heard that they is any more dilly-dallying around. Otherwise, the unions solely by still another member of mittees be appointed from the
WIIBREAM, It these tactics are not only be informed of what is
and the executive council
the Marine Firemen, George Walto iron out the difficulties. The
not checked by organized labor it- taking place, but that they be con- have a perfect right to suspect that the "investigation" is
lace by name.
present extent of Green's desire
self, it will mean that the marine sulted on these issues which so merely another maneuver to put off a solution to the crisis
Wallace went before the Alagroups on the Pacific Coast will vitally concern them.
and to wear down the patience and militancy of the work- meda County Grand Jury August for peace can be gauged by the
be denied their paper, which
Many factors in the present situ- ers to a point where their fundamental rights may become 31 and declared King had sent fact that while he promptly appointed the executive council's
has proved of more than ordinary ation are forcing the growers to
compromised.
him, Ramsay and Sackowitz to
Value to them; therefore,
committee, he entirely ignored the
back down from their previous arAs the American seaman looks about him for pre- the Point Lobos THE DAY BE- subject of lifting the suspension
BE IT RESOLVED, That the rogant stand. The steadiness of the
FORE THE CRIME.
Labor Council of Safi Francisco strikers in the face of the violence cedents for the U. S. Maritime Commission, he is reminded
order.
And that is the total of the
randemil such tactics by groups fomented by the employers, and the of the maritime boards of three countries in particular:
The C.I.O. has refused to appoint
ald
King
"evidence" against
cm- individuals in their attempts to employers' stubborn refusal even to England, Australia and Japan. These notorious boards
its committee until the executive
Ramsay. As for Conner, Wallace
destroy said paper, and
consider the strikers' demands has
have bent their efforts to sucking the life blood from the said he was standing a few feet council clarifies its position in reBE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, resulted in arousing the sympathy
gard to the suspension order; in
formerly Militant English, Australian and Japanese sea- from Alberts' cabin door when
That any attacks made on said and support of organized labor
other words, it wants to know:
yet
it
stabbed,
was
engineer
the
paper or anyone connected with throughout the state as well as the faring unions, leaving the seamen defenseless before the
does the executive' council intend
was definitely proved at the
the paper shall he prosecuted to majority of the citizens of Salinas. vicious exploitation of their respective employers.
to reinstate the ousted unions?
Conner
was
that
coroner's inquest
Weather is fast becoming an imthe fullest extent of the law, and
and fully expect to out on deck more than fifty feet Instead of answering this queshope
reactionary
interests
That
tion, Green has tried to confuse
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, portant factor. When the rains begin, the employers will be forced to make the present Maritime Commission into just another away during that time.
the issues and intimate that beThat copies of this resolution be
murder
'these
obvious
that
It
is
provide more expensive shelter for such board is no secret. In his recent San Francisco speech,
cause peace suggestions have come
sent to other labor eouncils in
their strike-breakers, who are now Weaver explained that "This Commission, if its person- charges are intended to serve two
unions,
some of the
from
We state of California for their
purposes.
housed in tents behind the barriqualified, can develop a governmental 1. Put three Intelligent union there is dissension in their ranks.
nel
is
properly
eadorsemenL
cades; the strikers have their own
If any dissension exists at present,
EDITORIAL BOARD,
homes in the vicinity. Also, while agency as effective and as far-reaching as the British men into the San Quentin death
it is in the executive council.
yolem of the FEDERATION, the peak of this season has passed, Board of Trade and its mercantile marine division."
house, thus depriving the Marine
Hutcheson, president of the CarFischer,
President,
Wra.
It will not be long before frost in
Definite provisions in the Subsidy already permit the Firemen of their leadership.
penters' Union, and a vice-presiR. M. Kelley, Seo'y-Treas.
the
of
minds
the East will start the winter boom Commission to extend at least an "advisory" control over
2. Instill into the
dent
of the A.F. of L., has resigned
O. D. Bentley,'Trustee.
in Salinas lettuce. It is not conpublic the idea that the waternot.
subsidized
or
whether
entire
merchant
marine,
the
from
his vice-presidency, presumM. Sehrimpf, Trustee,
unions
sidered likely that the employers
front unions—and all labor
II Christoffersen, Trustee, will care to go through another sea- The Commission is to make a survey "of the American —are run by thugs and murderers, ably because of political differ•Dombroff, Trustee,
son with the heavy expenses in- merchant marine, as it now exists," (Sec. 210) in order thus paving the way for the pres- ences with the A. F. of L.
B. Mayes, Temporary Editor volved in strike-breaking eating up to be able to recommend further legislation to Congress. ent effort of the shipowners to
Green does not confuse the rank
their profits. It is significant that,
IIIlan:flitted by
and file with his tactics. They
destroy the unions.
although the growers deny it, a large Clause Contains
SCHRIMPF,
The first week of the trial is know that the organization of the
number of the 1500 scabs which were Joker
Local 28-18, ILA.
likely to be taken up with selec- unorganized is the greatest thing
paid off and released from the barto the American
As for its powers over the personnel aboard ship, the tion of a jury. If we are to judge that can happen
ricades last Saturday night, left the
and that, as a
movement,
labor
Mooney
the
in
what
happened
three words "reasonable working conditions" in Sec. 301 by
town bag and baggage.
trial, it will take Warren at least result, its strength will be doubled
Last week the strikers once more (a) contain the joker. If the Commission can fix in a hard that long to eliminate all people and trebled. Any plan for peace
demonstrated their discipline and and fast manner the "reasonable working conditions" of remotely connected with labor will have to take into considerasolidarity. In the face of the emtion that, backed by the rank and
seamen beyond their power to improve them through cus- from the jury panel.
ployers' latest attempt to stampede
file, the C.I.O. Must go ahead with
having
unions,
Coast
Pacific
negotiation, a terrific perspective opens
them with gas attacks on peacefully tomary process of
the organization of the mass proframe-up
what
a
ago
long
learned
maritime workers. What can be conSEATTLE,Washington, Oct. 19— marching men, the strikers request- up before the
hastened to defend King, Ram- duction industries, either within
ed
and
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heading of "working conditions," hiring Is, and Conner.
permission
to
the
paunder
sidered
Two thousand citizens of Everett,
the A. F. of L. or outside of it.
say,
Washington, meeting in the Labor rade. On Saturday night 1000 strik- hall, security of employment, hours, overtime — almost
original defense committee
The drive of the Steel Workers'
The
Temple, sent telegrams to District ing lettuce workers, boxmakers and everything—can come under the arbitrary jurisdiction of formed in San Francisco by more Organizing Committee will be
teamsters
marched down Main
Attorney Earl Warren, and Attorthan thirty-five bay region unions joined early in November by an
the Maritime Commission.
ney General U. S. Webb of Califor- Street through the business section
was unanimously endorsed by the intensive campaign to organize
militant
the
on
resistance
and
back
to
the
and
Labor Temple with
Only the determined
nia, Saturday, demanding fair and
California State Federation of La- the automobile industry. Mass
legal trial for the King-Ramsey- only a two-man police escort, al- part of the maritime unions can forestall the extension of
Convention. Other defense meetings will take place in every
bor
though
armed
deputies hopefully
Conner case, according to Ronald
the Commission and its growth into a Frankenstein mon- eommittees were formed in Oak- automobile center in America,
patrolled
the
streets.
Union
leaders
J. Simpson, from San Francisco,
ster with life and death control over maritime unions— land, Martinez, Seattle, Portland, sponsored by both the United
who spoke in behalf of the Seattle said that the men marched "to demtowards spreading sim- San Pedro, New York, Honolulu, Automobile Workers and the C.I.
Defense Committee at the Everett onstrate to the citizens of Salinas which would only be the first step
that
the
lettuce
strike
is in existence ilar muzzling control over the entire American organized and PortArthur, Texas.
O. Later, similar drives will he
mass meeting, which was also adlaunched in rubber, cement, texdressed by Mayor John F. Dore of and that a large number of persons labor movement.
are vitally Interested in a peace
Dead of heart attack in Seattle, tiles and the like.
Seattle.
settlement."
was
Capt. Paul Sverre Selbach, 44,
There is no doubt that it the
The M. F. 0. W.is organizing the
Meantime more than 100 strikers
Pacific Coast representative of the rank and file stay firm in their
Seattle committee, which met Monremain in jail charged with rioting
Fruit Express Line, operating the rejection of compromise of prinday evening in the Marine Firemen's
and similar offenses. Alfred Aram,
crack reefer trio "California Ex- ciple, the progress attained by the
Union hall, and was made up of
attorney for the State Federation of
press," "Oregon Express" and 0.I.0. will be preserved and pushdelegates from each of the eight
Labor, contends that many of the
"Washington Express."
ed forward.
Trade Sections of the Seattle Cenarrests are without a shred of leThe present negotiations affect
tral Labor Council, and from the
FRANCISCO—Negotiations
SAN
gality and has stated that the matSeattle Chapter of the American
Warehousemen's Union 600 warehouse workers who are askter may be taken up with the At- between the
Hear
Writers Union, the American Fedand the employers have been re- ing preferential hiring, a 40-hour
torney General.
eration of Teachers Local 200,
sumed and are continuing through week, and wage increases. NegotiaSince the strike started, the this week.
Brotherhood of Railway Clerks,
tions have been going on for over
Seattle Chapter of the American S.R.A. has been spending more than
Last Wednesday's vote of the 16 months, the employers demonNewspaper Guild, American Civil $20,000 a month in Salinas. Marie Union delayed the
Secretary and Business Representative of
strike call which strating a stubborn unwillingness
Liberties Union, Church of the Jorgensen, district supervisor, had originally been scheduled, and to come to terms with the union.
BAKERY WAGON DRIVERS' UNION, No. 4$4
People, Washington Commonwealth states that of the 533 cases now on a new vote will be taken on October Instead they have tried to reestaband
1
Federation, Women's Modern Study relief, less than 5 per cent are per- 28. Although this date corresponds lish the former vicious conditions
LABOR LEADER
OUTSTANDING
sons
not
„involved
in the strike,
Club, and the Citizens' Committee.
with that on which the maritime under which the men worked prior
0Pt
At a mass meeting in the Civic
unions are taking a strike vote, the to the last signed agreement which
RACINE, Wis. (FP).—Industrial
Auditorium in the near future the
Warehousemen's vote is said to be ended ha September, 1945.
conflict loomed at the J. I. Case
case will be put before the public
Complete lack of good faith charentirely independent of any other
Co. Racine plant as 80 unionists
in Seattle.
acterized the employers' attitude
situation.
were fired, including every officer
"The employers now have no ex- throughout the many months which
of United Autornibile Workers of cuse for
Protest The Copeland Ast
refusing to negotiate," W. the union attempted to obtain a new
America Local 180. "By belonging G. Denton,
KIM sad tiko COLUMBIA-DON LEE NETWORK
secretary of the union, contract. It was in exasperation at
Copeland Act Betrays All Unions. to a union you are in favor of stated, "and we should reach a per- the stalling tactics of the employers
dictatorship," a foreman told the manent aettioraeat of our differ- that the union men had finally deReuse The Oepeleael Plait Book nisa4
1111000,*
sided be eak shades'es*

SALINAS STRIKE

THIS BALL AND CHAIN CALLED
COPELAND ACT

Everett Citizens
Demand Victims
Be Treated Fair

Warehousemen To Take
New Strike Vote Later

GEORGE G. KID WELL
WHY ORGANIZED LABOR SHOULD
SUPPORT THE CHAIN STORE
LICENSE TAX
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not taken seriously at first (she
always did list one way or the
other everytime your correspondent saw her) but conditions got
worse and the captain ordered the
crew to abandon ship shortly before 10 p. m. Shortly after the
two boats were clear she got
in the trough of the seas and a
big wave capsized her. The two
lifeboats capsized
soon
afterwards, and the crew clung to
them slipping off one by one as
they weakened due to exposure
and a pounding by treacherous
seas. At 7:30 a. m. the remaining survivors were picked up by
two
passing
freighters,
the
Thunder Bay Carries and the
Marquette and Bessemer No. I.
"Radio would have saved these
men.
Approximately an
hour
elapsed between the time she
first came into difficulties and
her final plunge to the bottom,
an hour during which' a call for
assistance would have been answered by any one of the radio
equipped boats which happened
to be in the vicinity. Only fourteen miles away a Coast Guard
and commercial radio station
maintain a continuous watch on
the distress frequency. At 9 p. m.
the City of Erie a radio equipped
passenger boat left this port, at
11:30 p. m. the Eastern States,
another such ship left this port
her course to carry her within
a short distance of the disaster,
at 6 a. in., an hour and a Ralf
before they were sighted by accident, the Western States, another radio equipped passenger
vessel, passed within a short distance of these men who were one
by one succumbing to cold and
exposure and the merciless pounding of the waves."
One hundred per cent organization of seafaring workers on the
Great Lakes alone will be able
of
g h
unionsr
or f ewtilolll no
st.tohnis
su tl down
tl iovec
lost.
permit unsafe boats to leave port
and will compel shipowners to
install radios on all ships.

Ward Clerks In
Stockton Strike
STOCKTON, Calif.—After they
had given the management 15 days
to reply to their demands, thirty
clerks and employes of the local
Montgomery-Ward store went on
strike last Friday when the 15day period ended without their
demands being met.
The empldyes have recently become affiliated with the local union of the Retail Clerks' International Protective Association. Several members of the Warehousemen's Union, a branch of the I.L.
A., joinhd with the strikers in
picketing the store which was
ordered locked up. Three members
of the union were employed at the
store. Manager P. F. Terrill refused to make a statement.
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Fourth Tria
Gets New
Victim
Berkeley's Vicious Picketi
Ordinance Jailz
Students
BERKELEY, Calif.—Fourth t
of unionists arrested in front
Aven
Shattuck
Woolworth's
store, resulted in another convict
tion as judge and jury wor
hand in hand to enforce Berke-.:
ley's vicious anti-labor ordinalagainst picketing of any kind.
The victim was Edward S. De..--•
a University of California studen

ot

Attorneys for the victims
nounced that they would appea
all convictions. According to t
attorneys, people interested
bettering working conditions for
American workers were enga
in an educational campaign at the,
time of the arrests and they m;
that
1Y sought to inform the public
unfair
was
store
Woolworth
the
The case of Hall Ryan, first o
the group of 44 arrested to be c
victed, was appealed to a high
court.
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